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RBSTFZACT 

New techn i ques are proven in th is thes is wh i ch al I ow 
the visual examination of the tear film on the cornea and 
on different types of contact lenses. The techniques are 
as fol I ows: 

1. A high magnification technique of photography 
us i ng the bi amt croscope and crossed pol art sed Ii ght, 
alI ows the measurement of tear film layer thicknesses and 
on the surface of rigid contact I enses and i n-v i vo 
receding contact angle'. 

2. A low magnification technique of photography 
aII ows the record i rig and the anal ys is of the superf icial 
I ayers of the tear fiIm over aw ice area of the eye and 
contact I ens surface. 

5. A clinical instrument has been des i gned for the 
routine cl i ni cal observation of the tear fi I m. It 
permi is the visual measurement of the tear fiIm break-up 
time (BUT) without the use of fluorescein. 

't. A uni que technique of i n-vi vo photography of the 
mucous coverage of the corneal epithelial surface and 
contact lens surfaces is presented. Such techniques 
improve the understanding of surface wettabiIity 
problems. 

As a result of this work the appearance of the normal 
lipid layer of the pre-ocular tear film has been 
classified into seven grades within a thickness range of 
0.02µm to 0.58pm. As we lI as the normal, two examples of 
abnormal Ii pi dI ayers are descri bed. 

The manner by whi ch Me i bom i an 91 and secret i on occurs 
and performs itsrole in the tear film is iII ustrated and 
analysed. Forced gland secretion by pressure induced 
I ocal i sed Ii pi d thi ckness i ncrease. Eyei id cI osure was 
seen to compress the Ii pi dfilm and i nsr iiI at i on of 
saline broke up the lipidfiIm. 

It can be seen that the pre-soft lens tear film 
usual Iy possesses a th in superf ici al Ii pi dI ayer and an 
aqueous phase of Iimi ted dimensions. 

On the other hand the pre-PI1MA rigid contact I ens 
tear fi Im rarely possesses avisible superficial Ii pi d 
layer and its aqueous layer measured 1.5µm on average. 
The addition the 'wetting' solution acts on the thickness 
of the aqueous phase which increases to 2.5µm and 

. supports a mi ni mal Ii pi dI ayer. 
The use of contact lens materials of better 

wettabi Ii ty permits the formation of films of increased 
thickness (up to 5.5µm) with avisible superficial li pi d 
I ayer whi ch was seen to stabi Ii se the film and retard its 
drying. The main differences in mucous coverage are 
described as follows. At the level of the basal layer of 
the tear film the mucous coverage takes a continuous 
undulated form on the cornea I epithelium but a 
di scant i nuous sporadic distribution on soft lenses 
decreasing to sporadic occurrence on rigid I enses. 

Finally. because of the acquisition of the 
quantitative results, new infra-structures of the pre- 
lens tear film for soft and rigid I enses are proposed. 
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C HAP TER1 

I NTROOUCTI 0N 

5C'QP QF PR rnFNT TN1 ITT , ATT QN 

Contact lenses made of different plastic material 

are worn by many people for long periods without caus i nq 

gross ocular tissue abnormality. One of the reasons that 

good tolerance is possible is due to the role of the 

tears. 

The role of the pre-ocul ar tear fiIm (POTF) is 

manyfol d. These di verse functions are influenced by 

numerous factors that must be looked at in detail, such 

as the production of tears by the lacrimal system, the 

drainage of tears from the ocular surface, the tear flow 

production rate and the evaporation rate. Al so of 

pr i mordi al i mportance is the structure of the pre-ocul ar 

tear fi Im wi th i is di fferent I avers and thei ri nter- 

re I at i onsh ip that di ctates its phys i ca 1 propert i es and, 

in part i cu l ar, its stab iIi ty. The latter has been 

reported to have an essential role in achieving 

comfortabl e and prob) em-free contact I ens wear of al 1 

types. 

The tear film must provide afull and stab Ie 

coverage of the surface of contact I enses and this should 

be achi eyed by formi ng a tri I ami nar fI ui d structure 

si mi I ar to that present in the pre-ocul ar tear fiIm. The 

reduced stability of the tear film present at the surface 

of contact lenses could possibly be caused by the 
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inadequate formation of one or more of its individual 

avers. 

Only a few studies have been concerned with the 

investigation of those separate I ayers and no cl i ni cal 

test has been developed to observe their structure and 

measure their thickness. The purpose of this study is, 

therefore, to: 

a) Present three new research techniques that 

have acli ni cal app II cat i on in the observat i on and 

photography of the pre-ocular, pre-lens tear film and the 

corneal surface. 

b) Define a method for analysis of the 

experimental results based on the theory of interference 

fringe production and its application to the measurement 

of tear film thickness and structure. 

c) Investigate the different types of the normal 

and abnormal pre-ocular tear fiIm, study the spreadi ng of 

Mel bom i an secretion and its behaviour during eye closure. 

d) Investigate the pre- I ens tear film (PLTF) 

structures found on soft lenses and the effect of 

evaporation and drying. 

e) Study the tear film formation on PMMA rigid 

corneal lenses and its drying process. The effect of 

improved wetting conditions will be studied by the use of 

a 'wetting' solution and that of material with a low 

wetting angle. 

The i nvesb i gat i ve technique used to date all alter 

the tear film in some way, therefore, more refined 

techniques are necessary. 
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f) To descr i be a system enab Ii ng the i n-vi vo 

observation and photography of the mucous layer on the 

cornea and on soft lens surfaces. 

It wilt be used for future work necessary to 

further the understanding of the mechanism regul ati nq the 

proper wetting of biological and artificial surfaces. 
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CHAPTERZ 

THE FUNCTION ANO STFZUCTURE 

AND STABILITY OF THE PFZE - 

000LAFZ TEAFiý F1 L. F1 

E. 1 FUNCTIONS QF TH T FAR FILM 

It is necessary to understand the function of the 

tear fiImin order to be abl e to anal yse i is component 

parts. 

The pre-ocular tear film (POTF) is the fluid 

structure that covers the ocul ar surface within the frame 

formed by the edges of the Ii ds aI ong wh i ch it takes a 

meniscus shape. The latter are also referred to as tear 

meniscus, lacrimal meniscus, ri vus I acr i ma lis, tear 

prism, or tear strip. The tears or tear fluid refers 

usually to the secretions from the different glands that 

contribute to the tear fiIm. 

The POTF has a tri -laminar structure with a 

superficial lipid layer, an intermediate aqueous phase 

and a basal mucous layer (Wolff, 19't6). 

The chief functions of the POTF are: to provide a 

regu i ar optical surface; to help to maintain corneal 

i ntegri ty; to remove forei gn debris; to provide 

I ubr i cation of the eye Ii ds; and to carry ant i -m i crob ia 

agents. 
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2.1.1 PRQ )T ST QN QF QPTI 
.A 

5LIRFAEE 

The fi rst functi on of the pre-ocul ar tear filmis 

to provide a surface of perfect optical qua li ty. It 

compensates for the microscopic irregularities of the 

cornea I surface and in do i ng so, ibaII ows the cornea by 

virtue of its curvature to be the most powerful 

refractive surface of the eye, approximately +`t5 di opbres 

(Duke-Elder, 1938). In most cases, a stab Ie opt i ca 

surface forms because of its physical properties 

immediately upon eyelid opening. 

2.1.2 MAT NTFNAN . 
QF 

. 
ORN AT NTEERT TY 

A second role for the tear film is the maintenance 

of corneal epi thel i al i nbegri ty and transparency which is 

achieved by keeping the ocular surface continuously 

moist. It prevents the process of keratinisation and 

provides the medium for gaseous exchanges with the 

environment and satisfy the metabolic needs of the 

avascu I ar cornea. The corneal epi the li um re li es most ly 

on the tear fiIm for the supp Iy of oxygen necessary for 

its proper functioning (Hi II& Fatt, 1963; Fatt & Bieber, 

1966). About ni ne tenths of the metabolic reach on 

requi ri ng oxygen is conf i ned to the epi the li al layers 

(Poi se & Mandel I, 1970). Further, Fatt & Bieber ( 1968) 

have calculated the concentration of oxygen and carbon 

di oxide at the different: corneal I ayers as a result of 

diffusion for the open eye and the closed eye situations 

(Figs 2.1 and 2.2). Ina closed eye situation only a 

small amount of oxygen reaches the central part: of the 

stroma whi Ie the corneal endoEhe li um re li es for a great 
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part on the aqueous humour for the supply of oxygen 

necessary for its metabolic activity. The gaseous by- 

products of ep i the Iia1 metabolism, mainly carbon dioxide, 

are in turn dissolved in the tear film and eliminated. 

2.1.3 THE RFMOU1AL QF FORFIIN RnnTE 

Previous work has shown that it is due to the flow 

of the tears that the ce II debr i s, resu Iti ng from the 

normal epithelium desquamat i on, are removed from the 

surface (Lemp. 1976). Kerat ini sed annuc I ear (squamous) 

ep i the lial cells, nucleated squamous epithelial cells, 

cylindrical ep i the lialcells and I eucocytes have all been 

found in the tear fluid (Norn, 1960). The tear film acts 

as a trap to dust and particles (Wolff. 195`t) and during 

blinking it removes lipid-contaminated mucous strands 

which are occasionally found at its surface, produci ng 

ocal i sed areas of i nstabi Ii ty. A mechani sm by which the 

action of the lid rolls the mucous strands to the 

superior and inferior pa l pebra lf orn i ces has been 

described in the normal eye (Holly & Lemp, 1977). 

Foreign bodies are also removed after reflex tearing by 

the POTF and flushed away from the ocular surface 

(Fig 2.3). 

2.1.4 EYELIDS t IRRT _ATT 
ON 

The exami nati on of the POTF by the methods to be 

descri bed wi II have to be rapi di nstrumentati on because 

of eye lid movement, blinking and fluid movement. 

The pre-ocular tear film plays the role of 

lubricant during the mývement of the eyelids over the 



UPPER LID MUCOUS THREAD CONTAINING UPID 
MOVING DOWNWARDS 

ROLLING UP OF MUCOUS LAYER CONTAMINATED 

"/ BETWEEN THE APPROXIMATING LID EDGES 

DRY SPOTS A LID CONTAMINATED MUCUS LAYER 

TEAR MENISCUS 

EYELASH 

CROSS SECTION OF MUCOUS THREAD 

"\ WITH HIGH LIPID CONTENT IN THE LOWER 
LOWER LID A\ 

FORNIX ON THE WAY TO THE PUNCTA 

FIGURE 2.3 
TENTATIVE MECHANISM FOR REMOVAL OF LIPID 
CONTAMINATED MUCOUS LAYER 

(after Holly & Lemp, 1977) 
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ocular surface. The i nner surfaces of the Ii ds are in 

very close contact with the cornea (Kessing, 1567), at 

least over a smal I area behi nd the lid margi ns (Ehlers, 

1965; Lemp et al. 1970b). A good apposition between the 

corneal and lid surfaces (Lemp &Holly, 1970) is 

necessary to al I ow the spreading on the ocular surface, 

by the acti on of the Iid, of the con_juncti val mucous 

produced by the goblet cells. It is supposed that there 

is. in fact, very Ii ttl e di rect sol i d-to-sol id contact 

during blinking and that a small amount of mucous 

si tuated at the edge of the Iid wi II act as aI ubri cant 

during blinking. 

E. 1.5 PROTECTION AEAT NST INFECTION 

During an eye infection, some changes occur in 

tear composition and, production: any variation that 

occurs will affect the superficial appearance of the pre- 

ocular tear fiIm. A method that could directly or 

i nd i rect Iy show the effects of infection of the 

conjuncti va or gl ands of the Iid woul d be of val ue. 

The main bacteri of gti c role in the POTF is played 

by the lysozyme fraction of the tear proteins (Ridley, 

192B). Lysozyme is a long chain, low molecular weight 

proteo l yt ic enzyme which disrupts the 1,4-B-1 i nkage 

between N-acetyl muram is acid and N-acetyl 91 ucosam i ne in 

more comp l ex cat I wet I structures. Its activity is pH 

dependent and maximal for a pH range from 6 to 7. It. 

Excessive tearing, by reducing the I ysozyme 

concentration, reduces its bacter iol yt is act i on. This 

occurs during ocular pathologies associated with painful 
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or irritated eyes, such as, conjunctival infection. 

(5apse et al , 
1960) or when di I uents such as eye I of i ons 

are used. 

Beta I ysi_ n., is another protein found in the POTF 

(Ford et a l, 1976). It may pl ay an important 

bacteri ci dal role (Fri edl and et al , 1972) al though thi s 

is seriously questioned by Janssen et al (1961t). 

The presence of I actotransferri n, a gl ycoprotei n, 

probably originating in the lacrimal glands, has been 

reported (Li otet et al. 1900) 
. 

Lactotransferri n performs 

an ant i -m i crab ial and anti -Lox ic rot e in tears by 

capturing and draining the iron necessary for the growth 

of many micro organisms. 

Further, protection against bacterial and vi ral 

infection is provided in the POTF by the presence of 

various i mmunog l obu li ns which amount to 5 percent of 

total globulins (Al I ansmi th, 1973; McClellan et al, 

1973). Several i mmunogI obul i ns pl ay such a rol e. The 

main function is due to secretary i mmunog I obu IinA (SI g 

A) 
. 

SIg A protects the surface of the mucous membranes. 

This secretory component is manufactured by the 

epi thel i al cells of the I acri mal gland (Franklin et al, 

1973). then it mi xes with act nar produced secretory 

component and is secreted into the I umen to bathe the 

conjunct i va l mucous surface (Tamest 
, 

1967) wi th an 

immunologic paint to modulate and control surface flora 

by agglutination and di sposal of micro-organisms. 

Reports of the Igh content of tears vary from 17mg/100ml 

(McClellan et al , 
1973) to 60mg/ 100m I (Al I ansm i th et al , 

1973). 
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The normal i mmunog I obu IinG (I gG) value in tears 

is 1'tmg/100m I ±25 (range 2- ES) (McClellan et al, 1973). 

Its concentration increases significantly during acute 

inflammation due to an increased vascular permeability. 

This increase in concentration may be the result of serum 

196 spi IIi ng into the tears. The role of 196 as a 

complement fixing agent is to destroy invading micro- 

organisms. 

IgD and IgF have also been detected in the 

lacrimal gland and tears (Abelson et al. 1977). 

2.2 TH A 
. 
RT MA SYciT M 

The pre-ocular tear fiIm is a transient structure 

produced by the lacrimal system. Any method of visual 

examination that details it quant i tat i ve ly and 

qua Ii tat i ve Iy must take i no account the f unct i ons of 

this system. The I acri mal system can be di vi ded into 

three part--s: - 

-A secretory part which is responsible for basi c 

tear secretion and reflex tear secretion. 

-A distributional part which allows the spreading 

of the tear fiIm over the ocul ar surface. Thi sis the 

part that wi II be examined. 

- An excretory part which is responsible for the 

drainage of the tears from the ocular surface. 

2.2.1 

i) I ntrndi irt- i nn 

The lacrimal fluid bathes the ocular surface 

and forms what is known as the pre-ocular Lear film 
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(POTF) and is comprised of the secretions of the I acr i mal 

91 and proper and accessory I acri mal gland tissues 

together wi th the secret :i ons of the Me i bomi an glands and 

the mucous glands of the conjunctiva (Adler, 1965) 

(Fig 2. `t). 

ii) The Iarim;; 1 fl and Proper 

Physical ly the largest gland, it: is almond in 

shape, conforming to the globe form of the eye. It is 

si tuated in the temporal angle of the orb i t, Iyi ng under 

the orbital rim of the shallow lacrimal fossa between the 

globe and the lateral process of the frontal bone 

(Fig 2.5). The lateral aponeuros is of the l evator tendon 

produces an indentation in the gland so deep that the 

gland appears to be composed of two separate I obes, an 

orbital portion lying above the aponeuros is and a 

pal pebral portion below. The pal pebra l port i on is in 

proximity of the conjunctival f orn ix and sometimes can be 

seen when pul Ii ng the upper lid outward and upward whi Ie 

the subject I ooks nasal I y. 

The orbital lobe measures approximately 20mm x 

12mm x 5mm. weighs 0.7ßg (Whi tnal l, 1932) to 0.619 

(All ansm i th et al, 1976) and appears as a highly vascular 

tissue. The basic unit of the lacrimal gland is a tubule 

or ac i nus. These ac ini also possess myoep i the lial cells 

with the contractile properties of the smooth muscl es. 

The aggregation of ac ini forms the lobules, several 

lobules are encapsulated into a sheath to make the 

several lobes of the glands. Each of the fifteen to 

forty loosely knit lobules which form the pa l pebra l lobe 
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FIGURE 2.4 
SITES OF ORIGIN OF TEAR FILM COMPONENTS 

(AFTER TIFFANY & BRON, 1978) 
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DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION 
OF SECRETORY GLANDS IN THE 
HUMAN EYE LID: 

1. Lacrimal Gland 
a. Orbital Part 
b. Palpebral Part 

2. Glands of Krause 
3. Meibomian Glands 
4. Moll's Glands 
5. Glands of Zeis 
6. Sweat Glands 

FIGURE 2.5 
LACRIMAL GLAND PROPER 
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has a secretory duct whi ch empt i es i no the ma in 

secretory duct from the orbital lobe (Jones. 1973). 

The secretory granul es I eave the secretory cells 

to empty i nto the I umen of the ac ini. They are then 

carri ed through two to ei ght i ntercal I aced ducts, whi ch 

pass through the palpebral Iobe to empty at the upper 

temporal forni x of the conjunctival sac. Ini ti al I y, it 

was thought that the secretory ce I Is of the I acr i ma I 

gland were serous in origin with a watery secretion. But 

more recent work (Ruskell, 1968; Allen et al, 1972; 

Jensen et al. 1969) has shown that some of the secretory 

cel Is present may be considered as serous and there is 

al so evi dence of some cel Is concerned wi th 91 ycoprote in 

secretion. The I after cel Is have been shown to secrete 

at: a much sI ower rate than the serous cel I s. Accordi ng 

to Ruske lI (1969). therefore, the lacrimal gland is 

considered as a sero-mucous gland. 

Jones (1973) thought that the lacrimal gland was 

only active during reflex secretion and played no part: in 

the basic secretion. This seems doubtful as surgical 

removal of the lacrimal gland to control hyper-secretion 

led to inadequate tear film formation and kerat itissi cca 

(Wh i twe ll, 1956). Golding-Wood (195't) and Ruske ll (1969) 

have shown, respectively, in man and in monkeys that 

denervati on or removal of the gl and induces an important 

reducti on in tear secreti on. Further. Jordan & Baum 

(1980) suggested that there is no difference in the 

secretion of aqueous tears by the accessory and main 

glands, that both are constantly subjected to a low level 

of stimulation. 
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ThF- ArreýcnrW I arri mal BI ands 

The accessory lacrimal glands of Krause, 

about forty of which are situated in the upper 

conjunctival forni x and six in the lower fornix, and the 

accessory glands of Wo Ifri ng, usually three adjacent to 

the upper margin of the tarsus with their duct openings 

situated at the limit of bulbar and tarsal conjunctiva 

are also responsible for aqueous tear production. The 

number of accessory lacrimal glands shows individual 

variations but their structure is identical to that of 

the main lacrimal gland with tubular ac jni internally 

lined with mi crov iIII and surrounded by myoep i the Iial 

cells. 

iv) The M in ci re iQn 

The ocul ar mucus has been cons i dered to be 

composed mainly of muc i ns in the form of a gel in complex 

wi th water, Ii pi ds, enzymes, protei ns, carbohydrates and 

el ectro I ytes (Fo I ch et a l, 19S7). 

The conjunct i va l mud in secret i ng gob[ et ce IIs are 

mainly found in the area of the forni x and the pl i ca semi 

unar is and are known as Crypts of Hen) e. They dimini sh 

progressively in number in the area of the bulbar 

con_juncti va (Kess i ng, 1968) and their dens i ty is usual Iy 

between 26 and 40 per square cm and I arge i ndi vi dual 

variation is present (Marquardt, 1986) 
. 

Some complementary gI ycoprote in might also be 

secreted by the conjunctival epithelial cells to form the 

foundation to the mucous I ayer (Greiner et al. 1980 ; 

Takakusaki, 1969; Dilly, 1986 ). Further recent 

evidence( Al I ansm i th et al, 1976 ) suggests that a 
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ac i nar ce I Is from the main and accessory I acri ma I glands 

contain material that is stained pos iti ve Iy by the 

periodic acid-schiff method. They, therefore, coul d 

produce gI ycoprote i n. 

v) The QiI kj S 
-r i on 

A) The main oily secretors are the tarsal or 

Pte i bom i an glands, studied by Me i bom i us (1666). These 

Cubu I o-ac i nar glands are located within the tarsal plates 

in each Iid: 30 to 40 in the upper Iid and 20 to 30 

smaller ones in the I ower Iid. Their orifices are 

situated on the inner side of the muco-conjunctiva I 

border and the act of bl blinking is suf fici ant to express 

hei r secreti on on to the tear fiIm. They are sebaceous 

hol ocri ne glands. 

B) The glands of Ze is and Moll are the minor 

oiI secretors. The 91 ands of Ze is are si tuated at the 

pal pebral margin of each eyelid and are sebaceous glands. 

Thai r rol a seems mai nl y to prevent desi ccati on of the 

pal pebral surface. The sweat glands of Mol I are found at 

the root of the eye I ashes and the ir secret i on prevent 

the lashes from becoming brittle. 

2.2.22 TFAR SPR Af7T NGc; YSTFM 

Ni nety percent of the tear fI ui d conta i ned wi th in 

the pal pebral fissure is found in the tear strips or tear 

men i scus si tuated al ong the upper and I ower Iid margi ns 

(Fig2.6). Af ter fluorescein i nst iII at i on, a 'black 

i ne' , visible under ul tra-viol et (UV) Ii ght at the edge 

of the men i scus, del imi is the comp li cated mu ltiI ayered 

structure that we know as the pre-ocular tear film from 
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the tear str i ps (Fig 2.7). The f ormat i on of the pre- 

ocu I ar tear filmis due to the physico-chemical 

i nteract i ons tak i ng pl ace dun i ng the bli nki ng process, 

whi ch i ni ti aces the spreadi ng of the superf i ci al Ii pi d 

together with the water soluble ocular surfactant, muc i n. 

i) RI i nki na - Li d GI osure 

Normal Caucasian humans blink on average 12.5 

times a minute (Gordon, 1951). The upper eyelid downward 

movement, approximates 17 to 20cm per second (Doane, 

1980), and the velocity is sufficiently high so that 

considerable shear stresses are present at the various 

interfaces of the tear film during blinking. 

The Ii pi dI ayer does not spread under the eyelid 

because of its mucous coating. It cannot spread over the 

lid exterior surface as it is coated with a thin layer of 

sebaceous gland secretion which is more surface active 

than the Mel bomi an gI and secretion. Thus its Ii mi ted 

quantity allows it to be contained between the lid 

i nterspace and when they are completely closed, 

sandwiched between the Ii ds and the ocular globe (Holly, 

1900) 
. 

At the same ti me, the cl ose apposi ti on of the Iid 

border induces the red i str i but i on of the mucous I ayer 

over the ocular surface, through shear action across the 

thin aqueous I ayer. The same movement also rol Is up and 

drags into the upper and lower forni ces, the Ii pi d 

contami nated mucous. These mucous strands are known to 

cause the tear fiIm to break up locally (Norn, 1969a) 

(Fig 2.3). 
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FIGURE 2.7 
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE TEAR FILM BOUNDARY 

(After F. J. Holly, 1978a) 
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i i) AI i nki ng - Lid fpeni no 

As the eyelids open, at a speed approximately 

Bcm per second (Berger & Corrsi n, 197't), a new aqueous- 

ai r interface of hi gh surface tension is created. 

Immediately a mono-molecular layer of lipids is spread on 

the aqueous phase and is followed by the spreading of the 

excess Ij pi d, together with the associated muco-proteins. 

This first mono-molecular I ayer of lipid is capable of an 

initial spread i ng rate as hi gh as 20 to 30cm per second 

(Holly, 1973a). This means that the only limiting factor 

is the speed of el evat i on of the eye lid and i t: expl ai ns 

why aIi pi d free surface cannot be seen even usi ng hi gh 

speed ci nematrographi c techniques. 

A secondary slower spreading motion, lasting 

approximately one second, can be observed in the 

superficial I ayer. It has been shown that if mucin is 

in jected underneath a Me i bomi an secret i on spread over 

saline, the fi Im pressure increased almost threefold 

(Holly, 1973b). The most Ii ke Iy exp I anal i on is that the 

mucous accumulated at the edge of the eyel i ds is coated 

wi th Me i bom i an lipids and itis able to spread al ong the 

newly formed water lipid interface. This visible duplex 

film increases the stability of the tear film by lowering 

its surface tension. It al so th i ckens the tear fiIm by 

viscous drag of fluid from the marginal tear strip. This 

situation continues until the negative hydrostat ic 

pressure, due to the meniscus curvature increases to a 

level which restricts the flow between the meniscus 

reservoir and the tear fiIm, creating the localised 
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Eh i nn i ng or 'black Ii ne' de limiti ng the POTF (McDona Id& 

Brubaker, 1971). 

iii)U. nr of Fl nw 

The vector of flow of tear can only be seen 

in the super i or and inferior marg i na l strips because the 

tear fi Imi tseI fis so thi n that surface forces are 

greater than gravi tati on forces ( Hol Iy& Lemp, 1977) and 

no si gni fi cant fI ow can occur in the tear film (Eh l ers. 

1965). 

Maur i ce ( 1973) developed a techn i que us i ng 2 per- 

cent by we i ght of I ampb I ack suspended in sa Ii ne by the 

add i ti on of 0.2 percent TWEEN 20 (Atlas Chemical 

Industries Inc) to observe the vector of tear flow in the 

eye. The part i cl es were restricted to the marg i nal 

strips. A small i nterm i ttent movement possi bly 

representing the newly secreted tears was apparent in the 

superior strip. It was either lateral or nasal, in which 

case it disappeared into the upper punctum. A larger 

number of part icI es were seen in the I ower strip and 

their nasal progression to the lower punctum was very 

rapid after a blink, but then slowed down gradually to a 

stop if blinking were avoided for about a minute. 

Repeated blinking and dept et i on of the marginal strip 

confined the particles to an irregular movement 

immediately after the blink or no movement at all. 

The blinking action thus forces the tears within 

the marginal strip from the outer canthus to the inner 

canthus. towards the punct i, contributing to its renewal. 
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2.. 3 TH FX R TQRY 5YSTFM 

The tears I eave thei r ocul ar envi ronment through 

the surface of the conjunctiva, by evaporation to the 

atmosphere and drainage through the puncti. 

i) Fxrhanpp A rncc-, he Con j in i vaI C; urfa . 

Schirmer (1503) first calculated that an 8 

percent tear loss in one minute was occurring by 

diffusion across the conjuncti val epi thel i um. More 

recent 1 y, Maurice (1973) recorded a 35mv electrical 

potential at the conjunctival surface with the negative 

pole to the bl ood si de. By cal cu l at i on based on the 

el ectr i cal potent i al measured, the permeabi Ii by of the 

conjunctiva and its surface area, he found that up to 2jt1 

per mi nute or 20 percent of the POTF could be adsorbed 

over the bul bar conjunctival surface. 

ii) I oýý by Fvapnrati nn (TabI e 2.1) 

Ten to 25 percent of the total tear secretion 

is lost by evaporation depending upon external conditions 

such as humi di ty and turbulent air fI ow (Hol I y, 1973a) 
. 

Mi sh i ma & Maurice (1961b) and Mi sh i ma (1965) measured the 

thinning rate of a rabbit cornea whose aqueous humour had 

been replaced by parafin to stop water flow from the 

aqueous humour and calculated that the standard rate of 

evaporation varied from 2.2 to 3.7µI /h/cml. This is 

equivalent: to a tear film thickness reduction of about 

0.1µm for every 10 seconds inter blink. 

Hamano et al (1960c) employed a method, used in 

clinical dermatology, of evaporation measurements based 

on the diffusion law of water vapour. His results, 11.4 

X 10""'g/cm'/sec, are in good agreement with the previ ous 
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EVAPORATION RATE OF TEARS FROM THE RABBIT CORNEA 

MISHIMH & MAURICE (6µI /2.1cm '/hr) 8.0 X 10-' g/cm /sec 
( 1961b) 

I WATA ET AL (1969) 10.1 X 10--' 9/cm'/sec 

HAMANO ET AL(1980c) ('t1g/m: "=/hr) 11.4 X 10--' 9/cm`/sec 

EVAPORATION RATE OF TEARS FROM THE HUNAN CORNEA 

HAMANO & MI TSUNAGA (1982) : 

NORMAL (75g/m-2/hr) 

DRY EYES (49g/ml/hr) 

26.9 X 10 ' 9/cm"/sec 

15.15 X 10 ' 9/cm`'/sec 

BELLDEGRUN ET AL (1965): 

NORMAL 

ABNORMAL 

It. 29 X 10' 9/cm`: /sec 

7. 'tS X 10 ' 9/cm=/sec 

TABLE 2.1 
SUMMARY OF EVAPORATION RATES OF TEARS FROM THE RABBIT ANO 
HUMAN CORNEA 
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measurements of Iwata at al (1969) : 10.1 X 10*-7g/cm`-/sec. 

The same technique was applied to normal human eyes 

(Hamano & Mi tsunaga, 1982) and gave a value to be 

equi val ent to 26.9 X 10--'g/cm: `/sec whi Ie dry eyes I ad to 

aI over evaporat i on rate of equ i va l ant-- to 15.15 X 10-- 

'g/cm-/sec whi ch is close to that of the rabbit eye. 

Hamano expl ai ns the I ow rate in rabbi is by the presence 

of a th i ck Ii pi dI aver and that of the dry eye pat i ant: by 

thei rIi mi Led tear volume and the possi bi Ii ty of 

evaporation of water from the cornea I tissues through the 

epithelium. 

Rolando & Refojo (1983) designed a goggl e 

experiment to measure tear evaporati on rate. They found 

that any abnormality of tear, Iid, ocul ar structure 

and/or functi on resul is in an i nstabi Ii by of the tear 

I ayer that is evidenced by an increased evaporation rate 

of aqueous tears (Rolando & Refo jo, 1983; Ro I ando et aI, 

1983). They found that the mean evaporation rate in 

subjects with ocular surface abnormalities (7. 't5 X 10-- 

79/cm- /sec) was nearly twice that in a normal group (4.29 

X 10-'g/cm2/sec) (Bel 1 degrun at al. 1985) 
. 

The 

difference in values compared to that found by Hamano & 

f1itsunaga may be due to difference in experimental 

technique. Hamano's experiment being a static method 

while Refojo' s goggle method uses dynamic flow of ai r. 

In the previous experiments the structure and 

appearance of the pre-ocular tear film was not assessed 

and a variation in Ii pi d presence, thickness and 

contamination will have affected the results. 
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In the absence of the oiIy I ayer the rate of 

evaporat i on is increased 10 to 20 ti mes (Ho IIy& Lemp, 

1977; fli shi ma, 1965) but a marked tear fI ow decrease is 

recorded in S jögren' s syndrome inferring that normal 

evaporation produces hypertoni ci ty of the tear fi Im 

(flastman et al. 1961) in that condition. 

There isa cl ose re l at i onsh ip between evaporation 

and tear film osmo I an i ty in keratocon_junct ivitissi cca. 

The decrease in tear volume produce an increase in the 

ratio between surface area and volume increasing the 

effect of evaporation on the tear fi Im osmol ari ty. Thi s 

is also affected by the increase in tear evaporation rate 

in keratocon junct ivitissi cca. 

ij i) Tear Qra i nage 

The drai nage of tears takes pi ace through 

two small orifices, the punct i lacrimal i s. in apposition 

to the 91 obe and in contact wi th the marginal tear str ip 

at the upper and Iower Iid border of the inner canthus. 

Each punctum constitutes the opening of drainage ducts: 

the canal i cu l i. These canal i cu l i, run fi rst a vert i cal 

course. then a horizontal one before joining together to 

form a single common duct, opening into the tear sac or 

I acri mal sac ( Fi g 2.8). The canal i cu Ii are Ii ned with 

stratified squamous epithelium but are rigid enough to 

produce capi II ary attraction. The I acri mal sac in turn 

opens into the naso- I acr i ma I duct. Both the lacrimal sac 

and naso- I acri mal duct are Ii ned by col umnar epi the li um 

and possess a deep fibrous layer. The same fibres as the 

orb i cu l ar is muscle are attached into the I atera Isi de of 

the sac. The naso-I acri mal duct opens into the inferior 
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meatus of the nose where the tears are finally di scharged 

as part of the nasal secretion (Jones, 1966). 

The two important factors contributing to lacrimal 

drainage in the excretory system are: 

- the compression and shortening of canal i cu Ii 

I umen during eyelid closure and orb i cu 1 ar is muscle 

contraction which forces the tears toward the lacrimal 

sac and enhances the action of this structure. 

- during blinking the contraction of the 

orb i cu I ar is which draws out the lateral wa II of the 

lacrimal sac creating a negative pressure into the sac. 

With the relaxing of the obi cu l ar i s, the sac collapses 

and expels the fluid towards the naso-lacrimal duct 

(Jones, 1966). Negative pressure in the nose during 

inhalation and swallowing (Francois and Neetens, 1973) 

and gravity also plays a role in emptying the sac. 

2.3 T NNFRUATT ON OF THE I A("RT P1A c; YSTFM 

The control of tear production and the interaction 

of the various glands is regulated through the 

innervation of the lacrimal system. 

The secreto-motor nerve fibres responsible for the 

control of lacrimal secretion are issued from the facial 

nerve, pass with the greater petrosal nerve to the 

pterygopa l at i ne (or sphenopa I at i ne) ganglion which is 

connected with the maxillary nerve. 

Previously, the post-ganglionic fibres were 

thought to pass into the maxillary nerve (Fig 2.9) 

reversing their course into the zygomati c nerve to join 

the lacrimal nerve and enter the lacrimal gland by way of 
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an anostomosing branch. More recent work by Ruskel I 

(1571), has shown the presence of ram iI acr i ma l es, fine 

unmye li nated nerves passing directly from the ganglion to 

the lacrimal gland in monkeys. It is reasonable to think 

that those ram iI acr i mal es carry the post-ganglionic 

fibres to the lacrimal glands (Fig 2.9) . 

The sympathetic nerves fibres originating in the 

hypothalamus probably gain access to the gland as a pen- 

vascular plexus of the lacrimal artery. It: seems that 

nerves and terminals of both sympathetic and para- 

sympathet ic are present in the wal Is of the erzen iol es 

and cap iII ar i es in the connect i ve ti ssues surround i ng the 

aci ni of the gI ands. Few fermi nal s even penetrate the 

acini and lie between the serous cells but not the mucous 

cells. No terminals seem to be found close to the 

myoep i the lial cells surrounding the ac ini but a numerous 

number can be found in the ducts of the human lacrimal 

gland in cI ose proximity to the myc3epiLhelial cell 

present (Ruske lI, 1976). 

According to Ruske lI (1976) the control of the 

lacrimal gland secretion seems to occur at two levels: an 

ordi nary level and during hyper secret i on. 

- At the ordi nary level. the secret i on is 

triggered by the parasympathetic st i mu l at i on of the 

serous cells and the autonomous action of the mucous 

cells. 

- Our i ng hypersecret i on, the i nterst i ti al 

parasympathetic fibres seem to come into effect and 

stimulate the myoep i the li um cells of the ac ini which 
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contract and produce an increased mechanical st :i mu l at i on 

of the secreti on. 

The role of the sympathetic innervation has not 

been accurately determined, but itis possible that, as 

in the rabbi L. it may exert a sl ow acting influence on 

the secretion through vaso-motor changes. 

The afferent reflex pathway for the lacrimal gland 

is situated in the fifth cranial nerve and the usual 

reflex secretion originates from peripheral sensory 

st i mu l at i on of the cornea, the conjunctiva, skin or nose. 

If the stimulus on one side is weak, the reflex response 

wi II be unilateral but a bilateral response will fol I ow a 

stonger unilateral stimulus. Reflex I acr i mat i on from 

ret i na l st i mu l at i on wilI vary with the intensity of 

light. Psychogenic st i mu I at i on during weep i ng caused by 

emotional disturbance or various central nervous system 

diseases involves the frontal cerebral cortex, the basal 

ganglia, the tha l amus and the hypothalamus and is always 

bilateral (Jones, 1973). The production of tears on an 

emot i ona l basis is uni que to humans among a 

vertebrates. 

Li tt Ieis known about the i nteract i on between the 

various parts of the tear producing glands during normal 

and reflex secretion. 

The qua li tat i ve observat i on of the POTF in those 

si tuat i ons could permit the differentiation between 

lacrimal and Mel bom i an production. 
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Lt RASR T FAR FILM PHYST. R CHARACTFRTSTTCS 

The output from the various tear glands produce a 

quantity of tear necessary to cover and protect the 

exposed ocular surface between blinks. The assessment of 

tear volume, pre-ocular tear film thickness and tear flow 

has been the subject of many studies. 

2. 'f. 1 TEAR UQL UME (TABLE 2.2) 

The total tear volume found within the pa l pebra l 

aperture has been estimated to be between 7}, ßl to 10µI 

(Maurice, 1973) and up to 90 percent of the tear volume 

is found in the superior and inferior marginal tear 

strip, also known as lid tear meni scus. The remaining is 

spread over the ocular surface to form the very thin pre- 

ocular tear film (POTF). Norn (1965b) found that 7µI of 

the pre-ocular tear fi Im occupi ed an ocular area of 

172mm-`. From the total volume 75 percent is found in the 

meniscus and 25 percent in the pre-ocular tear film. The 

average tear volume has been estimated to be 7µl± 2µI 

(Mi shi ma, 1965) and 8.47µI ± 2.02µI (Furukawa & Poise, 

1978) both using slit-lamp fluorophoLometric techniques. 

An extra 20µl to 30µI can be held between the Ii ds if 

care is taken to avoid blinking. When blinking is 

permitted, it appears that for a normal palpebral 

fissure, any amount above 10µl will be flushed out 

(Maurice, 1573). But, obviously, that amount will vary 

with the size of the palpebral fissure. 

Further. it also appears that there is very little 

fluid in the forni ces. If the lower Iid, for example, is 

puI I ed away from the surface of the eye, some tear fI ui d 
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MI SHI MA (1965) : 
P. O. T. F 
TOTAL 

NORN (1965) : 
MENI5CUS 
TEAR FILM 
AREA 

III 5HI MA ET AL (1966)- 
TOTAL 
MENISCUS 
TEAR FILM 

FURUKAWA & POLSE (1976): 

MAURICE (1973) : 
MAXIMUM 

TABLE 2.2 
5UMMARY OF TEAR VOLUME VALUES 

-º 0.65 µl / cm2 
7 µl ±2 µl 

-' 7 µl 
-' 0.7 µl 
-ý 172 mm2 

7 }iI 
-º 5.25 µI 

1.75 µl 

-9 B. It 7µI 

-4 10 µl 
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will invade the newly created space. But when the lid is 

re l eased, the tear fl ui dis expel I ed by apposi Li on to 

reform the marginal tear strip. No tear reserve is 

present at the inner canthus which is only moist. 

The average total thickness of the pre-ocular tear 

film (5µm to 10µm) 
, indicates a vo I ume of approx i mate ly 

1µl for the POTF which corresponds to only a very limited 

amount of the total tear vol ume. As we have seem, most 

of the lacrimal fluid is found in the marginal tear 

strips and when fluorescein staining is used, a 'black 

line' can be seen extending along the cornea I surface 

just within the lid margins. These 'black Ii ne' s 

separate the pre-ocuI ar tear fi Im from the margi naI Lear 

str i ps, and represent an area of th i nn i ng of the tear 

film (McDonald & Brubaker, 1971). When fluorescein 

concentration is less than 10-1 no fluorescence occurs. 

Exami nati on of the proxi mi ty of the ' bl eck Ii ne' , 

showed that there was no diff us i on of dye across the Ii ne 

and when fluid accumulates in the lower marginal strip, 

the line moves away from the lid margin (Maurice, 1980). 

The formation of the tear meniscus depends on the 

balance between the negative pressure induced by its 

concave surface and the hydrostatic pressure due to the 

height of the fluid column in the meniscus (Holly, 1980) 

(Fig 2.6). 

In the presence of a restricted amount of fluid 

(as in the ocular environment) an imbalance is created 

because the tear film cannot replenish the aspirated 

fluid fast enough by inter- I am i na l flow. The aspiration 

is the result of an unsaturated or 'thirsty' meniscus and 
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itI eads to the I ocal i sed th i nn i ng in the film (McDona ld 

& Brubaker, 1971). SI i t-I amp observati on of the ' bI ack 

i ne' and of the curvature of the meni scus gi ve some 

i of ormat i on of the degree of unsaturat i on of the 

meniscus. 

The smaller the radius of curvature, the more 

' thi rsty' the meni scus, hence when the meni scus gets 

I arger and I ess curved, it gets I ess ' thi rsty' as a 

larger volume of fluid is available (Holly, 1960). 

The observati on of Iid meni scus hei ght has been 

mentioned as a guide in the diagnosis of dry eye symptoms 

(Baum, 1973). 

Lamberts et al ( 1979) measured the average hei ght 

of the inferior tear meniscus in 06 normal eyes and found 

that a va l ue greater than 0.1mm was obta i ned in 93 

percent of the eyes studied. However, they could not 

find any correlation with their assessment of tear volume 

by Schi rmer' s test after bopi cal anaesthesia. The 

condition of marginal tear film deficiency is usually 

subc lini cal and asymptomatic. It cou Id be used as an 

indicator of poor contact I ens tolerance. 

2. If. 2 PR -Drl II A R TFAR FT LM THT CKN SS ( TABLE 2.3) 

Ini ti al eval uati on i ndi cated a very thin pre- 

ocular tear fi I m. Fi scher (19'tO) had found that it: dri ed 

down to 0. OS). xm. Usi ng a weighing techni que, von Bahr 

(19`tl) obtained a thickness of 25µm by calculation. More 

recent studies agree to an average pre-ocul ar tear fiIm 

th i ckness of 7 to 10µm. Maurice (1962) estimated the 

film at I ess th an 10µm (10µm by calculation and 5. Bum to 
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FISCHER (1940) 
DRYING THICKNE55 -ý 0.05 µm 

VON BAHR (19Ltl) 
RABBIT WEIGHING 9 E5 µm 

MAURICE (1962) 
CALCULATION -ý 10 µm 
WEIGHING -> S. 8 µm to 8.0 µm 

EHLER5 (1965) 
AVERAGE -7 um to 9 µm 
BL000 CELLS 47 µm 
WEIGHING -º 10 µm 
REDUCTION WITH TIME 0 sec : B. 5 µm 

-+ 30 sec : 't .5 µm 

NORM (1965) 
`t pm 

OCULAR AREA - 172 mm2 

MI SHI MA ( 1965) 
GLA55 FILAMENT -' 7.5 µm 
FLUOROMETER -' 6.5 pm 
PRE-CORNEAL -) 5 Am Lo 10 µm 

TABLE 2.3 
5UMMARY OF TEAR FILM THICKNES5 VALUES 
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B. 8µm by wei ghi ng). Ehlers (1965) thought it could vary 

between 7µm, as i nst iII ad red bl ood cel Is coul d move 

freel yin the fi I m, and 10µm by wei ghi ng smal I round 

di scs of known si ze before and after pressing them 

agai nst the cornea at di ffevent ti mes fol I owi ng a bl i nk, 

he al so showed a decrease in thickness from 8.5µm to 

't. 5µm, 30 seconds after blinking. Wi th a blink every 8 

to 10 seconds, the average total thickness of the film 

wi II therefore be between 7µm and 9µm. Mi shi ma ( 1965) 

found that the thickness of the fluid layer was uniform 

over the cornea 7.5µm, by a glass filament method and 

6. Spm by a fluorophotometric method. 

Hence, it seems that whatever the technique used 

there is a good agreement regarding the tear film 

thickness estimation to be between 7µm and 10µm at eye 

opening and to slowly decrease between blinks down to 'tpm 

to 5µm. 

2. It. 3T FAR FQ il ( TABLE 2. 't) 

Tear production rate, or tear fI ow, is of pri me 

i mportance in mai ntai ni ng a normal , wet: eye as tear fi Im 

stabi Ii ty decreases wi th age in rel ati on to the decrease 

in tear fI ow ( Marquardt, 1982). The tear fI ow rate was 

first measured in 1903 by Schirmer and referred to as 

tear flow when he collected on filter paper the tear 

secretion of patients whose lacrimal sacs had been 

removed. In this way, he collected 0.59 to 0.759 over a 

16 hour period which corresponds roughly to 0.6 to O. 8Pl 

per minute. Ever since, subsequent studies have produced 

widely different results. These variations seem mainly 
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SCHI RM1ER (1903) FILTER PAPER 
FISCHER (1931) FILTER PAPER 
BALI K (1952) 
THAYSEN & THORN (195't) 

FILTER PAPER 
SZMYT (1958) FILTER PAPER 
COCHET & AMI ARD (1962) 

PHYSIOLOGICAL 
REFLEX 

P1cEWEN (1962) 
FLUOROPHOTOMETRY 

EHLERS (1965) REFLEX 
PHY5IOL06ICAL 

MI SHI MA (1965) 
NORN (1965) COLOUR MATCH 
MI SHI MA ET AL (1966) 

COLOUR MATCH 
BRANOT & FRIT5CHE (1967) 

FILTER PAPER 
EHLERS (1967) 

- 0.6 to 0.6 µl / mi n 
-$ 0.3 µl / min 
--º 15 µl / min 

-º 10 to 100 µl / mi n 
13 µl / min 

1.5 ml/ 2t hr 
7 to 12 ml / 24 hr 

-e 0.6 to 0. E3 µl / mi n 
-e 10 µl / min 

-ý 7 to 12 ml /2t hr 
1.5 ml/ 2't hr 

-º 1.2 µl /min 

-º 10 to 20 µl /min 

-) 1.2 pI / mi n 

-4 9.5 mI/ 2't hr 

CALC CELL COUNT -ý 2. 't µl /mi n 
KIRCHNER (196t) NOVER TEST 40. 't2 to 0.92 µl 
MI SHI MA ET AL (1966) 

FLUOROPHOTOMETRY -º 0.2 to 2.0 µl 
NOVER & JAEGER (1952) 

NOVER TEST -º 10 µl / min 
FLUDROPHOTOMETRY 

SORENSEN & JENSEN (1976) 
RADIOACTIVE TRACER--3 0.6 pi /min 

FURUKAWA & POLSE (1976) 
FLUORDPHOTOMETRY 
AVERAGE -º 1.78 µl / min 
AGE: 15 2 µl / mi n 
(15 to 39 ) 1.55 ul/min 
( ßt0 to 63 ) -º 0.95 µI / mi n 
65 -º 0.7 µl / mi n 

LAMBERTS ET AL (1979) 
CALC/SCHI RMER -ý 2pl/min 

TABLE 2. `t 
SUMMARY OF TEAR FLOW VALUES 

/ min 

/mi n 
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to be due to the experimental techniques of tear 

col I ect i on and to the techn i ques of eva I uat i on of the 

results. 

Table 2. It Ii sts the results obtai ned wi th the 

different methods. To date, five main techniques have 

been used: 

1. Schirmer tear test, usi ng collection by a 

filter paper or cotton thread. 

2. Dye diI ut i on tests, using fluorescein. 

3. Tear flow calculation techniques. 

It. Slit-lamp fluorophoLometry. 

5. Radi oacti ve tracers. 

Reflex I acr i mat i on may increase the tear volume present 

by a hundredfold (Nauri ce, 1960). 

2.5 THE TEAR FILM STR I .T IRF 

The i ntroducti on of a contact I ens on the ocul ar 

surface wi II alter the structure of the pre-ocular tear 

fi I m; a detai I ed knowledge of thi s structure is 

necessary for analysis of appearance by a visual 

technique. 

2. S. 1 GENERAL 5TR 11"T IR 

The present thi nki ng on the structure of the tear 

fi Im is well estab Ii shed after Hol1y& Lemp (1971b) and 

stems from the bas ic descri pt i on of a tr i-I am i nar 

structure by Wolff (19't6; 195`t) (Fig 2.10). it is 

composed of a basal mucous layer spread on the corneal 

epithelial surface, an intermediate watery I ayer and a 

superficial lipid layer. 
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The deep I aver of the tear fiImis formed by the 

mucoi d secretion adsorbed at the surface of the anteri or 

membrane of the superficial squamous cells. Ehlers 

( 1965) had ear Ii er suggested that phospho Ii pi ds of the 

Me i bomi an 91 ands secret i on were rubbed onto the cornea 

surface, forming a 'surface active layer'. Tiffany 

( 1988) el aborated asi x- I ayer model wi Eh a superficial ci 

of IyI aver, a pol ar Ii pi d monol aver, an adsorbed mucoi d 

layer. an aqueous layer, a mucoi dI ayer, and a gl ycocal yx 

ayer at the surface of the cornet epithelium. 

2. S. 2 5TR IrT1 IRF OF TH C'ORNFAI PT THE TL IN 

The superficial part of the cornea is the 

strati fi ed ep it he liu m (50 to 90µm th i ck) which cons i sts 

of three zones of nucleated cells. 

The basal zone is formed by a single row of 

col umnar cells (18 to 20µm height, B to 10µm wi de) with a 

vertically oval shaped nucleus. The flattened base of 

each cell is attached to the basement membrane by hemi - 

desmosomes and to each other by desmosomes. 

The mid-zone of the epithelium is formed by the 

next two to three rows of polyhedral cells, the posterior 

surface of which is concave to fit closely to the 

superior rounded part of the basal ce lIs. Because of 

their thin lateral extensions, they are also known as 

'wing ce lI s' . 
Their nucleus becomes flattened to conform 

to the shape of the cell as it moves towards the surface. 

The most superficial layer consists of large 

flattened squamous cells. They measure about It um in 

thickness but are nearly 50µm in width. Their nuclei are 
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simiI art yfI attened. The anter i or membrane of those 

cel Isis thi cker (6 - 7nm) than the other membranes in 

squamous cells (3nm only) (Tr i path i, 1975). 

The thicker outer layer of those superficial 

squamous cells provide a structural basis for the 

osmophi IicI aver of phosphol i pi ds. The outer surface of 

the squamous ce I Is possess project i ons, mi crovi IIi (0.5 

to 1}Lm high and up to 0.5µm thick) and mi cropl i cae (0.5pm 

hi gh) whi ch mi ght be some remnants of the corrugated 

pattern of the cell borders. It has been put forward 

that these projections played a role in the retention of 

the pre-corneal tear film by increasing the area of 

contact as the number of microplicae are markedly reduced 

in dry eyes. Their exact role is not yet clearly 

understood but it could be nutritional. 

The different cell layers represent different 

stages of cell development. As the ceIIs are pushed 

towards the surface, they are continuously replaced by 

new cel I s, which move forward, gradual Iy fi atten and 

become desquamated. In this way, kerat ini sat i on never 

occurs in normal cornea I epithelium. 

The Ii fe of these surface squamous ceI Isis short 

as near Iy one seventh of the total population is shed 

daily. As it was shown by radi oact i vet yI abel I ed cel I s, 

the ti me from divisi on to desquamat i on for normal 

epithelial cells was I ess than one week (Hanna 8,0' Brien, 

1960). 

However, fo lI ow i ng superf ici al corneal in jury, the 

heeling process is much more rapid, first by pseudopodia1 

mi grat i on of ne i ghbour i ng base I ce IIs and movement of 
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adjacent cells to cover the wounded area but al so by a 

very i ncreased ep i the Iial ce lImi tos is rate. 

2.5.3 TH T NN FR MI DIS AYFR 

Blumcke & Morgenroth (1967) demonstrated the 

presence of aIi pi d and prate inI aver on the epi the lia 

cel I surface by el ectronmi croscopy. This was challenged 

by Holly (1973b) who found a 200 Angstroms to 400 

Angstroms thick muc in layer (0.02 to 0.0`t µm) coating the 

epi thel i aI cel I surface. 

More recently Nichols et al (1965) demonstrated a 

mucous layer of 1µm thickness on gui nea pig corneas. 

The conjunctival goblet ce lIs, by their 

significant output and their strategic location, are 

thought to be the main source able to supply this mucous 

layer, periodically renew it and remove as we II the lipid 

contaminant in the form of mucous strands. But some 

compl ementary gl ycoprotei n mi ght be secreted by the 

conjuncti vet epi thel i ai ceI Is to form the foundati on to 

the mucous I ayer (Takakusaki 
, 

1969; Ehl ers et al , 
1972; 

Gre i ner et aI, 1980) 
. 

These 91 ycoprote i ns have a cross- 

i nk arrangement wh i ch is the basis for the f ormat i on of 

the mucous strands. 

The main macromol ecul ar component of mucous 

secreted by the epithelial cells consists of 91 yco- 

protein. They are carbohydrate protein complexes 

characterised by the presence of hexosamine, hexose and 

si al ic acid (Van Haeringen, 19B1). 

Great individual variations, however. occur in the 

composition of carbohydrates and protein components. 
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The 91 ycoprote in molecule has many sites where 

chemi cal bonds can be formed. These si Les I ock on other 

sites located on the corneal epithelium, creating a mud in 

surface (Doughman, 1977). 61ycoproteins are rod-shaped 

mol ecul es wi th a protei n at the core and carbohydrate 

si de chai ns. These molecules are surface active 

substances since they have both polar and non-polar 

segments. Accord i ng to Hotly et al ( 1977) the non-pol ar 

segments can al i gn wi th the Ii pi d surface of the cornea I 

epi the li al cel I membrane and the ir pol ar segments render 

them so I ub Iein the aqueous phase of the tear fiIm. On 

the other hand this may not be sufficient evidence that 

the Ii pi d surface of the cell membrane is necessarily 

hydrophobic, because the polar and charged group are ex- 

posed but not the hydrocarbon regi on of the Ii pi d chai ns. 

The mucous is discharged from the goblet cell and 

swel Is in the conjuncti val fluid where it becomes 

filiform. When these fibriIs become detached from the 

cel I s, they move with the tear flow. The mucous envelops 

foreign bodies and itslipid contaminants, and gather 

over the entire length of the forni x. Usual I y, aI arger 

mucous strand is found at the inferior f orn ix and a 

smal I er one at: the superior forni x. The occurrence of 

mucous thread is increased in some patho I og i ca 

conditions such as: keratocon junct ivitis, vernal- 

conjunctivitis and acute infectious conjunctivitis. 

Norn (1972) found that the mucous fibrils in the 

mucous thread could be stained by PAS reagent and also by 

at ci an blue suggesting that they consist: of acid 

mucopo l ysacchar i des. Greiner et al (1962) observed, by 
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electron mi croscopy, 20 bi opsy specimens of human 

conjunctival epi thel i at surfaces and its associated 

mucous. They found that three morphological mucous types 

exi sted: strands, sheets and granules. They thought 

that the mucous sheets may resu It from the fI alten i ng of 

the th i ck mucous strand by the shear i ng act i on of the 

upper eyel i d. The mucous granul es may be due to the 

dehydration and fractures of mucous sheets and strands. 

2. S. `t THE A01 IFQ1 IS PHASE QF THE TFAR FILM 

The aqueous phase accounts for over 90 percent of 

its thickness and contai ns 98.2 percent water and 1.8 

percent so li ds (R idI ey & Sorsby, 1940) 
. 

This phase 

originates from the main lacrimal glands and the 

accessory lacrimal glands of the conjunctiva. The 

so l utes in the aqueous phase consist ma inly of inorganic 

el ecEro I ytes and I ow and high molecular weight organ ic 

substances. The organi c substances of I ow mol ecul ar 

wei ght are gl ucose, urea and ami no aci ds. The organi c 

const i tuents of high molecular weight are the tear 

prolei ns (al bumi n, gl obul i n, and I ysozymes). The mai n 

i norgani c el ecErol ytes in the aqueous phase are: sodi um, 

potass i um, calcium, ch I or i de, bi carbonate and carbonate 

i ons (Bi of ogi cal Data Handbook - Tears, 1371t). 

The sodium concentration in tears (1't5mg/m I) is 

si mi I ar to that in serum, but the potassium concentration 

(16 to 2'tmg/ml) is three to five times higher in tears 

than in serum; their role is essential in the osmotic 

regulation of the intracellular and extracel I ul ar spaces. 

The chloride concentration (128 to 14'tmg/m l) is slightly 
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hi gher than in serum, and i is rol eisIi nked wi Eh sodi um 

and potassi um in osmotic regul ati on ( Botel ho, 196't) . 

The bicarbonate concentration (26mg/ml) seems to 

be i nvo I ved with the pH regu I at i on. It: plays a role in 

the buffering action of tears, keeping the pH near 

i sotoni ci ty 7. t5. with a range from 7.111 to 7.62 (Carney 

& Hi II, 1976) a more acidic pH 7.25 is found fol l owi ng 

prolonged lid closure (Carney &HiII, 1979). 

The other ions found in lower concentration, 

calcium, seem to be independent of tear acti on 

producti on (0. 't to 1.1mg/ml) 
. 

The osmotic pressure of the tear fiIm is about 

305mosm/kg, or equ i va I ent to 0.9S percent Nac I (6 iI bard 

et al , 
1978; Terry & Hi II, 1978) .A5 percent difference 

in osmo l ar i ty is found between tears col I ected at the lid 

marg in and those co II ected in the conjunct i va If orn i x, 

the lower values around 290mosm/kg are closer to that of 

the serum (Mi sh i ma et al , 1971). If the tear film is 

hypotoni c, as in excessi ve beari ng, water wi II enter the 

corneal epithelium and cause it to become oedematous 

(Carney and Jacobs, 1981t). With hypertoni c tears, water 

is drawn into the tear film causing a decrease of 

epithelium hydration. In keratoconjuncti vi ti s si cca, 

hi gh osmotic va l ues have been demonstrated and it may be 

due to an imbalance between evaporation and the decreased 

tear production in this disease. Osmotic pressure is 

sensi ti ve to changes in tear fI ow and ref I ex sti mul ati on 

of tears. For exampl e, in earl y adaptat i on to contact 

I enses reflex I acr i mat i on results in a decrease in 

el ectrol ybes and in total protein. The resulting 
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re I at i ve hypoton ici ty may account for the ep i the Ii um 

oedema. often seen in the early stages of contact I ens 

adaptation (Ca Il ander & Morrison. 19710. 

Holly (1973b) has assumed that the structure of 

this aqueous I ayer was similar to that of most pol ymer 

solutions possessing solute molecules with high axial 

assymetry. He has divided the phase into a superior 

dilute phase, where the molecules have complete 

rotational freedom and a lower more concentrated phase or 

coacervate (Fig 2.10). It is possi bl e that part of the 

di lute mud in phase might originate directly from the 

I acr i mal 91 and secret i on (Ruske l 1,1965). Maurice (1973) 

suggested that some contr i but i on to the aqueous 1 ayer of 

the tear film occurs through an outwardly directed 

osmotic flow through the cornea and the conjunctiva which 

is induced by the hyperosmo I ar i ty of the tear film due to 

evaporati on between blinks. 

2. S. SF IP RFT Cl Al 1T PT f] AYER 

The presence of an of IyI aver had been opti cal Iy 

detected by observation of surface interference patterns 

seen in specu l ar reflection by Vogt as early as 1521 and 

first photographed by Fischer (192B). Many papers since 

then have dealt with this phenomenon (McDonald, 1969; 

Brauni nger et al. 1972; Hamano et al, 1980a; Josephson, 

19B3). Several authors have shown that this oily I ayer 

is derived from the tarsal Mei bomi an glands and that the 

dynamic stabi Ii ty of the tear film is markedly changed by 

Me i bom i an gland dysfunction (Ehlers, 1965; Korb & 

Henr i quez, 1980; Henr i quez & Korb. 1981). 
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Anal ys is of this secret i on using thin I ayer 

chromatography (Ni col ai des, 1986) has shown it to be a 

lipid material containing a high proportion of 

cholesterol esters and other ester waxes. It has a 

moderate conterrl! of free chol esterol and aI ow content of 

free fatty acid. It is qui to uni i ke any of the other 

Ii pi d secret i ons produced by the ski n and is aki n to the 

vernix caseosa of the neonate. It differs from the sebum 

in bei ng vi rtual iy free from tri 91 yceri de whi ch forms 

approximately 45 percent of sebum (Keith, 1967). Its 

structure is that of a duplex film where the cholesterol 

esters form the outer layer and the remaining 

constituents form an inner molecular film overlying the 

superior dilute phase of the aqueous I ayer (Norn, 1963). 

The functions of the lipidI ayer are two-f ofd. 

Firstly this layer prevents lacrimal evaporation, and 

secondly it maintains an optically homogenous tear film 

surface (Mi shi ma & Maurice. 1961a, 1961b; Andrews, 1973; 

Records, 1979). Both these functions have been 

extensively investigated and all in-vivo experiments 

support these conclusions (M i sh i ma & Maurice, 1961a, 

1961b; Iwata et al, 1969; Sorensen & Jensen, 1977,1579). 

Qbservat i ons of particle movements within this 

I ayer when viewed under moderate levels of angular 

magnification (x35) enable relatively straight-forward 

detection and have led Ehlers (1965) to describe its 

properties and also to note the appearance of amorphous 

superficial figures or strands which were transient, 

changeable. altered by blinking and occasionally provoked 

by pressure on the lid margi ns. 
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McDonald ( 1969) has shown that the appearance of 

Newton's colour fringes in the IipidI ayer is di rect Iy 

re l aced to the th i ckness of the fiIm. He suggested that 

a grey appearance of varying shades corresponded to a 

lipidI ayer thickness of I ess than 0.1µm and that 

compress i on of the fiIm during bIi nk i ng (I id aperture 

reducti on) I ed to an i ncrease in thi ckness from 0.1}lm to 

0.17µm. This increase was found to correspond to the 

successive appearance of red, orange, yel I ow, green and 

blue fringes forming the first order of spectral 

interference colours. The observation of a complete 

spectrum of the second order of interference colours was 

found to occur when the superficial lipid layer was 

0.52µm or greater. These observations enabled McDonald 

to conclude that the average Ii pi dI ayer was between 20 

and 72 molecules thick (0.1 
. im to 0.37pm). Unfortunate I y, 

these results are in error due to incorrect refractive 

index calculations and have been widely quoted, the 

latest reference bei ng Josephson (1963). A more preci se 

interpretation of the interference colours and their 

associated thicknesses should take account of the 

relevant refractive indices of the layer previously 

omitted (Gui lI on & Gui II on, 1981t; Olsen, 1985; Tiffany, 

1966). 

Hamano et al (1979a; 1962), using a wide field 

bi o-d iff erent ial microscope, have classified the lipid 

appearance into three main categories: 

a) A marmoreal (marble-like) pattern consisting 

of patchy structures of dark and light parts rather like 

a meshwork. 
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b) A flow pattern having a regular. almost 

smooth, stream-like structure of bright appearance. 

c) An amorphous pattern having no discernible 

structure whatsoever. 

The first pattern was reported to be found in 90 

percent of normal eyes. 

2.6 Ef1RN A PT TH T ºf1 j TTT NC 

Because of the phospho lipid component of the cells 

membrane, the epithelial surface is relatively 

hydrophobic when wiped dry, it: is not wettable by aqueous 

tear. Muci n pl ays the role of a wetting agent to the 

corneal surface (Ho IIy& Lemp, 1971a). This hydro- 

phobi ci ty could be artefactual (Cope et al. 1966). 

2.6.1 RASTE PRT Nf'T PLEq 

The relationship between a surface and a gas and a 

Ii qu idis character i sed by the fIuid contact ang Iewi th 

the solid. It: is the ang le at wh i ch the Ii qu id meets the 

solid's surface. The surface molecules of afluid volume 

are attracted internaIIy by the cohesive forces of the 

bulk of the fI ui d which is greater than the attract i ve 

force of the molecule of the vapour adjacent to the 

surface. In weightlessness a small fluid volume will 

take the shape of a perfect sphere, on a surface it wi 

Lend to keep this shape and form a droplet. The exact 

shape of afluid droplet will depend on the surface 

forces present at the solid, fluid and gas interface. 

The contact angle is that found between the solid surface 

and the tangent to the edge of the droplet surface. A 
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hi gh contact ang Ie demonstrates the i nab iIi ty for the 

Ii qui d to wet the surface; aI ow contact angI e shows an 

increased affinity for the surface; zero angle 

corresponds to complete wettability. 

The critical surface tension (CST) of a liquid is 

the measure of the force necessary for the Ii qu id to 

completely wet a given surface. 

In order for water to cover a surface, the CST of 

the water must be equal to or Iower than the CST of that 

surface. 

2.6.2 ERRNFR dI TTARI TTY 

Li ttl eis known of the exact nature and structure 

of the advocated mucous coverage of external ocular 

structures. Up to now atI the research work on corneal 

weitab iIi by has re li ed on the app ii cat i on of techn i ques 

used in surface chemistry. 

The CST of rabbit and bovine corneal surface 

(cleansed by ri ns i ng) is 26dynes/cm (Holly and Lemp, 

1971a). The same resul tis obtai ned when Ii pi ds from 

mei bomi an secretion are spread on corneal epithelium. 

The contact angle of physiological saline on 

cI eansed cornea was found to be SO degrees ( Lemp et aI 

1570b). 

The surface tensi on of water is 72dynes/cm. The 

mucous secretion acts in two ways. It first dissolves in 

the tear fluid to reduce its CST from 70 to 38dynes/cm, 

and by spreading on the cornea I surface it elevates its 

CST to 'tOdynes/cm. 
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In this way the aqueous phase has a lower critical 

surf ace tens i on than that of the muc i n-coated ep i the Ii um 

and al I the requirements for cornea I wetting are met and 

the contact angle is zero degrees. 

Because in the tear film there is no free aqueous 

i nterface, muci n has to I ower the fiIm surface tensi on 

i nd i rect Iy by lowering the tens i on of the super f superficial cii 

pi dI ayer. Furthermore. the mucous I aver coati ng the 

ep i the Ii um is ab Ie to ma i nta in the i nterf ac ial tens i on at 

aI ow val ue by removi ng the Ii pi d contami nants whi ch 

cont i nua IIy bombard the ep i the Ii um surf ace (Ho IIy& Lemp, 

1977). 

These earl y resu I is are increasingly being 

challenged because of the destructive nature of the 

solutions used in the experiments (Cope et al, 19E36). 

The development and use of non invasive techniques 

of observation of the mucous coverage wi II al I ow a better 

understanding of welt i ng proper-Li es of corneal and 

contact lens surfaces. 

2.7 START TTY OF TH T FAR FILM 

2.7.1 ARFAK-IJP DE NfRMAi TFAR FILM (TABLE 2.5) 

The pre-ocul ar tear filmin humans does not remai n 

stable for I ong periods of ti me (Ho IIy, 1981 a) . When 

bli nki ng is prevented. the tear fiIm ruptures wi th in 15 

to `t0 seconds, dry spots appear over the cornea (Lemp & 

Hamill, 1973) and the tear film decreases in thickness by 

around 10 percent: through evaporat: i on. A duplex Ii pi d 

film is seldom stable for I ong period of Lime some of the 
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NORN (1969b) RANGE -3 sec to 25 sec 

LEMP & HAMILL (1973) TOTAL -s 100 eyes 
RANGE 4 10 sec to >45 sec 

15 sec to 34 sec 

FORST (1976a) TOTAL A 236 eyes 
AVERAGE 0 14 sec 
RANGE A4 sec to 54 sec 
CRITICAL 05 sec to 7 sec 

KAME ET AL (1976) TOTAL 4 80 eyes 
AVERAGE R. E. -ý 15.27 sec 

L. E. -ý 1't. 57 sec 
RANGE -) 3 sec to 20 sec 

TABLE 2.5 
SUMMARY OF TEAR BREAK-UP TIME MEASUREMENTS 
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superficial Ii pi ds willmi grate to the epi the Ii um 

i nterface, there it contami nates the adsorbed muci nI aver 

creati ng areas of hi gh i nterf ac i al tens i on and convert i ng 

it into a hydrophobic surface (Fig 2.11). This process 

wi II be accel erated by I ocal thi nni ng of the tear fiI in, 

induced by the surface tension gradients in the 

superfi ci al Ii pi dI aver, or by gross i rregul ari ty in the 

epi Ehe li al surface ( Fi g 2.12). The tear filmin those 

areas becomes unstable forming non-wettable areas of 

gradually increasing si ze. The measurement of the break- 

up time (BUT) wi II be consi dered in Chapter 3. 

2.7. a TEAR FILM ARNfRMA T TT q 

The detect i on and di ff erent i at ion of tear film 

abnormalities can be improved by non-invasive observation 

technique. 

The def ini Ei on of an abnorma I tear film and i is 

causes have been often reviewed by many authors (Bron, 

19135; Hol Iy& Lemp, 1977). 

The following signs are considered to be of 

importance by these authors as a basis for the adequate 

diagnosis of an abnormal tear fiIm: - 

-a scanty or uneven meniscus 

- the presence of excessive particulate matter 

- the rupture of the tear film prior to a 

subsequent blink 

- the production of hyperosmoti c tears 

- the abnormality or absence of the superficial 

ipid layer 
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EVAPORATION 

b SUPERFICIAL LIPID LAYER 
TEAR FLUID 

ADSORBED MUCIN LAYER 

CORNEAL EPITHELIUM 

STABLE TEAR FILM 

BREAK UP 

DIFFUSION 

FLOW FLOW 
ý ebb 

LOCAL THINNING 

- ,d rb 
b-b 

i 

DRY SPOTS FORMED BY RECEDING 

TEARS 

FIGURE 2.11 
MECHANISM OF DRY SPOT FORMATION 

(After Holly, 1973b) 
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LID 

FIGURE 2.12 
MENISCUS INDUCED THINNING OF TEAR FILM 

(After McDonald & Brubaker, 1971) 
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- an abnormal or inadequate mucous layer 

- the presence of an epi thel i al surface di sorder. 

The factors leading to the production of an 

abnormal tear film are numerous and include the 

following: - 

- an insufficient: i acr i mat i on 

- an increased evaporation and a low tear turnover 

rate 

- an increased polarity of the me i bom i an secretion 

- an abnormal tear protein composition 

- an inadequate blink behaviour 

- an inadequate mucous supply and mucous layer 

-a primary ocul ar surface di sorder. 

Some of those signs can be detected as a matter of 

routi ne cl i ni cal observati on usi ng non-invasive 

techniques or simple tests available to the practitioner. 

i) Ahnnrma iMni scut 

A scanty or uneven meni scus is seen as an 

irregular reflection originating from its very small 

curvature bordering the lid edge when usi ng direct: 

iII umi nati on. An uneven border Ii ne and a hei ght I ess 

than 0.1mm combi ned ui th a sharp def i ni ti on of its black 

i ne separat i ng it from the tear fiIm, are si gns of 

abnormality. Local i sed tear film break-up or igi nati ng 

from this meniscus border is increased in these cases. 

An increased curvature is a sign of reduced volume (below 

2.9µI) but also of reduced hydrostatic pressure which 

encourages movement of fluid from the pre-ocular tear 

fiIm, the meni scus and induces localised disruption. 
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i i) ParF-i r il a Ma f-ex- 

The presence of excessive pari cu I ate matter 

in the POTF and men i scus when viewed with hi qh and I ow 

magni fi cat i on is abnormal This particulate matter often 

consist of mucous strands of increased length formed by 

mucous dislodged from the epithelial surface and mixed 

with superficial Ii pi d layer. In Filamentary Kerati ti s 

these strands will be strongly attached to the surface 

epi thel i al cel I s. 

Increased cellular debris is indicative of surface 

damage when observed in contact lens wear or in 

conjunction with the use of preservatives and in response 

to conjunctival inflammation (Bron et al, 1565). 

Keratocon, junct ivitis5i cca (KCS) patients exhibit a 

quantifiable increase in cellular debris in the tear film 

following rapid desquamati on of damaged cel I s. 

iii) Br aic- tp 

The observati on of the rupture of the POTF 

before a subsequent blink and its measurement in the most 

commonly used test of tear film stability. 

Reduced break-up ti me (BUT) or Iimi Led ocular 

surface wetting measured with or without fluorescein 

i nst iII at i on is one of the main signs of an abnormal tear 

film 

Li pi d Layer - the abnormal i ty qr absence of the 

superficial Ii pi dI aver or its contam i nat i on has been 

observed repeatedly since McDonald first introduced the 

concept (Hamano et al, 198Oa; Josephson, 1983: and 

hui II on, 19B2). 
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The abnormality of the Ii pi dI ayer is caused by: - 

- an abnormal blockage of the secret--ion ducts 

(according to Norn 1965. more than 56% blocked 

ducts is considered abnormal ) 

- the poor apposition of the lid margin or an 

abnormal position of the strand orifices 

- the contami nati on by skin Ii pi d and/or make-up 

and skin lotions 

- the presence of bl ephar itis or facial ski n 

di sorders 

- contamination by excessive or denaturated mucous 

di scharge. 

Destab iIi sat i on of the tear film al so occurs wi th 

changes inIi pi d composi ti on. Such an i ncrease in free 

fatty acid or tr igl ycer i de or an abnormal ratio of its 

polar and non-polar components which is the parameter on 

which depends the duplex lipidfilm formation. 

- the presence of a me i bom i an itis has been also 

associated wi th aqueous deficiency in some cases 

(McCulley and Sci al 1is, 1977). 

- an abnormal or inadequate mucous 1 ayer contai ns 

coarse hydrophobic strands of mucous accumulated when the 

mucous suppl y cannot keep up with accelerated mucous I oss 

i nduced by increased Ii pi d contami nati on, deranged 

mucous-1 ysozyme interaction (Lee et al, 1981) or 

increased exfoliation of surface cells- 

In keratocon junct ivitis Si cca (KCS) the mucous 

content of the tears shows abnormal preci pi tat i on pattern 

(Rolando et al, 1966). The dens i ty of Ehe Gob l et cells 

may be diminished and the subsurface mucous vesicles of 
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the epithelial surface thought to contribute to the 

process of mucous Iayer formation are absent (DiIIy & 

Mackie, 1981). 

Mucous gI ycoprote in deficiency is usually inferred 

i ndi rectl y by the observati on of reduced BUT in the 

presence of normal aqueous secretion. 

Benjamin et at (198`t) have shown indirectly the 

presence of a mucous layer by its effect on the surface 

wettabi Ii ty of contact I enses. New techniques based on 

in-vivo non-invasive direct observation and photography 

of the mucous layer on the corneal surface and on 

different types of contact lenses are showing some 

difference in its structure and thickness in different 

cases (hui II on, 1986). 

- the presence of an ep i the IiaI surface disorder 

can di rect Iy cause a tear film abnormality, originated by 

oss of mucous gl ycoprote i n, decrease in con junct i va l 

goblet ce lI dens i ty followed by a rapid exf oli at i ve 

process of surface cells and kerat ini sat i on. 

Insufficient: I acr i mat i on - the two main causes of 

bi I atera l aqueous deficiency are keratocon junct ivitis 

sicca (KC5) and Sjögrens syndrome. S, jögrens syndrome is 

a disorder including dryness of the eyes and the mouth 

and is often associ aced to a connective Lissue disorder 

such as rheumatoid arthr itis. KCS is an age-related 

syndrome occur i ng commonly in the fifth and sixth decade 

of life. as some evidence points to a deterioration and 

atrophy of the lacrimal ac i nar and duct tissue Damato et 

aI, 198`t) and of f ect i ng women more than men as it has 

often been re l aced to hormonal imbalance (Holm, 1949). 
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Bron (1985) has drawn a very good resume of the 

history of the occurrence of KCS. It seems to start with 

i of iI trat i on and atrophy of the I acri mal 91 and comb i ned 

wi th a certain degree of i of I ammati on. The ensuing 

reducti on in tear fI ow ref I ecbed inaIi mi bed meni scus 

and tear film volume combines with an increase in 

evaporat i on rate to produce an hyperosmo I ar i ty, i nduc i ng 

the fami Ii ar symptoms of di scomfort and the fi rst si qns 

of abnormal cellular responses. 

The alteration in mucous production, spreading and 

i is accel erated denaturat i on reduces the weitab iIi by of 

the epithelial surface and induces the deterioration of 

the surface epithelial ce lIs which are more rapidly 

desquamated and appear as debris in the tear fiIm. 

The reduction in tear film stability may account 

for some of the conjunctival and cornea I damage observed. 

KCS patients often show signs of ocular 

inflammation such as conjunctival redness, bi ephar itis or 

mei bomi an disease and can be vulnerable to recurrent 

corneal ulceration, vascu I ar i sat i on and possible corneal 

scarring. The si gns and symptoms of i nstabi Ii by 

resulting from all kinds of tear film abnormalities can 

be detected and moni bored by the non- i nvas i ve techn i ques 

to be presented in this thesis. 

As seen, the formation of the pre-ocular tear film 

re Ii es on a var i ety of f actors. 
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CHAPTEfz :3 

CURF2ENT CLI NI CAL TECHNI UUES 

TO STUDY THE TEAFZ FI1 P1 

3.1 

A large number of clini cal . experimental and 

research techniques have been developed to study the tear 

film and its different components. 

This chapter is a review of the relevant 

techniques that can be applied to the clinical 

examination of the tear fi1m. They can be separated i ntc 

two groups: 

1) those i nvol vi ng a bi om i croscopi cal exam i nat i on 

2) those making use of ophthalmic stains. 

3.2 RT DMI f'Rn-iCfPT EAI EXAMINATION 

3.2.1 TNTRnn I TTON 

The routine bi om i croscop is examination provides 

invaluable information of a non-invasive nature when 

directed to the appearance of the tear meni scus, that of 

surface interference phenomena, and that of superficial 

part :i cu l ate movement. Wi th a spec i al Iy des i fined set-up 

the measurement of break-up time (NI BUT) can be achieved 

wi thout the use of fI uorescei n (Mengher et ai , 
1985a; 

Gui II on, 1985; Gui II on, 1986). 
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3.2.2 ORSFRUATT DNq [7F TH TFAR MFNI 51-1 IS 

The tear meni scus forms al ong the I ower and upper 

Iid. Each meni scus isIi mi Led on the Iid margin side by 

the muco-cutaneous junction situated just behind the 

Me i bom i an gland orifices. On the corneal side it is 

separated from the pre-ocular tear film by a localised 

thinning known as 'black-line' when the film is stained 

with fluorescein (Holly. 1576a). 

The I ower meni scus is easi er to examine for 

regularity, height, width and curvature. Hol Iy& Lemp 

(1977) assessed its width to be approximately 1mm and 

suggested that a scanty appearance or area of 

discontinuity were signs of an aqueous tear deficiency or 

lipid abnormality. 

Tayl or ( 1980) suggested that the meni scus shoul d 

be described qualitatively as i ntact, non-intact or 

tempora lIy non-intact. 

Although a few authors (Klein, 191t9; Wright. 1971; 

Baum, 1973) proposed the evaluation of the tear meni scus 

as an assessment of the tear flow. Lamberts et al (1979) 

found that the tear meniscus height in normal eyes varied 

between 0.3mm and 0.1mm in 92% of his 86 observations and 

that no correlation was found between tear meniscus 

height and Schirmer test with and without anaesthesia. 

Terry (196t) concluded that a tear meniscus height 

inferior to 0.3mm is an indication of dry eye. 

The reflection of a light beam moved verti cal Iy 

across the meniscus gives an assessment of its curvature 

( McDonal d, 1969). The normal meniscus should have a 

convex surface near the corneal side, a concave surface 
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central Iy and a convex curve in its contact with the 

eye Ii ds. When the I over men i scus isiII um i nated ina 

downward fashi on by a beam of light the reflection should 

show a 'w i th' movement in the convex zone foll owed by an 

' against' movement in the concave zone. When these 

movements are absent, a low surface tension at the 

meni scus is suspected. 

3.2.3 nRSFR IATT ON OF TNT RF R NCF PHENOMENA 

Observat i on of surface phenomena of the tear fiIm 

have been carried out soon after the creation of the 

si i t-I amp bi omi croscope. Onl y over the past few years, 

has photography of these phenomena been possible. The 

foII ow i ng isa short hi story of the progress i on of th is 

techngi ue. 

Hi sEori cal I y. the i nterference phenomena vi si bl e 

at the surface of the cornea were first described by Vogt 

(1921). 

Marx (1921) described the formation of dry spot on 

the cornea occurring on average every 60 seconds and 

suggested that the thi ckness of the tear fiIm coul d be 

estimated from the dispersion of col ours. 

Koby (1921*) photographed the zone of specul ar 

ref Iection of the cornea and reported the presence of 

dust and irregularities of surface. 

Meesmann (1927) also noted the presence of surface 

spectraI col ours in the tear fiIm. 

Fischer (1926) gave a general description of the 

pre-corneal I ayer of Ii qui d from photographs of the light 

reflection from the corneal surface. 
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Fischer (19't0) ment i oned that the tear film dries 

down to a thickness of 0.05µm, a number probably achieved 

by analysis of interference fringes. 

Wol ff (19`t6) menti oned the presence of of I drops 

seen in the ri vus I acr i ma lis. 

Edmund (1951) presented measurements of the 

corneal gl oss produced from Ii ght ref I ected from the 

corneal surface. 

Ehlers (1965) in his extensive dissertation 

describes his bi om i croscop i cal exam i nat i on of the pre- 

corneal film, the presence of embedded particles and 

various col our dispersion phenomena visible in the 

port i on Iyi ng sIi ght Iy outs i de the di rect "m i rror zone" 

formed by the Iight ref Iected from the cornea. The 

surface particles are shown to move as an integrated 

whole when the I ower lid is carefully displaced upward 

over the bu l bus. He observed some amorphous or diffuse 

phenomena consisting of superficial figures or strands of 

varying appearance giving to the surface the resembl ance 

of a tarnished, dirty or greasy metal surface with spots 

of reduced gloss. These were transient in nature and 

altered by blinking and sometimes the dull zones formed 

stripes, usually vertical and in a few cases parallel. 

Ehlers concluded that these phenomena could be due to 

smal I droplets of secretions just di scharged from the 

Mei bomi an gl and. 

McDonald (1969) studied extensively the surface 

phenomena of the tear film on the eye, on contact I enses, 

in human and in the rabbit. First with a self inspection 

technique usi ng a concave mi croscope mi rror placed on an 
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x-ray vi ewi ng box but mai nl y wi th the bi omi croscopi c 

observation of the reflection of a fluorescent Ii qht or a 

gooseneck I amp sui tabl y pi aced cl ose to the cornea. He 

observed the spectral interference patterns visible in 

front of the virtual image of the lamp. He conc I uded 

that the grey background observed corresponded to a 

surface I ayer not thick enough to cause interference 

(less than 1000 Angstroms), that the first order of 

spectrum of interference was present for thicknesses 

between 1000 Angstroms and 1750 Angstroms and that a 

second order spectrum of colours corresponded to a layer 

thickness between 1750 Angstroms and 5200 Angstroms. 

He suggested that these interference patterns were 

confined to the oilyI ayer whi ch varied on average 

between 1000 Angstroms and 3700 Angstroms. As a 

mono 1 ayer of fatty acid measures on average 25 to 30 

Angstroms, thi s corresponded to a 72 mol ecul es thi ck 

I ayer in its thi ckest part and a 20 mol ecul es thi ck 

I ayer in its th i nnest part. McDonald showed the or igin 

of the oiIyI ay. er to come from the or ifi ces of the 

Mei bomi an glands. Their secretion was increased by 

everti ng the upper Iid or by rubbi ng of the eyes as it 

probably massages the glands causing them to empty on the 

tear surface. 

In some cases he noted the presence of fractures 

in the of IyI aver and i nterpreted them as breakdown of 

the viscosity of the oily layer. His observat i on on the 

rabbit showed a surface of different shades of 'grey with 

movable whorls' suggesting an oil cover of variable 

thickness while partial lid closure causes the successive 
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appearance of the first and second order of interference 

coI ours. The same observation was made during normal or 

partial blink with a continuity in the oilyI ayer 

appearance between the 'I acr i ma II ake' and the 'I acr i ma I 

prism'. 

McDonald also described a' crumpling effect' 

vi sibie dun i ng bIi nk in the presence of a very th inoily 

layer and a 'p I eated drape effect' visible in the same 

circumstances when the oily layer is squeezed between the 

lids. 

His observations of interference phenomena on 

contact I enses pl aced ina rabbit's eye or in human eye 

reveal ed a ful I thi ckness tear fi Imi nterference pattern 

consisting of five or more orders of spectra whose 

colours swept rapidly across the surface and then receded 

to exti ncti on. This represented thicknesses from 11,000 

angstroms to 1000 Angstroms near the edge of the drying 

tear film. This rapid drying on the front of a contact 

I ens was attributed to the three following poss ibiIi tes: 

i) the pre-lens tear film may have an oilfilm 

more permeable or more expanded that the normal cornea 

ii) normal tear film renewal from behind or from 

the periphery may be inhibited by the contact lens 

iii) the better wetting properties of the corneal 

epithelial surface may be a factor in the rate of surface 

drying. 

When a microscopic area dries it acts as a nucleus 

from whi ch the tear film recedes. These dry areas then 

resist rewett i ng and dry faster than the adjacent 
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surfaces suggesting that they have a lower surface 

tension. 

Clark & Carney (1971) had shown by theoretical 

analysis and reflectometry measurement that most of the 

reflection originated from the oily layer present at the 

anterior surface of the fiIm. 

Clark (1973) used i nterferometr ic techniques to 

measure the anterior surface topography and thickness 

variation of the pre-corneal fi I m. He observed thickness 

gradients in the oily layer of the pre-corneal tear film 

as great as 2 mrad (m iIi rad i ans) and its thickness to be 

around 0.1 pm. The use of a hard corneal contact I ens 

was necessary to provide a sufficiently large refractive 

index difference between the tear fluid and the 

underlying surface to record interference fringes formed 

across the whole depth of the Ii qui d. They managed to 

photograph sodium Ii ght fringe patterns formed in the 

pre-lens tear film thickened by wett i ng solutions and 

later after thinning by evaporation. but no measurements 

were given. 

Norn ( 1979) devised a semi -quanti tali ve method of 

measurement of the Ii pi dI ayer by observat i on of the 

reflection from a ground matt glass plate mounted in 

front of a slit: -lamp mi rror. 

If a red petrol-like pattern appears on the pre- 

corneal tear film when the eyes are fully opened the 

fatty layer has maximal thickness (greater or equal to 

200 nanometers). If the film is colourless, the patient 

is asked to slowly close their eye until the interference 
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phenomenon shows, for example, if the wi dth has to be 

halved, the layer is then 100nm. 

In this way, by rel ati ng the pal pebral aperture 

when the interference occurs to that of the patient's 

normal pal pebral aperture it is possible to calculate 

semi-quantitatively the thickness of the fatty layer. 

That technique can be used clinical Iy but the 

calculations used, the measured variable and the 

irregular nature of the Ii pi d layer wi IIIi mit its 

preci si on but on 206 normal persons an average thi ckness 

of 102± 3nm was found, only 5 percent showed maximum 

layer (equal to or greater than 200nm) and B percent a 

minimal layer (equal to or less than 17nm corresponding 

to a pal pebral fissure equal to or greater than 2mm) 

A maxi mum thickness was noted on awakening and 

took 20 to 60 minutes to stabilise, and was independent 

of age, sex and break-up time (BUT). An increased 

thickness is found in chronic bI ephar itis (129± Bnm), in 

acute infectious conjunctivitis (16`t± 7nm) and all 

cond iti ons comp Ii cated by bacter iali of ect i on. 

It is possible that reflex tearing in those 

conditions induce an increased reflex production of 

I ipid. 

Hamano et al (1560b) used their biodifferential 

interference microscope on normal rabbit and human tear 

fiI ms. al so in the cases of pal pebra I entrop i on, 

tri chi asi s, superficial kerati ti s, erosion, ulcers, 

ep i the Ii al desquamat i on and 5 jö gren' s syndrome. In the 

case of a contact I ens they remarked that the gas 

permeabi e hard I enses had a better Wettabi Ii ty than PMMA 
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enses but rapid contamination by mucous or protein was a 

problem. They expressed the view that 3 and 9 o'clock 

staff ni ng of the cornea in ri gi dI ens wearers was due to 

tear film break-up occurr i ng repeated Iyin the same area 

bordering the contact lens. 

A better surface wettabiIity was expected from 

soft lenses but increased rate of water evaporation was 

noted in ultra-thin lenses and in lenses made of high 

water content materi al . 

Their first instrument was not designed for the 

examination of curved surfaces and the i maqe suffered 

from the presence of diagonal band of colour inherent to 

the optic of the system that was spoi Ii ng the information 

from the photograph. 

Later, an even field mi croscope was desi gned to 

solve this problem (Hamano et al, 1962). 

Haber i ch &Li nge l back (1981) used an opaque 

truncated retro-illuminated cone to illuminate the tear 

film and observe the interference fringes in the lipid 

layer through a hole at: the centre of the cone. The 

method consists in a combination of the interference and 

Schlieren optic technique. 

From these observations Haber i ch (1982) proposed 

that the break-up of the tear fiIm is not due to 

I oca Ii sed th i nn i ng of the tear fiIm and contam i nat i on of 

the basa I mucous I aver by Ii pi d as suggested by Ho IIy 

(1973b). but originates from breaks in the integrity of 

the epithelial membrane of the superficial ce lIs. When 

the Ii pi dI ayer of the membrane breaks, it: induces an 

increase in water inflow towards the cell and a 
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transpo l ar i sat i on of its surface due to the loss of its 

i pophi Ie properti es. Both factors cause the breakdown 

of the tear film and in th is context aI eck of mud i ne is 

not a necessary requirment. 

The proposed structure for the pre-ocular tear 

film states that the interspace between the lids and the 

bulb (f orn ix conjunctiva) contains on Iy an aqueous 

so l ut i on of dissolved muc i ns wi th a' proper' muc inI ayer 

only present within the palpebral aperture. 

Further, when a contact lens is inserted the muci n 

layer is not present at the surface of the lens which is 

only covered by the aqueous tear Ii qui d and a superficial 

Ii pi dfitm. 

Both theories and structure are doubtful as they 

seem to go against the accepted theories based on the 

need of the natural wetting agent (muc i n) to efficiently 

form a pre-ocular and pre-l ens tear fiIm. 

Gu iII on (1982) described his technique of high 

magnification observations of tear fi ImI ayers under 

polarised light with photographs of irregular lipid layer 

and dust particles at the surface of the pre-ocular tear 

fiIm. The pre-soft I ens tear filmis shown to be 

unstable in the presence of surface deterioration and 

deposits with rapid break-up and drying in localised 

areas. On corneal contact I enses the absence of aIi pi d 

layer is noted as the assessment of interference fringes 

within the aqueous phase leads to a measurement of pre- 

lens tear film thickness of 1.5µm. The presence of a 

lipid layer surrounding the I ens is assessed to be due to 

the barrier effect of the contact lens edge. 
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KiIp et al ( 1982) used a ref I ect i ng mi croscope at 

high magnification but also differential interference 

contrast microscopy to study the surface irregularities 

of the tear fiIm. They related subjective symptoms to 

i sol aced di sturbances of the Ii pi d phase whi ch formed 

small droplets separated by dark areas of ref Iection 

i dent ifi ed as di scant i nu iti es in the dup I ex Ii pi dfilm. 

In cases of decreased aqueous phase or abnormal mucin 

production an accumulation of lipid occurs at the surface 

as they are no I onger drained away and their spreadi ng is 

no longer insured. They also noted the presence of small 

dark granulations (believed to be the product of the 

interaction of lipid with muc i ns and surface act i ve 

proteins) Si tuated below the normal IipidfiIm. 

Josephson (1983) described a technique for the 

observation of the Ii pi dI ayer of the pre-ocul ar tear 

over the bulbar conjunctiva near the temporal border of 

the Ii mbus. He noted that the specu l ar reflection over 

the cornea can also be used and that ground glass or a 

piece of polaroid filter can be used in front of the 

light to decrease the iII umi nati on. 

The system was also linked to a video-camera for 

dynamic recording. 

He noted the various shades of grey visible at the 

surface of the normal lipidfiIm, the appearance of 

tarnished metal Iic surface of reduced gloss and that of 

greasy flakes or membranes or of parallel zones of a 

trans i ent and i nconsi scent nature between bli nks. Small 

fat globules were sometimes visible specially during 

Mei bomi an gl and expressi on by di gi col pressure and the 
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break-up of the lipid layer is described in the formation 

of pale grey i sl ands wi th sharply defined borders. He 

concluded that the use of this technique should give 

information to indicate the potential for successful 

contact I ens wear and to aid in the analysis of patient 

symptoms. 

Lydon & 6u1 II on (198Lta) described a techn i que of 

wide field in the photography of the lipid layer of the 

pre-ocular at 1 to 1 or 2 to 1 magn ifi cat i on. 

Knoll & Walters (1985) used a modified Bausch & 

Lomb keratometer to photograph the changes in the 

specular reflection from the anterior surface of the tear 

film formed on hard gas permeable and hydrogel I enses. 

In hydrogel I enses the drying sequence reveal s 

successively the of IyI ayer interference colours, the 

appearance of granules increasing with time, the aqueous 

I ayer interference colours, an 'orange-peel' appearance 

and Transient BAS-relief Features (TBF). 

In rigid gas permeable I enses the drying sequence 

reveals successively the of IyI ayer interference col ours, 

the appearance of granul es increasing with time, the 

aqueous I ayer interference col ours, an evaporation front, 

and the presence of resi dues. 

Olsen (1985) used a s) i t- I amp photometer to 

measure the ref I ecb ivi ty of the cornea I ref I ex at 2 

se I ected wave I engbhs (500 and 700 nm at 20 degrees 

incidence) on 10 normal subjects. His finding 't. 06 

percent t 0.63 percent and 3.16 percent (t0.79 percent) 

are consistent wi th a model of the oilyI ayer acting as 

thin dielectric film with a thickness of 40 nm. It is 
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possi ble that th is va l ue corresponds to the marmoreal 

appearance of the IipidI aver wh i ch is present in the 

majority of subjects. 

Besi des the extens i ve work of McDona I d, none of 

the studies have associated the appearance of the tear 

film and a scientific analysis of the interference 

colours for preci se thickness measurement. 

3. Z. `t DBB R IATTQN QF PARTT 
. 

AT MDUFM NT 

McDonald (1969) evaluated the speed of movement of 

the tear film by observation of the movement of particles 

found at its surface such as mucous strands, dust, air or 

lipid bubbles or desquamated ce lIs. 

These observat i ons al I ow the cl ass ifi cat i ans of 

the viscosity of the tears as the inverse of the speed of 

flow of particles. A reduced viscosity will qualify a 

fast movement of particles and a high viscosity a slow 

movement of particles. Practice and numerous 

observations will be necessary to assess the normal 

velocity and the related subjective measurement of 

viscosity. 

Schul I er et at (1972) and Hi II (1981) found a good 

correlation between th is method and tear vi scos i by 

measurements. Hi II( 1961) suggested that the vi scosi by 

rating tests can help in identifying the prospective 

wearer prone to contact I ens deposition. 

3. Z. S NIIN-T NURST OF RRFAK- IP TIME (NI BUT) 

Fol I owi ng an on gi nal design by Lambl e et at 

( 1976) Mengher et at (19B5a) developed a non- i nvas i ve 
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technique for the assessment of pre-corneal tear film 

break-up time wi thout the use fI uoresce i n. Their method 

is based on observing changes in the specul ar image of a 

grid pattern projected onto the open eye. A di storti on 

of the gr idIi ne represents I oca I thinning and its 

di sconti nui ty represents a break in the tear fiIm. The 

ti me taken for the appearance of the first di scont i nu i ty 

in the grid pattern is taken as a measure of the tear 

film break-up. 

Patel et al ( 1985) observed the first catopt ic 

image produced by a Bausch and Lomb keratometer and 

measured the time taken for that image to become diffuse 

as tear thinning time (TTT). Tear thinning time was also 

measured 3 minutes after fluorescein instillation as we II 

as break-up time (BUT) immediately after i nst iII at i on . 

They found on average TTT of 18.0± 6.5 seconds, a 

reduction of 3.6 seconds due to i nst iII at i on of 

fluorescein wh ile BUT showed greater values (22.7-+ 6. B 

seconds) which may be due to the immediate effect of 

fluorescein on the tear film. 

Nengher et at (1985a) reported NIBUT in normal 

population of 't7.9t 5.3 seconds for the right eye (range 

't - 21't seconds) and 35.1± 3.2 seconds for the left eye, 

(range 't - 150 seconds). 

They found 62 percent of observations to be 

greater than 20 seconds in normal subjects compared to 37 

percent in dry eye patients, 33 percent: of whi ch 

exhibited a NIBUT inferior to 5 seconds. 

They also showed that fluorescein instillation 

decreased significantly tear film stability as 
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61t. 7 percent of NI BUT measured of ter i nst iII at i on were 

below 30 seconds compared to 80 percent in the control 

eyes. Ten to twenty minutes were necessary for recovery 

of tear film stability following fluorescein instillation 

(Mengher et al, 1985b). 

3.3 I NSF QF STAT NT N, AR NTS 

3.3 
.1 

STAT Nc; TN TNT 
.A 

PRACTICE 

A great variety of stains have been employed in 

the study of the tear film and in rout i ne cIini ca I 

ophtha I mol o9 i cal , optometr ic and contact I ens pract i ce. 

Thei r mai n purpose is to detect areas of epi thel i at 

i rregul ari ty (punctate stai ni ng), degenerated or dead 

cells. Some tests (BUT - Col or i metric test) make use of 

stains to study the stability of the tear film. The most 

popular staining agent used routinely is sod i um 

fluorescein, and to aI esser extent Rose Bengal. Their 

uses wi II now be surveyed. 

3.3.2 1 Iri QF SOOT I11 Fl I IOR 5i FT N 

Fluorescein is a water soluble dye which takes a 

yeI I ow-green col ourati on that can be excited by 

iII umi nation by near U. V. Ii ght such as that produced by 

'cobalt blue' glass. A few factors affect the 

fluorescence of fluorescein, in particular the 

concentrati on and the pH of the solution. The 

fluorescein accumulates in the i nterce IIuI ar spaces 

produced by discontinuity in the cornea I epithelium. The 

thi ckness of the tear fiIm and i is i ntegri ty can be 
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assessed by the i ntensi ty of the col ourat i on over the 

ocular surface. 

3.3.3 MFASH IR M NT BY BRFAK-LIP TT ME 

The tear fiIm break-up ti me ( BUT) was proposed by 

Norn (1969b) as corneal wetting Lime. A moistened 

fI uoresce in str ipis app Ii ed to the bu I bar conjunct i va 

and after two or three bI i nks to spread the fI uorescei n 

evenly, the tear film is viewed with the help of a blue 

filter in front: of the iII umi nati on system of the sl i t- 

amp bi omi croscope. When a dark area appears in the 

uni form col ourati on, it represents the rupture of the 

tear film and the Lime elapsed since the I ast blink is 

recorded as break-up time (BUT). 

Norn (1969b) found a BUT mean value of 30 seconds 

but: a large coefficient of variation (31 percent) also 

reported by Vanl ey et at (1977) and Forst: (1976a) shows 

the need for repeated measurements although this is 

disputed by Lemp & Hami II (1973) and Rengstorff (197'f). 

A BUT inferior to 10 seconds usually reveals an anomaly 

of the pre-ocular tear film. If the film ruptures 

repeatedly in the same spot: a superficial epithelial 

abnormality must be suspected (Lemp et at. 1970a). 

If it occurs near the meniscus, the thinning 

induced by its proximity might be the cause (McDonald & 

Brubaker, 1971). alternatively. a half blinker wi II 

favour break-up over the inferior part of the inferior 

surface. 
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3.3. If VARIATION IN MFA5, I IRFMFNTS+ OF RRFAK-LIP TT MF 

Many factors affect the measurement of the tear 

film break-up time (BUT). 

Those reducing the BUT include the use of local 

anaesthetic, the use of benza l kon i um chloride (BAK) as a 

preservative agent, the use of certain ointments, the 

presence of air convection during testing, forced blink 

before measurement or holding the Ii ds forcibly open 

during measurements. 

Those i ncreasi ng the BUT are the i nst iII at i on of 

mucomi meti cs (Hol Iy 1970a) and other eye drops enhanci ng 

tear film stab iIi by and a decrease in fluorescein 

concenbrat i on which opt i mum va l ue should be 0.5 percent 

(Forst. 1978). 

Various methods, concentrati on and volume of 

fI uorescei n have been suggested; Norn ( 1983) used 10µI of 

0.125 percent. Forst 0.5 percent, Stodtmei ster at al 

( 1983) 1µI of 5 percent fI uorescei n. 

The main problem wi th the break-up ti me 

measurement is its invasive nature. When it is used in a 

routine clinical situation, involving moist impregnated 

strips, too many variables are not controlled; 

concentration, pH variation in the case of fluorescein 

solution. the Si ze of the i nsti II ed drops and the 

preservative use are probably the main source of error. 

It is useful for detection of the abnormally I ow 

BUT. The fluorescein dyes the aqueous phase of the tear 

film and has Ii tt le effect on the lipidI ayer or the 

mucous layer. In view of the finite size of that aqueous 
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phase it seems that the minimal amount of unpreserved dye 

in an adequate concentrati on i nst iII ed in preci se vol ume 

wiII improve the repeatabiIity of the test, in cases of 

controlled research situations. 

Marquardt at al (1966) advocated an improved 

technique of break-up Lime measurement: the i nst iII at i on 

of a fixed amount of fluorescein (1 or 2mi cro li tres of a 

5% sod i um-f I uorescei n so l ut i on by aI aboratory pi pette) 

and the use of a barn i er yell ow fiI ter (Schott-f iI ter 06 

530) wi IIi ncrease the contrast for the fI uorescei n. 

3.3.5 F IOR STN AND CONTACT IENS FITTING 

The popularity of fluorescein in contact lens 

fitting is due to its many uses. It serves to assess the 

fit of rigid cornea II enses, siIi cone rubber and sc I era I 

I enses as we II as ver ify the ir effect on the cornea I 

epithelium. It is the on ly means of i magi ng the post- 

lens tear fiIm, its thi ckness and morphol ogy. Large 

molecular fluorescein (ft uorexon) is available for use in 

soft lens fitting. 

The use of BUT as an aid to contact I ens fi tti ng 

has been studi ed by Forst (1976b) who predi cts that a 

value above 10 seconds should ensure good contact I ens 

tol erance, a result between 10 and 6 seconds mi ght be 

accompanied by front lens surface drying and 3 and 9 

o'clock staining while BUT below 6 seconds will probably 

prohibit successful contact lens wear. 

Lowther & Hilbert (1975) and Koett i ng (1976) 

studied the relationship between BUT and soft lens 
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deposition and the I after work showed that inI ow BUT 

val ues under 10 seconds, 35 percent of the I enses became 

unwearabl e. 

The drawback of fluorescein use in tear film 

assessment in contact I ens wear i s, again, its i nvasi ve 

nature that can be heightened in the case of arigid pre- 

lens tear film of minimal thickness. Any var i at i on of 

fluid volume in the ocular environment may alter both the 

del i cafe bal ance between the I ens meni scus at the pre- 

I ens tear fiIm, and affects its structure and 

measurement. 

Non- i nvas i ve techn i ques of exam i nab i on appears to 

be the better choice. 

3.3.6 1 J5F OF ROST 8N -+A 9TAT NI N, 

Rose Bengal is a water soluble dye which stains 

degenerated, and dead ceI Is and mucous fi bri Is ( Norn, 

1972). It produces a punctate co I ourat i on along the 

I acri mal ri vus whi ch is probabl y due to pronounced ce lI 

degeneration in this area and is known a Marx' Ii ne. One 

percent Rose Bengal is preferred as the irritation 

increases with hi gher concentrations. 

In contact I ens wear the main use of Rose Bengal 

is to assess superficial damage during fitting or after 

prol onged wear. The uses of other various stains and 

their combinations have been extremely we II documented by 

Norn (1983) but have found IittIe acceptance by the 

contact lens fitting population at large. 
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As seen most of the tests used in acI in i ca I 

situation affect either the production, the volume or the 

structure of the tear film it tries to assess. The 

roubi ne assessment of the tear film wi II benef it from a 

technique relying solely on observation. 
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CHAPTER 'Lt- 

THE CONTACT LENS I NTEf2- 

ACTION WITH THE TEAR FI L. i1 

4.1 T NTROQ I . 
TT pN 

When a contact I ens (hard or soft) is inserted in 

the eye, it di sburbs the del i cafe bat ance of the tear 

film environment and affects the physiology of the ocular 

surface. Some temporary variations in tear composi Lion 

and in product i on occur and the super fici at fl ui d forces 

present in the tear film are al tiered. Contact I ens 

materials with adequate surface wetting propert i es and 

improved oxygen permeability are in use nowadays. But 

the Iong term wear of contact lenses is accompanied by 

alterations to the I ens surface qualities and 

accumulation of deposits from the tear fi I M. These will 

be detrimental to the formation of an effective pre-lens 

tear film and will decrease contact lens tolerance. 

A successful contact I ens must meet five basic 

criteria. These are: 

- provision of sufficient atmospheric oxygen to 

the corneal epithelium to aI I ow normal corneal metabolism 

to take place. 

- exert i on of mini minimal bearing or pressure on the 

corneal epithelial surface. 

-afit that allows flushing of ep i the Iial debris 

and central i on that permits excellent, crisp visual 

characteristics on blinking. 
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- mi ni mal i nterference wi th Ii d-gl obe congrui ty so 

that negat i ve pressure i nduci ng tear men j sc iiwilI be 

prevented. 

- possession of a stable anterior surface tear 

film. 

4.2 PHYSICA FF fTS QF THE CONTAET LENS QN THE TEAR 

FILM 

`t. 2.1 F ITQ FOR R 

The first change occurring on the insertion of a 

rigid contact lens is the immediate thinning effect on 

the surrounding tear fiIm. A meni scus forms around the 

ens edge and draws fluid from its surrounding due to its 

unsat i aced negative pressure (Holly, 197db) and a 'black 

line' can be observed around the contact I ens (Holly, 

1973a) similarly to that found adjacent to the tear 

meniscus along the lid edges (McDonald & Brubaker, 1971). 

The intensity of the meniscus induced thinning depends 

also upon the thickness of the surrounding film and the 

area adjacent to the thinning is regularly the site of 

tear film fracture particularly when hi gh powered I enses 

are used which adversely affect the lid-globe congruity. 

A corneal contact lens is held in place by a 

balance of forces. The main force that holds the lens 

against the cornea is the fluid force produced by the 

tear I ayer (Lowther & Hi 1I, 1567). This force is 

determined by the physical characteristics of the tear 

layer and by the geometry relationship between the 

posterior lens curvature and the cornea (Poster, 1961t). 
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The surface tension of the tear film is manifested 

by the concave tear meni scus surrounding the edge of the 

I ens i ndi cat i ng that the pressure of the post-I ens tear 

fi Imisi nferi or to the atmospheri c pressure ( Yorke, 

1871). Kikkawa (1970) measured the radius of the 

meni scus at the top of the I ens to be 0.008 to 0.003 cm. 

Towns i ey (1972) found a smaller radius at the top 

(0.006cm) and a larger radius at the bottom (0.025cm) 

with the lens edge 0.156cm away from the cornea. The 

di fference in radi us is due to pressure di fferences 

caused by the height of the column of tear fluid behind 

the lens. Forst (1961) measured a radius of 0.7mm for a 

contact I ens with a normal edge (edge level 0.12mm) and 

0. `tmm for a contact lens with a flattened edge (edge 

level 0.25mm) 
. 

He noted from photographic evidence that 

parallel fitted I enses recentred faster than a flatter 

fitted lens and that centration was independent of the 

peripheral capillary force, therefore the edges of I enses 

should be shaped to satisfy physiological requirements 

such as absence of irritation to the Ii ds, good mobility 

of the lens and good pumping effect. If the axial edge 

clearance of the contact lens is excessive (greater than 

about 120µm) then a negat i ve pressure inducing meniscus 

will result so further compromising Lhe integrity of the 

epithelium immediately beneath (Gu ill on et al, 1983). 

Fortunately if adequate axial edge clearances (80 

to 100µm) are utilised a functional tear meniscus will 

result and this in association with the flexibility and 

resiliency of the normal eyelid will minimise the lid- 

globe congruity interference so that most of the 
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associ aced symptoms such as I ens dry i ng and 3 and 9 

o'clock staining (peripheral epithe li al staining) can be 

eliminated (Hol I y, 1961b). 

(lacki e( 1970) poi nted out that when the Ii ds are 

drawn back the I ens wi II not decentre over the Iimbal 

region in most cases because there is a tendency for the 

I ens to be drawn back to the optical zone by the negative 

pressure due to the geometri cal rel ati onshi p between the 

lens and the cornea. 

t}, 2,2 1To Ff1R &lT 0-Ri fAF CONRR[ IT TY 

By virtue of their fin it e th i ckness contact i enses 

interfere with the congruity of the eyelids and the globe 

( Lemp &Hotly, 1970) . This is parti cul arl y true of the 

upper Iid, when a contact I ens ei Cher contacts the Iid 

margin or rides constantly underneath the Iid. 

The fid movement duri ng bi i nki ng show a rotary 

mot i on ina downward and nasal di rect i on, strong enough 

that in some cases a corneal lens can be rotated more 

than 90 degrees in one lid movement (Forst, 1976b). The 

I ens al so tends to move wi th the Iid dun i ng the downward 

phase of the blink and upward as the upper Iidis raised 

(Mandell, 1977; Hayashi & Fatt, 1960). It is also known 

(Forst, 1901) that positive lenses sometimes are pressed 

down by the upper lid and negative I enses stick to the 

upper Iid. In the case of high riding lenses, when the 

ens meni scus comes into contact with the lid tear 

meniscus, the hydrostatic pressures will be equalised by 

tear flow towards the meniscus possessing lower pressure. 

When the upper lid covers part of the I ens a pre-lens 
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meni scus wi II be present favouri ng the unobstructed tear 

spreading over the I ens surface. However the positioning 

of the I ens I eads to interference of mucous spreading and 

associated tear fi Imi nstabi Ii ty (Hol I y, 1961b). 

When the I ens is free from the Iidi of I uence 

gravi ty becomes the force behi nd i is movement and aI ens 

wi th a greater mass (i e. hi gh pl us, aphaki cI enses) wi 

be pul I ed downward wi th a greater force. In thi s case 

the I ens is contro II ed in position by the opposite forces 

of gravity and the fluid forces. 

Z, 3 TEAR EXCHANGE UNDER A RT RT 1-1 £fNTAFT NE 

It has I onq been understood that in order to 

maintain normal corneal metabolism a certain minimal 

level of oxygen tension at the corneal epithelial surface 

must be obtained (5mel ser & Ozanics, 1952; Poise & 

Mandel I, 1970; MandeII & Farrel I, 1980). If this level 

fails to be realised cornea I hydration changes occur 

eadi ng to significant corneal oedema (White & f1i II er, 

1981). 

During the downward lid movement, tears are forced 

upwards between the lens and the cornea through a channel 

formed by the peripheral curve. Thi sis aided by the 

formation of an inferior tear prism of greater size when 

the upper lid passes over the top portion of the lid and 

lifts the lower lens edge slightly from the cornea. The 

tear behind the I ens will be forced out by the side with 

each blink. Cuckl anz & Hi II (1969) found for one set of 

ens conditions that approx i mate ly 20% of the tears 

behind the lenses were exchanged. One way to represent 
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the oxygen need of the cornea is the use of equi val ent 

oxygen percent (EOP) whi ch expresses each oxygen tensi on 

as a percentage of atmospheric oxygen where the range is 

0 to 21 percent at sea I eve l. To avoid cornea I oedema a 

contact I ens system should provi de at I east 7.5 percent 

EDP during dynamic conditions at the contact lens 

interface. Wit th regard to the wear i ng of opt i mal Iy 

fitted pol ymethyl methacryl ate (PMMA) corneal contact 

I enses it has been shown that the tear pump produced by 

lens movement on blinking provides between 1 and 3 

percent equivalent oxygen and that the use of an enhanced 

wett i ng mater ialwilI produce not more than a further 1 

percent increase in the equivalent oxygen available 

(Mandel I, 1962; Hi II et at , 
1979; Hi II& Bai I ey, 1978) 

. 

Lt. 3 SHANE E TN THE TEAR FI M& QN IA . 
R-i MATION 

When a contact I ens is first worn by an unadapted 

subject vari ous I acri mal and ocul an changes occur. Some 

of these changes st iII exist after the phys ioI og i ca 

process of contact I ens ' adaptati on' , others are short- 

lived. The bI i nki ng pattern is at tered as is the I evel 

of tear producti on and composi ti on of the tear fI ui d. 

It. 3.1 FFFF T QN 8T NKT NG 

Abel son & Hol Iy( 1977) have found that 80 percent 

of all blinks were complete (when the upper eye lid 

covers more than two thirds of the cornea), 17 percent 

were incomplete (less than two thirds) and 2 percent were 

twitch blinks (small movements of the upper eye Ii d) . 

Reading has been shown to reduce the frequency and 
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completeness of blinking (Doane, 1960). 

i) C; l-ah iIij on 81 i nk i na 

It has been shown that any rigid contact I ens 

must possess an extremely high level of stability so that 

it can resi st si gni fi cant deformati on due to Iid pressure 

found on blinking. If an i nadequate I evel of stabi Ii ty 

is present two bas ic phenomena wiII occur. Firstly, the 

lens will deform to take up the shape of the cornea which 

it overlies so leading to poor visual acuity and a 

decrease in I ens mobility (Hol I y, 1981b; Lydon & bui lI on, 

198Ltb) 
. 

Second I y, there will be a consequential 

reducti on in tear fI ow beneath the I ens I eadi ng to the 

reduction of oxygen suppl y, the increase of toxi c 

metabol ic by-product accumu$ ati on and the i ncrease in 

debris entrapment between the lens and cornea (Ho IIy, 

1981b; Mandel I, 1962). 

Eventual Iy both f actors wiIII ead to si gn ifi cant 

physiological complications and may be the cause of 

cessation of lens wear. 

ii) Effect on RI ink Raffe anri Mnt-i nn 

On the first day of rigid lens wear a period 

of acce I erated bIi nk i ng occurs our i ng approx i mate Iy one 

hour, and is characterised by lid closure with maxi mum 

force. The bIi nk i ng rate decreases to aI eve IsI ower 

than normal and closure occurs with minimal force during 

the following phase lasting from three to five hours. A 

recovery towards normal blink frequency should occur 

during the adaptation period (Mandell, 1977). 

An excessive proportion of incomplete blinks can 

cause a variety of ocular problems. In hard I ens wearers 
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it induces 3 and 9 o'clock staining and increased surface 

deposits and inadequate tear exchange I eads to oxygen 

deprivation (Fact & Hi II, 1970). In soft lens wearers it 

may I ead to I ens dehydrati on, increased I ens surface 

deposits and inferior punctate cornea I staining (Kline et 

al , 
1979) white accumul at i on of debri s beneath the I ens 

can induce subep i the Iiali of iI traces in extended wear 

(Zantos & Holden, 1978). 

In we II adapted rigid contact I ens wearers an 

i ncrease in bI i nk rate from 15.5 bI i nks per mi nute to 

23.2 bl inks per mi nute was found by HiII& Carney (198't) 

who showed a decrease in the frequency of occurrence of 

I ong i nterb Ii nk per i od. They aI so found ( Carney &HiII, 

198't) that the same bI i nk rate i ncrease exi sled in soft 

I ens wearers (from 12.1 bIi nks per mi nute to 20.3 bIi nks 

per minute). 

Some subjects wi II devel op a reduced bI i nk moti on 

and frequency and wi II need trai ni ng to aI I evi ate the 

related symptoms. 

Collins et al ( 1987) have shown that bIi nki ng 

exercises can benefit contact lens wearers that have a 

high proportion of incomplete blinks and they may improve 

blinking performance to the extent that associated 

symptoms can be minimised or overcome. But the possible 

transient nature of the improvement may necessitate 

periodic repetition of the exercise program. 

`t 
. 

3.2 EFFECT ON IA RT IIATT ON RT FAR COMPf-, T TT gN 

An increase in tear producti on accompani ed by the 

reduct i on in tear ton ici ty I eve lfoII ow i ng the i nsert i on 
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of a contact I ens. Mande II& Harris ( 1968) poshu I aced 

that these lacrimal changes occurring during the 

adaptati on period induce a corneal thi ckness increase of 

1 percent up to 3 percent (Harris & Mandell, 1969). 

The increase in tear fI ow is ref I ected in the 

sharp drop in tear salt I evel s. Tear sodi um 

concentration (H iII, 1975) and tear chloride 

concentrat i on ( Schur i dt et ai, 1977) have been shown to 

fal I on the day of i ssue of aI ens and to recover thei r 

normal level over a period of around ten days. 

5i mi I arl y, the total protei ni evel of the tears 

ref I ects the same pattern ( Hi II& Uni ecke, 1969) and may 

represent the dilution effect of increased I acr i mat i on. 

This corneal thickness increase, caused by water 

movement into the cornea, is followed by a recovery and a 

decrease in tearing induced by the neural adaptation of 

the receptors in the lid margins to stimulation by a 

contact I ens (Lowther & Hi II, 196B). 

L{, It hIFTTTNR nF A C11NTACT I FNS q1 uRFAC'F 

I ntu i Li vel yit woul d seem reasonab Ie to suggest 

that the wetting characteristics of a given material 

would have a pronounced influence on the PLTF stabi Ii ty. 

However until present time all attention on weEtability 

has been directed towards in-vitro measures and no 

obvi ous Ii nk between i n-vi tro and in-vivo performance has 

been uncovered. 

Several techniques are available for the 

measurement of wetting angles, the two most widely 

available being the captive bubble technique (CBT) 
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(Poster et al , 
1970a; Poster et al, 197Bb) and the 

sessi Ie drop techni que (5DT) ( Wal ker, 1982) 
, the I after 

being the more widely uti Ii sed due to its inherent 

si mpl ici ty. 
.Itis most i mportant to apprec i ate that the 

measured weitab iIi Ey of a material is not solely 

dependent upon the nature of the material. Itwill also 

depend upon the following: - 

- the physical nature of the surface of the 

material under test. 

- the nature of the Ii qui d. 

- whether the Ii qu id drop has advanced or receded 

across the surface. 

- the atmospheric conditions 

- the consistency of the experimenter. 

Indeed, so influenced by the above are the 

measurements, that if the condi ti ons of the test are not 

expl i ci t, the results are meaningless (Wal ker, 1962; 

Cordrey, 19B't). 

To measure contact angi es a drop of Ii qui dis 

appl i ed to the surface ina controI I ed manner and the 

ang ie of a tangent to the drop ini is equi Ii bri um 

posi ti on is recorded. As the angle decreases so the 

wettabi Ii ty of the surface i ncreases. Measures are made 

for both advancing and receding conditions. 

Fait (1984) mentions that the surface problem of 

the contact lens in the environment of the eye is complex 

and there is the need for standardised methods of contact 

angle measurement together with some kind of quantitative 

or even semi -quanti tali ve evaluation of I ens performance 

of the eye. He measured the contact angle of a PrIMA lens 
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by the sessi Ie drop method us i ng fi rst a new I ens whi ch 

had been cleaned and soaked overnight. The contact angle 

of 73 degrees was found. The same I ens treated wi th a 

wetting sol uti on and rinsed under the tap gave a 

measurement of 13 degrees. When the lens was worn for 2 

hours and 12 hours, a value of 'f't degrees was obtained in 

both cases. 

To expl ain these var i at i ons Fatt re li es on the 

ear Iy work of Langmu ir (193't) &BI odgett ( 1935) on the 

depos iti on of monomo I ecu l ar I ayers on a so lid surf ace. 

When a webbi ng sol ubi on is appl i ed to the I ens, aI aver 

of molecules is left behind in which the non-polar heads 

adhere to the surface. The pol ar attracting tails are 

formi ng a surface on which water is more easily spread 

than on the PMMA surface and lower contact angle values 

can be measured. When the I ens is worn a monoI ayer of 

lipid is deposited on the I ens surface by the downward 

movement of the lid and a second layer is deposited when 

the lid goes up. The process is repeated with each blink 

until the adherence of an additional I ayer is too weak to 

hold onto the underlying mu ltiI aver . 
The increase in 

contact angle measurement to 't't degrees may represent a 

surface covered with a mu ltiI ayer of tear lipid and 

muc i n. Point to point variation on the lens surface may 

be attributed to variation in thickness or structure of 

this layer. 

In their very elegant work Benjamin et al (19B`t) 

have adopted the relative sessile contact angle (RSCA) 

technique to an in-vivo situation when the eye of an 

adapted rigid contact lens wearer was positioned in front 
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of a photo-bi omi croscope such that the cornea was pointed 

upwards. One mi crol i tre drop of di st iII ed water was 

placed near the vertex of the anterior contact I ens curve 

prior to blinking. The subject was all owed to blink once 

after dryi ng of the anterior I ens surface by evaporation. 

A sessi le contact ang Ie (i n-vi vo RSCA) showed an abrupt 

contact angle decrease (wettabi Ii by i ncrease) after only 

one blink. The variation found in the following blinks 

were not significant. Thi s reduct i on of i n-vi vo contact 

ang 1e was attr i buted to the esbab Ii shmenb of mud inI avers 

on the surface of the I enses. Provided that the subject 

has adequate tear quality to permit contact lens wetting, 

the i n-vi vo wett i ng of po I ymer surf aces was ach i eyed 

regardless of material hydrophi Ii ci ty. 

Benjamin at al (1966) usi ng the same techni que on 

four different types of rigid lens postulated that some 

surface deposits incurred during wear may disrupt the 

mud in coating on rigid polymer surfaces and reduce the 

camouflage acti on that this layer exerts on the 

hydrophobic nature of these I enses in the eye. 

It is noticeable that without exception all of the 

latest generation of rigid gas permeable materials are 

claimed to have excellent wetting properties. However 

clinically rigid I ow wetting angle materials such as BP 

Flex and Paragon 16 have been found to be of no 

significant benefit by some authors whilst others have 

found sufficient improvement to warrant total replacement: 

of regular PMMA (Dickinson, 1973; Dickinson, 1978; Kress, 

1978; Ilasni ck, 1979; Sarver et a), 1977). 
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Large variation exists in the in-vitro measurement 

of contact lens surface wetting properties. Those 

measured va I ues bear Ii tt Ie re I at i on to the i n-eye' 

situation. There is the need for a technique that can be 

used during contact I ens fitting and after care and give 

an adequate evaluation of weitab iIi ty by tear film 

structure and thickness analysis. 

It. 5 FFF fT QF -inFT iFNc; Fc; QN THE T FAR Flt M 

The improved comfort provided by the soft lens 

wi IIIi mi t the adaptive effects on lid margin and corneal 

Sens itivi ty and its re I aced variation of I acr i mat i on and 

tear fluid component that are seen in rigid contact lens 

wear. 

Some evidence shows variation of water content and 

di ameter Ii nked to the tear pH and a possi bi e hypertoni c 

shift in the lens environment (Masnick & Holden, 1972; 

Poster & Skol i nk, 1S7'0 but Carney & Hi II (1976), on the 

contrary, showed a small but significant adherence shift 

between pre-fitting and post-dispensing periods and these 

shifts should not alter the refractively dependent 

parameter of a new lens. 

't. 5.1 CHRNRF fN T NSFRTT ClN of 

When a soft I ens is 

usually at room temperatur 

placed on the eye the 

i mmed i ate Iy to that of the 

Centigrade). This induces a 

the I ens of 1 percent for 
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taken out of a vial, it is 

e (20- Centigrade). When 

temperature rises almost 

corneal surface (35 degrees 

decrease in water content of 

a 38 percent water content 



I ens, 2 percent and 3 percent decreases for 55 percent 

and 75 percent water content lenses respectively. Thi s 

oss so IeIy due to temperature diff erence wilI take from 

10 to 20 minutes for a thin high water content lens and 

up to one hour for thick low water content lenses (Fact, 

1581f). 

Further decrease in water content of soft lenses 

occurs during the initial period of wear and is possibly 

due to the effect of evaporation leading to a steepening 

of the base curve during lens dehydration (Andrasko, 

1983) and apparent lens tightening (Martin & Holden, 

1583). Some authors (Andrasko, 1983; Hamano et at, 

1579b) suggest that thinner lenses show a greater 

dehydration while (Kohler & Flanagan, 1985) suggest 

otherwise, while Wechsler et aý (1983) concluded that 

hi qh water content hydrogel I enses I ose a smaller 

percentage of their water than I ow water content contact 

enses whi Ie bei ng worn, but hi gh water content I enses 

lose more water by weight than do low water content 

lenses. This loss occurring mostly in the first few 

minutes foll ow i ng insertion and stabilises within one 

hour. 

In an environment of I ow relative humidity it will 

lead to greater loss of lens water content; from 37 

percent to 30 percent and from 70 percent to 56 percent 

for a relative humidity of 18 percent. 

If areas of poor wet-Lability exist at the surface 

or if the tear film is unstable enough to produce dry 

areas then water evaporation from the surface will occur. 

it will be replaced by fluid coming from the posterior 
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surface and through the matrix of the I ens. Thi s wi 

produce a gradient of water content in the I ens at a 

right angle from the surfaces. 

To Iimit the effect of evaporat i on a th i ck and 

stab le tear filmwi th a superf ici al Ii pi dI aver must 

exist at the surface of the lens. The more hydrophi Iic 

the surface, the more stable the pre-lens tear covering 

becomes. None of the hydrogel s used for contact lenses 

are completely water wettable and their advancing contact 

angle is not zero (Holly, 1961b). 

Further the water content per-se does not reflect 

water weitab iIi ty and hydroge ls with a pol ymer matrix of 

a given chemi cal composi ti on show decreasing water 

weitab iIi ty wi th i ncreasi ng water content produced by 

decrees i ng cross Ii nk dens i ty. On the other hand, for 

hydrogels of the same water content the water wettability 

will change according to the hydroph iIici ty of the 

polymer forming the gel matrix. 

For the above reasons, high water content 

hydrogeIs are not necessarily more wettable than I ow 

water content lenses (Holly 1979). 

The water content is a parameter of the bu Ik of 

the I ens whi ch does not necessar iIy ref I ect i is surface 

composition. Hydrogel surfaces are also capable of 

hydrophi Ii c-hydrophobi c formation due to the segmented 

mobility of the surface polymer chain (Holly, 1981b). 

As dry spots form on the surface of the I ens the 

areas exposed to airwilI become ri ch in hydrophobi c 

groups (methyl groups) whi Ie the areas exposed to fI ui d 

will accumul ate hydrophi Iic groups ( hydrogel groups). 
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For a gi ven matri x the hi gher the water content the 

hi gher the segmental cha in mob iIi ty of the poi ymer matr ix 

is at the interface. 

Thi s mobi Ii ty permi is the outward rotati on of the 

hydrophobic groups (methyl groups) when exposed to air or 

to a non-pol ar Ii qui d conveyi ng a certai n degree of 

hydrophobicity to the surface. 

All the above, when cons i dered in the Ii ght of a 

possible unstable tear film and the adsorptions of 

prole i ns and possi blyIi pi ds that takes pl ace al most 

i mmedi ate Iy upon I ens i nsert i on creates a comp li cated 

cl i ni cal pi cture. In the adverse condi ti ons, denatured 

protei n merel y contami nated by Ii pi ds may accumul ate on 

the lens surface and Ii mi is the beneficial effects of 

mucous gI ycoprote in adsorption. Thi swilI be associ aced 

wi Eh rapi d pre-I ens tear fiIm break-up where the I ens 

surface is alternately exposed to air or aqueous tear 

between blinks. This condition may alter the bi o- 

compati bi Ii ty of the I ens surface, increase the 

occurrence of deposits and coating and the possible 

adherence of antigens which Al I ansm i th (1986) denounces 

as the cause to immunological reactions seen as Giant 

Papillary Conjunctivitis (GPC). 

It. 6 CON 
.LI IST fN 

It must be remembered that often the benefits of 

increased oxygen transmissibility are counter balanced by 

other characteristics of the lens material that may be 

undesirable eg. poor Wetting, unacceptab IeI eve Is of 
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batch variation, marked hydration changes, poor surface 

hardness and so on (Mandell, 1982). 

In order to fully utilise the beneficial aspects 

of significantly oxygen permeable rigid materials, it is 

of great importance not only to maximise the oxygen 

transmission characteristics of the material but also to 

maximise the tear pump mechanism since use of the 

combined attributes of tear pumping and significant gas 

transmission is Ii ke Iy to be the only method of ensuring 

the minimal disturbance of corneal metabolism necessary 

for optimal contact I ens wear (Lydon & Gui II on, 198'tb). 

Therefore the design of a rigid lens is of great 

importance, so that the adverse mechanical, vi sual and 

physiological effects of the lens material can be 

minimised. 

The adverse effects associated wi th I ong term I ow 

levels of oxygen deprivation include cornea I swelling 

(Whi to & Mi II er, 1981), cornea I sensi ti vi by I oss 

(Mi ll odot, 19E31), corneal shape change leading to 

irregular corneal astigmatism and distortion (Levenson, 

1988; Rengstorf, f, 1981) and epithelial i ntegr i ty I oss 

(Bergmanson & Chu, 1982; Farris et al, 1971), all of 

which can be wholly or partly resolved using 

significantly gas permeable materials possess i nq adequate 

wetting properties (Mandell, 1981; Ft nnemore & Korb, 

1980; Lowther, 1981; Lowther & Paramore, 1982). 
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CHRPT EF 5 

EXPEF2I I"IENTF L ARRANGEMENT TO 

OBSERVEANDPHOTOGRAPHTHE 

PRE -CORNEAL. PRE- LENSTEAR 

FI Lf'i ANO CF- 1RNEAl_ SUFFF-ACE 

5.1 T NTRQQ' I . 
TT QN 

The usefulness of the techniques relying on 

specu I ar ref I ect i on photography has been Iimi ted for a 

number a reasons: 

- they have only been used for high magnification 

observation of very small areas and failed to visualise 

large areas of the tear film. 

- they have mainly been applied to the study of 

the superficial lipid layer and in a very Iimi ted way to 

the pre-contact lens tear film. 

- they have used solely white Ii ght illumination 

and failed in adequate analysis of interference fringes. 

- they have never been applied to the photography 

of the inner mucous I ayer of the tear fiIm. 

The aim of this thesis is to design techniques 

which enable visualisation and precise measurement of all 

component layers of the tear films forming on the cornea 

and on contact I enses. 

This thesis describes three complementary 

techniques to achieve the observation and photography of 

the structures and integrity of the pre-ocular and pre- 

ens tear films without the use of fluorescein. 
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The first uses hi gh magnification crossed 

polarised photography to study in detaiI the appearance 

and the ki net ic behavi our of the superf ici al tear film 

structures. That is the Ii pi dI ayer of the pre-ocular 

tear film and the Ii pi d and aqueous I avers of the tear 

fi I ms formi ng on the surface of soft and ri gi d contact 

enses. 

The second technique uses low magnification (x I to 

x2 Ii near magn ifi cat i on) and a spec iali sed i nstrument 

specifically designed to make the tear filmvisible over 

a large area of the cornea and contact I enses to enable 

the study of the overall formation, behaviour and 

stabiIity of the tear film and the measurement of the 

"real " break-up time without use of stains. 

The third technique uses very high magnification 

and a custom designed sc I era lI ens to photograph 'in- 

vivo' the basal mucous coating of the cornea I and contact 

I ens surfaces. This has not been achieved before by a 

non-contact technique. 

These techniques are used in four experimental 

studies. The photographs obtained are interpreted using 

the adequate mathematical formulae deriving from the 

physics of interference to obtain the tear layer 

thickness measurements. 

These calculations have not been previously 

employed and full details and formulae as well as their 

assorted reference tables are presented in Chapter S. 

The following text is limited to a description of the 

three experimental arrangements. 
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S. 2 HIGH MA , NT FT 
. 
ATT QN PHQTQ GRAPHY T NSTR IMFNTA 

ARRANGEMENT 

5.. 1 GFNFRAI (1FSfRI PTI C]N 

A Ni kon As-1 non-contact endothelial camera 

(Fig S. 1) (Ni kon UK Ltd) is used in conjunction with two 

polarising filters, one in front of the illumination 

system, the other used as an anal yser before the 

observation system. By rotation of the analyser at an 

angle approaching 90 degrees from the axis of the 

po I ar i ser (Fig 5.2) itis easy to contro I the amount of 

light entering the observation system. Thi s al so 

el imi nates background noise giving a sharper def ini ti on 

to the image and i ncreases the coherence of the light 

photographed after specular reflection. 

S. 2.2 TI IMT NATT ON SYSTEM ( Fi gure 5.3) 

The Ii ght source isa6 vo I t/30 watt halogen I amp 

coup t ed wi th a 280 vo I t/500 watt el ectr i cal zenon fI ash 

tube for photography with a choice of five adjustable 

levels of light intensity via the power control box with 

a re-chargi ng time from 1 to `t seconds depending upon the 

flash output used. 

The emerging parallel beam is controlled by aslit 

diaphragm and an aperture diaphragm along its path. 

The specific output and spectral distribution of 

the xenon light source is studied at length in Chapter 6. 

A holder for the polarising filter has been 

desi gned to fit on the slit I amp mounting. 
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FIGURE 5.1 
NIKON AS-1 NON-CONTACT ENDOTHELIAL CA%liL RA 
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D. APERTURE DIAPHRAGM 
E. SLIT DIAPHRAGM 
F. POLARISING FILTER 

FIGURE 5.3 
ILLUMINATION SYSTEM FOR THE HIGH MAGNIFICATION 
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
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S. 2.3 QR FRUATT flN SY5TFM (Figure S. `t) 

The instrument has a f/1. '*, X10 angular 

magn ifi cat i on hi gh reso I ut i on object i ve wi th an aperture 

varying in six steps from f /1. `t to f /B. 

The i ntermedi ate part of the observati on system 

contains a prism box linking the objective to a motorised 

Ni kon F2 Camera. The obervations were made through a 

spec i specially des i gned viewfinder wi th x6 magn ifi cat i on and 

incorporating a focussing screen graduated for 

measurements. The combination of the objective (x 10) and 

viewfinder (x6) gave a x60 total angular magnification. 

S. E. `t FT Q QF UT FL 

Accordi ng to the manufacturer a 10mm area can be 

illuminated at the object plane when the slit is fully 

opened. 

At x60 magnification. the field of observation 

covered by the focussing screen is a 3.7mm x 2.2mm 

hon i zonta I rectang Iegi vi ng at the pholzographi cfilm 

plane a x10 linear magnification. 

The vi rtua Ii mage of the Ii ght source produced by 

specu I ar reflection is situated beyond the plane of 

observat i on obta i ned in the standard pos iti on of the 

instrument in which the focus and rotating centres of the 

photographic equipment and the light source coincide. 

The friction adjustment knob permits a fine 

longitudinal movement of the photographic equipment 

section towards the observer and the precise focussing at 

the tear film p1 ane against the out-of-focus background 

of the virtual image of the light source. 
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B. PRISM 
C. NIKON CAMERA AND MOTOR DRIVE 
D. VIEWFINDER 
E. ROTATING ANALYSER 

FIGURE 5.4 
OBSERVATION SYSTEM FOR THE HIGH MAGNIFICATION 
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
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The size of that virtual image varies wi th the 

aperture of the objectve lens which acts now as a field 

stop. The real field of view is between 0. 't5 and 6.5 mm' 

depending upon the lens aperture used. 

The following measurements were taken directly 

during observation through the focussi ng screen: 

lens aperture specular reflection area 

8.0 0.9 mm x 0.5 mm 

5.6 1.1 mm x 0.5 mm 

4.0 1.4 mm x 1.0 mm 

2.8 1.8 mm x 1.4 mm 

2.0 2.3 mm x 2.0 mm 

1.4 2.7 mm x 2.4 mm 

5.2.5 PHOTO("; RAPHI C MATERIAL 

The majority of photographs were taken using Kodak 

Ektachrome 6't A5A reversal fiIm but a bi ack and white 2`t 

ASA negaEi ve fi Im was al so used for some of the work on 

the fine structure of thin lipidfiI ms. In those cases, 

the i ncrease in defi ni ti on at I owed the producti on of 

sui tab Iy en I arged prints where aIi near magn ifi cation of 

x60 to x100 was reached. This enabi es us to study very 

fine structural detai Is approachi ng a few mi crons in 

size. That techn i que was ma iniy app lI ed to the study of 

globular formation in irregularly spreading lipid layers. 

I) Phn mUraphi c and Prm jec ion . ondi i anc 

a) Phut- oraphi - nndi i one 

All the photographs were taken with the 

pol ar i sers in near crossed pos iti on wi th on I L4 the Ii ght 

di rectl y ref I ected from the fiI ament area of the Ii ght 
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source visible as described in Chapter S. 2.2. This 

arrangement ensures that no extraneous Iight affects the 

interference phenomena and aIIows the production of an 

increased number of coloured fringes. 

The photographs were taken with Ektachrome 6't ASR 

transparency fiIm, us i ng the Ni kon endoEhel i al camera at 

maximal flash output (500 watt/sec). 

Further, f or the sect i on dea Ii ng wi th abnorma I 

Lear film and in order to maintain good Beta iI 

information after photographic enlargement black and 

white Kodak 25 ASA film was used. 

b) Pro ject i on Cond iti nnc and Magn ifi cat- i nn 

Two different techniques were used in 

those cases where on the first 4 orders of interference 

are present. The slides were projected on an A3 si ze 

paper (Techni que 1). However for slides with larger 

numbers of interference fringes the slides were measured 

using a modified Nikon profile projector (Technique 2). 

A) T hniqua 1 

For measurement purposes, the slides 

were projected on A3 size paper, where the visible 

outline of the coloured fringes were drawn. The position 

of the Ii nes on the diagram were drawn as fol i ows: 

- When a clear demarcation between coloured 

fringes was visible, the lines were drawn along this 

demarcation thus separating one colour from another. 

- When the 4th order of interference was reached, 

if that I ayer was wi de enough, aIi ne was drawn on each 

side to follow its edges and the order of interference 

clearly marked within it. 
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- However when the I aver was not wi de enough, a 

si ngl eIi ne was drawn ini is centre and the order of 

interference marked at the end of the Ii ne. In that 

case, two successive lines represented two successive 

blue maxima and the distance between them corresponds to 

the i nterfri nge. 

When more than five orders of interference were 

observable, the in-vivo receding wetting angle was 

calculated from measurements of the distance between 

successive bright fringes. 

In order to calculate the exact: magnification a 

microscope measuring scale in 0.1mm graduation was 

photographed wi th the Nikon Endothe lial camera and 

projected under the same conditions giving the following 

linear magnifications: 

photographic system x 10.00 ± 0.02 

projection x 9.20 ± 0.02 

Total x 92.00 

For a steep wedge angle, the fringes are so close 

to each other (under x190 linear magnification) that: 

their outline can only be detected for the first few 

orders. It is then necessary to increase the viewing to 

a magnification up to 960 times to detect supplementary 

fri nges. This technique will be used later for thickness 

and wedge angle measurements. For illustration purposes 

only photographs and line drawings were included in the 

thesis. The photographs were produced from the slides by 

conventional professional commercial printing and the 

line drawings were reduced to A't format by photocopying. 
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B) TPrhn i nue 2 

The slides were mounted on the 

CraveI Ii ng tabI e of a modi fi ed Ni kon prof ile projector. 

The table movements were recorded to ±0.001mm by x3 

Heideman digital gauge. The slides were viewed using the 

highest objective available (x 100) 
.In each meridian of 

interest, the position of each fringe was measured x 1O 

and the mean value taken at the best estimate of that 

post ti on. 

c) Anaiycis of FhP Phnhngraphs 

The tracing from the photographs for 'tth 

order of interference and above consists of a series of 

isobars of equal thickness (Fig 5.5). These isobars were 

systematically anal ysed as follows: 

- Two meridians were chosen for analysis to 

represent the directions where the fringes were closest 

(Direction AE) and farthest apart (Direction AD). 

Usually these meridians were 90 degrees apart. 

- The position of each interference fringe was 

measured in each meridian. From these measurements the 

thickness of the tear fi Im was calculated at each point 

and from those values the wedge representing their drying 

angles in that region calculated. 

- The best fitting curve representing the 

thickness changes in each meridian and was calculated by 

regression analysis up to the 3rd order polynomial. 

5.2.6 UT r)FO-FT IM ARRANFFMFNT 

Using a video camera aligned with the opt i ca 

system of the mi croscope, col our recording of the image 
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produced on the focussing screen of the camera were made 

in order to study the ki net ic behaviour of the 

superficial lipid layer. 

With th is techn i que aIi near magni fi cat i on of x50 

to x60 Ii near was obta i ned on the moni Lori ng screen but 

the i mage qual i ty di d not match that obtai ned on reversal 

fi Ims. 

5.3 1 nw f1AINT FT rATT ON T NSTRUi SENTA[ ARRAN ,M NT 

5.3.1 TNTROQ ICTTnN 

No simple modification to existing instrumentation 

enab I ed us to study under I ow magni fi cat i on the Ii pi d 

layer appearance and the colour fringes of the pre-lens 

tear fiIm, hence it was necessary to desi gn two 

instruments, one for routine observation, the other to 

obtain photographs for record and for measurement. 

S. 3.2 I NSTR 1M NTATT QN FOR ROUTINE QR ,R IATI ON 

i) General Qc 
. rip ion 

The instrument was designed wi th the view to 

increase the area of specu l ar ref I ect i on against which 

the i nterference phenomena can be seen. It was at so 

necessary to obtain alignment of the centre of the 

illumination with the observation system. 

ii) III um i na inn Sw-- m 

The iII umi nati on system consi sts of aIi ght 

source and a reflecting surface. The light source is a 

10mm thick cold cathode tube shaped as 8 90mm outside 
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diameter ring and internally coated with white HP29 

(Fig 5.6). 

The reflecting surface is a 90mm di ameter 

hem i spheri c cup wi th a bri IIi ant whi to i nner coati ng and 

a central 15mm observation hole (Fig 5.7) 
. 

This 

reflecting hemispheric cup is fitted over the cathode 

tube and secured on the supporting handle. The dimension 

and shape of the cup were chosen to maxi mi se the area of 

tear film coverage and allow easy observation with the 

naked eye or wi th the use of the bi omi croscope 

observation system. 

The 90mm diameter perm i is the instrument to be 

approached close to the eye with minimal interference to 

the subjects brow and nose. The circular shape allows 

the positioning for right eye and left eye observation. 

The observation hole situated at 45mm from the cathode 

edge substends only a small angle at the tear film plane 

and this limits the area not covered by specu l ar 

ref I ecti on. When in position for bi omi croscope 

observations, the hole is situated close to the objective 

and is I arge enough to aI I ow monocular observation at 

different: magnifications. 

A symmetrical half-pear shaped design has also 

been constructed to fit more closely against the nose and 

brows and curve round the temporal side. The position of 

the hole is decentred towards the apex and the supporting 

handle is positioned to allow observation of each eye in 

turn by simple change of orientation of the instrument. 
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iii) FI sor cri aI I ;i1 

The handle supporting the circular cathode 

tube is al so encasing an inverter producing the hi gh 

vo I tage (1200v) ,1 ow amperage (20mA) necessary to 

act i vale the electric discharge through the cathode tube. 

An additional 12 volt: transformer permits direct 

connection of the system to the mains electrical supply 

via a flex cord. Alternatively a 12 volt 0/C battery can 

be used to provide the necessary electrical input for the 

system. 

A stand alone version of the instrument has been 

constructed and uses a9 volt battery that can be fitted 

di rect iywi thin the hand Ie and prov i des enough output to 

power the instrument. 

i v) MPrhan i ra I ArrnnQ m it 

The I asl 5 cm of the co Id cathode tube are 

curved away from the ci rcul ar part to become parat I eI to 

each other and fit securely into the supporting 

(Fig 5.6). A one cent :i metre separat i on ex i sts between 

their inner surfaces, and their extremities are encased 

in a thick silicone rubber high voltage sl eev i ng. 

The hollow plastic handle is filled with resin 

ensuring proper insulation of the electrical parts of the 

system and prevents the occurrence of an arc between the 

cathode support elements and any outside metal. Without 

insulation an arc could be possible with metal situated 3 

or `t mm away. The hot I ow hand le at so conta i ns the 

inverter which is linked to the external transformer or 

the internal batteries. 
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The instrument can be held and positioned close to 

the eye under exam! nation (Fig S. 8). The inner surface 

of the cup. When illuminated by the circular cathode, 

acts as a secondary Ii ght source whi ch is ref I ected at 

the tear surface as a whi to ci rcul ar area of 10 to 12mm 

diameter. The closer the instrument to the eye the wider 

the illuminated area. The tear film can be viewed 

against this White background. Further by lateral 

movement of the instrument or of the eye under 

exam i nat i on a scan of the who Ie ocu I ar surf ace is eas iIy 

obtained. 

v) Qh=erva inn cwcmt-=m 

A number of alternative observat i on arrange- 

ments have been used. The si mp l esb observation is made 

With the naked eye and a suppl ementary +10.00 di opfre or 

+12 di opfre I ens pl aced in the observat i on hole to put 

the surface under observation in focus (Fig 5.8). The 

instrument can be mounted on a stand or the supporting 

frame of a slit-lamp bi omi croscope and used With the 

microscope observation system. The observation hale of 

the reflecting cup must be aligned with the objective of 

the mi croscope. 

Only monocular observation is possible and for 

practical purposes itis better to use the right 

objective for left eye examination and the left objective 

for the right eye examination, due to facial anatomical 

features. 

The system can be used with most slit-lamps at I ow 

magnification (x 1, x2 and x3) (Fig 5.51). Adequate 

rotation of the microscope observation system about its 
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FIGURE 5.8 
CLINICAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE LOW MA, ýr lli N 
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP: NAKED EYE OBSER\'A- K-)N 
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=1GURE 5.9 
CLIrJICAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE LOW MAGNIFICATION 
EXPERIMENTAL SET UP- SLIT LAMP OBSERVATION 
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axis or rotation of the eye under examination will 

produce a scan of the whole cornea. 

5.3.3 T NcTRI IMFNTATT nN F[lR PERMANFNT PHOTnARAPHT C RFrfRQ 

Using a system similar to the one previously 

described, I ow magni fi cat i on photography of the Ii pi d 

I ayer over aI arge area can be achieved. 

In this case, the hemispheric ref I act= i ng cup is 

mounted on the supporting frame of a sun pack 6 x8R ring 

flash Ii ght (Fig S. 10) and aIi gned With the I eft 

object i ve of a Carl Zeiss Jena photos Ii t- I amp 210 

(Fig 5.11) 

The ring flash hot-shoe is coup I ad to the 

photographic mechanism of the siit: - l amp to ensure 

synchroni sati on duri ng exposure. The presence of the 

ring flash supporting frame does not 131 I ow an 

illumination area as wide as our normal observation 

system. On Iya7 to 8mm area of the cornea can be 

photographed. 

An adequate rotation of the microscope observation 

system or rotat i on of the eye under obser vat i on wi 

however render possible the image of the superficial 

lipid I ayer over the whole cornea to be recorded. 

The photographic record is only obtained through 

the left objective of the slit-lamp with which the 

observati on hol a must be at i gned. For this reason it is 

easier to photograph left eyes. 

The best results are obtai ned when the subjects 

pupi I is I arge or dilated. Agai nst the dark background 

of the dilated pupil, it is very easy to project evenly 
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FIGURE 5.1 1 

.U 

CLINICAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE LOW MAGNIFICATION 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
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the image of the hemispheric cup. The contrast necessary 

for the observation of the wavy and amorphous pattern of 

the th inIi pi dI aver wiII be i mproved and f ocuss i ng wi 

be more precise. 

In the presence of a smal I pup i I, the superf icia 

lipid layer is photographed against the colourful out-of- 

focus background of the iris. In that case the tear film 

patterns are more difficult to detect and photograph at 

low magnification (xl) but using a x3 magnification the 

focussing improved. 

A combined system has also been constructed where 

the ring flash has been mounted in front of the cold 

cathode. This allows the continuous observation of the 

tear fi I m, precise focussi ng and the possibility to 

photograph the patterns visible. It has been used With 

an Ho i den-Zantos attachment to the sII t- I amp aII ow i ng 

photography through the microscope objective with a 

normal 35mm camera. 

The observation instrument and the photographic 

set-up can be used very easi Iywi th most slI t- I amps and 

photos Ii t- I amps. 

5.4 T NSTRI IMFNTATT ON FOR QRcFRUATT fN ANQ PH[]Tf GRAPHY QF 

TH MUCOUS LAY R QN TH ORN A ANQ CONTACT NSFS 

5.4.1 RFNFRA QS RT PTT QN 

As descr i bed in Chapter 2 and 't the presence of a 

basal mucous layer is primordial to ensure the 

Wettabi Ii ty of the corneal surface and the surface of any 

polymer introduced in the ocular environment as a contact 
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lens. The mucuous layer is not visible by 

bi om i croscop i cal method as itis always covered by the 

hi gh 1y ref 1 ect i ve IipidI ayer and aqueous phase. Its 

presence has been deduced from many experiments but the 

ayer has never been photographed in an In-vivo situation 

in humans. The techniques rely on the observation of an 

area of the cornea or contact lens from which the aqueous 

and Ii pi dI ayer have just receded. When this occurs with 

the techniques previously described, the dry spot formed 

triggers the blink reflex and induces resurfacing of the 

tear fiim by the acti ons of the Ii ds. The use of a 

custom designed sc I era I lens prevents the resurfacing of 

the tear film without impeding the normal blinking 

action. The drying area, the structure and the behaviour 

of the tear fiIm surroundi ng it can then be observed and 

photographed by very high magnification photography. 

S. It. 2 USE QF 
. 

lssTQi 1QS, 7 , NFQ Sri FRA' NS 

A scl eral I ens was designed to allow the formation 

and photography of a dry spot of long duration over the 

corneal surface and any contact lens surface under test. 

In the primary position of the eye, the cornea and 

sclera should conform to the back surface of a properly 

fitted sc l era l lens. A minimal corneal clearance is 

necessary and fenestration or channelling may be required 

to reduce negative pressure and allow fluid exchange 

during eye movement and to provide complete fluid 

coverage of the corneal surface. 

One design that gives good fluid coverage and 

minimal negative pressure is one that is derived from the 
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TR00D Sc I era I ledge lens for use as a ptos is prop. A 

super i or arcuate sI of is cut in the area of the I ens 

covering the corneo-scl eral margi n. 

The lens (Fig 5.12) was based on this design but 

the corneal portion was elevated to provide a corneal 

clearance I arge enough to allow the formation of an air 

space over the whole of the pre-corneal area (Fig 5.13). 

A 5mm arcular fenestration was grinded at the apex of the 

ens. 

The role of this sc l era l lens is manyfo l d. When 

placed in the eye. the blinking action is not impeded but 

the resurfacing action of the lid will only reform the 

tear fi Im situated on the scl eral lens surface. The pre- 

cornea I tear film under observation is free from the Ii ds 

interference and can be supplemented only from the 

periphery by movement of fluid under the hapt ic portion 

of the lens (Fig 5.14) . Alternatively normal saline or 

an artificial tear solution can be added either through 

the superior arcu l ate slot or by direct instillation 

through the central 5mm observation hole. The design of 

this lens creates an artificial meniscus in the area 

surrounding the cornea where the back surface of the lens 

approached the sc I era l surface (Fig 5.13). The 

morphology of this meniscus encloses the tear film under 

observation and its drei nage effect is Ii mi ted as it: is 

supplemented by fluid situated under the sc l era l portion 

of the lens. 

Such a tear film. enclosed by a fluid barrier is 

relatively more stable than the normal pre-ocular tear 

film. The scleral lens provided an open environment that 
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FIGURE 5.12 
SCLERAL LENS FOR MUCOUS OBSERVATION: 
FRONTAL VIEW 
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is free of draft but where steaming of the internal 

surface is avoided by the presence of the central 

observation hole. 

In this condition the natural process of dry spot 

formation is slowed down considerably and is free from 

external disturbances. It can be observed and 

photographed very easi I y. The central ocul ar surface is 

scanned and the receding tear film wi II uncover the 

mucous coated epithelial surface. The process is non- 

i nvasi ve and can be app Ii ed to the observat i on of the 

corneal surface or that of the surface of a soft contact 

ens previously Inserted. Excessive ref I ex I acr i mat i on 

that may be induced by the scI eral I ens weer can be 

aII ev i abed by the use of one drop of I oca I anaesthet ic 

such as amethocaine but this was not found necessary when 

a soft contact Iens was under observation but has been 

used when observing the corneal surface. 

5. It 
.3 

RT OflT FFFR NTT AI NTFRFFR N .F m`lr_Rnc; rnPF 

A biodifferential interference microscope was used 

f or observation and photography (Fig 5.15). The 

I nstrument was or lgi na lIy used by Hamano at al (1979®) 

for their observation of the pre-ocular and pre-contact 

lens tear film. 

The basic optical system is the one used in the 

Nikon Opti phot XP-NR Type Nomarski metal microscope. In 

order to observe the living eye It is made as a 

horizontal desi gn. and mounted on the stage of a slit- 

lamp microscope where focussing can be done by a 

joystick. The illuminating source is a Tungsten I amp for 
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FIGURE 5.15 
NIKON BIO-DIFFERENTIAL INTERFERENCE MICROSCOPE 
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observation and a Xenon strobe light for photography 

(Fig S. 16). The hue difference is compensated by a 

colour balancing filter (Fuji Film LBR-8 (0.5)) on the 

front of the Xenon light. The two light sources converge 

at the rear focal plane of the main lens after passing 

through the collector lens and the field lens. A relay 

lens corrects the light path which has been altered by 

the insertion of a modified Wollaston prism. 

The eyepiece is used as an attachment for a single 

lens reflex motorised camera that can be activated by a 

button on the 
, 
joystick. 

As explained previously in Chapter 3 this original 

version of the instrument produces an oblique colour 

fringe in the field of view when a curved surface is 

under observat i on. The posit i on of the Wo II aston pr i sm 

can be aI tered by means of a screen and the po I or i sing 

filters can be removed. This UIII produce two different 

types of field of view; 

i) Qark Fi pi d [lhcorv=H nn 

When the screw is turned to the maximum 

pos i Li on of the Wo lI aston pr i sm it produces a dark fiel d 

by extinction of the reflected light rays. 

The ray path can only be disturbed by 

irregularities of the surface or an i sotrop ia of the 

medi um under observation. This set up was used for the 

obser vat i on of part i cl as of the tear fiIm and dun i ng 

obser vat i on of dry spot to reveal the i rregu I or! t :l es of 

the surface. 

The particles appear as very bright dots in a 

dark field as they act as diffraction sources. This way 
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3. COLOUR BALANCING FILTERS 
4. COLLECTOR LENS 
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9. EYE-PIECE 

FIGURE 5.16 
SCHEMATIC OPTICAL SYSTEM OF NIKON BIO- 
DIFFERENTIAL INTERFERENCE MICROSCOPE 
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they can be very easily differentiated from the 

surrounding Ii pi dI ayer. 

ii) Normal QhcRrvaH on 

When the screen of the Wo IIaston pri sm was 

not fu IIy turned, and the po I ar isi ng fiI ter removed, the 

diagonal colour band was confined to the periphery of the 

fi el d and full use of the mi croscope magni fi cat i on was 

made in near perfect field. 

iP o ngrnphW F. tyi ac; rmn 

The use of Ektachrome IOOA5A slide reversal 

fi Im was sati sfactory and the rechargi ng ti me of the 

Xenon strobe light of about one second allowed 

photography in rapid succession when necessary. 

The analysis of the photograph of a microscope 

millimeter scale gave a 16.5 times linear magnification, 

at the film plane and a circular field of view of 1.5mm 

in di ameter. That magnification isI arger than the one 

obtained with the non-contact endothelial camera and 

aiI owed the observaE i on of the diff erent I avers of the 

tear film in greater detail. 

Lateral and vertical movement of the instrument 

was necessary to cover the 5mm of the field of 

observation created by the central observation hole of 

the sc l era l contact lens. Accurate focussing on the 

surface was necessary but surprisingly easy for such a 

high magnification. 

A series of photographs was Laken every time a dry 

spot was forming on the corneal or contact lens surface 

to assess its dynamic behaviour. 
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i v) Ilcp mf Mi rrmm -I- .rax 
riphPrp-- 

Mi crometer I atex spheres (1.099µm di ameter) 

in aqueous solution were used in an attempt to measure 

the thicknesses of the various tear film I ayers under 

observat i on. A two mi crol i Ere drop was i nst iII ed in the 

tear film before the insertion of any contact lens and 

the behaviour of the spheres was observed in the pre- 

ocular and pre-lens tear fiIm. 

5.5 METHnnR nF FXAMTNATTnN 

5.5.1 MFTHnn FnR HTAH MAGNTFTrATTnN PHnTnRRAPHY 

The method for observati on and photography of the 

tear film layers under hi gh magnification is as fol I ows: 

i) Up of Ni knn n on- mm a ndn hii =1 r msmra 

The x10 objective should be used at maxi mum 

aperture f/1.1t to ensure the widest specular reflection. 

The po ! ar i ser is placed in position in front of the prism 

of the illumination system. The sI it and the aperture 

diaphragm should be fully opened. 

The instrument focussing can then be adjusted on 

the target surface provided with the instrument. The 

target can be viewed through the viewfinder of the 

attached camera and a cross-line can be seen by reflected 

Ii ght. The di opfre adjustment ri ng of the camera can be 

al tered to suit the examiners correcti on. 

The slit width is reduced and the photographic 

system is adjusted backward or forward untiI the slit 

iII um i nat i on is brought in the centre of the viewfinder . 

The iII um i nat i on system and the photograph ic system have 
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the same focal point when the cross-line and the target 

surface are seen sharply at the centre of the thin 

ref I ected sI i t. The sI it is opened ful Iy and the 

analyser is placed in position in front of the objective 

lens and rotated at 90 degrees from the pol ar i ser until 

the rough target surface is void of reflection. 

The brightness of the illuminating ii ght can be 

adjusted to the medium setting (M) or low setting (L) to 

limit the heat produced on the surface under observation. 

The fI ash setting of It or 5is used for 

photography as the effect of the po I ar i ser in near 

crossed pos i Li on wilI cut down by near ly 95 percent the 

light entering the photographic system. 

The system is ready for tear film observation. 

i i) RnLt-i nP fnr Cl i ni rel Qhcervat i nn 

The pat i eni is set comf ortab Iy at the sIi t- 

amp and I ooks straight ahead: 

- the specu I er ref 1 ect i on is centred in the fi ei d 

of view and focussing is achieved on the image of the 

amp filament. 

- the analyser rotation can be adjusted between 85 

and 90 degrees to a level avoiding complete extinction of 

the ref I ecti on of the I amp fi I ament. Thhi s posi ti on wi 

ensure cut-off of al I extraneous Iight, it wi II narrow 

the spectrum of Ii ght rece i ved at the fiImpI ane of ter 

interference within the Lear layers under observation. 

- by use of the joystick, the slit-lamp is moved a 

few miIIimetres away from the ocular surface to obtain a 

clear focus of the tear film. The photographs are taken 

by pushing the shutter release situated on the top of the 
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, 
joystick. The Ni kon F2 camera is provided With a motor 

dr i ve for advanc i ng the film automat i ca IIy of ter each 

exposure. 

5.5.2 MFTHQQ FOR QW MA RNT FT . ATT QN QR RUATT QN 

The instrument for wide-field examination of the 

tear film can be used for naked eye observation or in 

conjunction with a bi omi croscope. 

i) Naked EUe Observation 

Clinically the simplest: method to use, it: only 

requires the use of a high powered positive lens (+10.00 

to +12.00 di optres) in the observation hole. Thi s wi I 

put the tear film in focus for an emetropic observer. 

The patient is sitting in the examination chair, in an 

upright: position or leaning back against: the head rest. 

It is advisable when the instrument is used for 

the first: time on a subject to demonstrate that the cold 

cathode light does not produce heat. It is best shown by 

placing it: in front: of one's eye and looking through the 

hole from the subjects position. Al ternat i ve I y, hand 

contact with the cathode surface can be used. 

The instrument is switched on and Placed in Ii ne 

with the subjects eye and rests against the brows and 

nose. The patient looks in the direction of the 

observation hole to limit: the possible reflex I acr i mat i on 

that could be induced by looking straight: at the light 

source or the reflecting surface. 

The tear film can be observed against the 

background formed by the white reflecting surface. 

Similarly to ophtha l moscopy examination, the subjects 
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eft eye is best exam i ned when holding the instrument in 

the left hand and observing with the left eye. The 

opposite can be done for contra l atera I examination. 

The naked eye observation is used for observation 

of the tear film movement, general behaviour, and non- 

invasive break-up time measurement on the pre-ocular tear 

film and pre-l ens tear fiIm. 

ii) Ohm rva in wi hh a Bi omi rrn5 npQ 

The observation system of any bi omi croscope 

can be used in conjunction with the wide illumination 

hand held instrument. It permits the observation of the 

Lear film in low and medi um magnification. 

The subject is seated at the microscope, in 

position against the head rest. For the observation of 

the subjects left: eye. the instrument is held in the 

right hand and the observation hole is aligned with the 

mi croscope right objective. The illumination system of 

the slit-lamp is not used and is positioned on the left 

not to interfere with the hand held instrument. 

If the subjects nose impedes full corneal 

coverage, the system can be rotated 20 degrees to the 

right while the subject maintains fixation towards the 

observati on hol e. This alignment and initial focussing 

is most effective under low magnification (xl). When 

ful I corneal coverage is achieved, the magnification of 

the system can be increased to two times (x2). The whol e 

of the cornea and contact lens can be observed at: one 

time. The localised break-up can be easily seen and the 

measurement of non-invasive break-up time is best done 

at: this magnification. Observation at three times 
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magnification is useful when a particular zone needs to 

be stud i ed. That is the case when the tear fiIm breaks 

up repeatedly in the same area, when the observer wants 

to ascertain the presence and appearance of this very 

thin Ii pi dI ayer at the surface of the pre-I ens tear 

fiIm, or when the tear fiIm behavi our is studi ed at the 

edge of contact I enses. 

With higher magnification, xS, the intensity of 

the reflected Ii ght is too low, observation is difficult: 

and the alternative system of specu I ar reflection is 

better suited. 

S. S. 3 METHOD FOR L QW MAFNT FT f'ATT ON PHOOTOBRAPHY 

The Zeiss Jena 210 photoslit-lamp was used for our 

photographic examples in Chapter 4. 

The patient is positioned as described previously. 

The ring flash can be mounted directly on the hemispheric 

cup or preferably on the hand held instrument. In the 

latter case, the examination is done in a darkened room 

and the alignment and focussing is done as described 

previously with the ilI umi nation of the cold cathode. 

The light is turned off and the photograph taken about 

three seconds later. Ouring those three seconds, the 

subjects pupil dilates enough in the dark room condition 

to provide a larger dark pupil area, thus increase the 

zone where a clear photograph of the tear film can be 

taken. 

The same routine can be used for photography with 

the Zeiss Jena 210 slit: -lamp with the Holden-Zantos 

attachment. 
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5.5.1t MFTHQQ FQR THE QRgFRUAT2QN QF THE MHrQllq 1 AYFR 

I) Qbs rva inn nn the Cnrnea 

The subject is seated at the Nikon 

biodifferential microscope and all adjustments are made 

during the observation of the pre-ocul ar tear fi I m. 

At this very high magnification (X16.5) and 

because of the very limited field of view (1.5mm 

diameter) over which the instrument operates, the 

centrati on, the head position and stabi Ii ty of the 

subject during the observation is primordial. 

The sc l era l contact lens is then inserted with the 

he lp of a wett i ng so l uti on to coat its surface and Iimit 

the effect of steaming during wear. The observati ans 

start immediately following the sc l era lI ens i nsert i on 

for a maximum duration of 5 minutes. As the technique 

had not been used before the 5 minute duration was 

imposed as a precautionary measure. 

The central area was scanned until a thinning area 

and the ensuing dry spot was seen. Photographs were 

taken during all stages of break-up and observation 

continued for about one minute after dry spot formation. 

The scleral lens was then removed and fluorescein was 

i nst iII ed and the cornea checked for superficial 

staining. 

When necessary the micrometric Iatex spheres in 

aqueous solution were i nsti II ed wi th a mi cropi pette two 

to three minutes before the scleral lens insertion. 

ii) QbsRrvai-i nn on nn aI one 

The I enses were inserted and al I owed to 

settle for 20 to 30 minutes before scl eral lens insertion 
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to aII ow f or the norma Ii sat i on of the pre-1 ens tear film 

and the formati on of a stable mucuous I ayer. 

Following observation the scl eral I ens was removed 

and a drop of CI erz i n-eye wetting solution was i nst iII ed 

to refurbish the water lost: through evaporation. The 

soft lens was checked for movement and removed. 

FI uoresce in was i nst iII ed and the cornea checked for 

staining. 
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CHAPTER6 

M ETHOO FOR THE h'IEAEi UREr1 EI- "T 

OF TEAR f= 3c L-r i THI CKNE55 ANO 

2 -us C0N5TITUENTRHA5E 55 

6.1 ºWAUF TH QRY QF T , HT 

6.1.1 T NTROnt rTT ON 

The purpose of the photographic techni clues 

previously described is to record for analysis the 

coloured interference fringes produced in the different 

layers of the pre-corneal and pre-contact lens tear 

films. This analysis will enable presentation of precise 

data measured in-vivo of those layers' thicknesses, their 

structures and their interactions. 

To appreciate the precision of those measurements 

and the sensitivity of the technique and its limitations, 

it is necessary to consider the optics and to review the 

theory of interference and their use in the measurement 

of optical thicknesses. 

6.1.2 QPTT A INTERFERENCES 

The phenomenon of interference arises di rectI y out 

of the wave theory of light. Light can be regarded as an 

el ectromagnet ic wave mot i on travel Ii ng wi th a vel oc i ty V. 

When a light wavefront is propagated in a given 

direction, It can be represented as asi sinusoidal f unct i on 

characterised by its wave I ength X and Its amp II Lude A. 

The wavelength X is a function of the wavefront speed in 
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a vacuum or inair and the amp li Lude A van i es between a 

maximum and a minimum as a function of time (Fig 6.1) . 

When two light wavefronts travel in the same 

direction, they interfere with one another and their 

superposition produces a new wavef ront whose 

characteristics will depend on the wavelengths of the 

original wavef ronts and their phase difference. 

There is a special case that warrants particular 

attention. It is when two identical monochromatic waves 

( same single wavelength ) combine. If they are sei d to 

be 'in phase' Ehe ir maxi ma and mini ma co i nci de in ti me. 

The wavelength of the resulting wavef ront will be 

unchanged and the amplitude will be the sum of the 

amplitudes. Thi ssi tuat i on is known as ' construct i ve 

interference'. 

If their maxima and minima differ by half a 

wavelength the two vibrations are in opposition of phase. 

The resu Iti ng amplitude is 'zero'. This situation is 

known as 'destructive interference' (Fig 6.2)- 

In all other cases, the character i st i cs of the 

resulting vibration will be a function of the number of 

wavefronts involved, their wavelength, amplitudes, degree 

of monochromaticity, and phase difference- For most 

combinations. interference fringes cannot be observed. 

6.2 CONOT TT ONc OF TNTFRFFRFNrF 

AI aser produces a powerful ,hi gh 1Udi rect i one 1 

monochromatic and coherent beam of iight" When lasers 

are used, the phase of the radiations 
they 

generate 

remains constant during a long period of b' me (up to 
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1/10th sec) and the interferences between the emission of 

two I asers may be observed even by means of very si mpl e 

devi ces. The light from two non-I aser sources remain in 

phases for much shorter periods of time so that no 

interference can be observed. In the general case, 

interference fringes can only be observed when some very 

specific physical and geometr i ca i conditions are 

satisfied. 

6.2.1 PHYST 
.A 

nNC1TTT nN5 

The production of a system of interference fringes 

requires that the Iight sources must be coherent and 

their spectral width must be limited. 

i) Coherence 

WI th two convent i ona I sources of Ii ght, itis 

not possible to obtain any reinforcement or weakening of 

light intensity in the illuminated space. In order to 

make the interference vi si bI e, coherent sources of Ii ght 

must be used. Two sources of Iight are said to be 

coherent if they emit coherent wavefronts whose phase 

di fference is constant in time. 

There are two basic methods to obtain part iai 

coherence experimental ly by dividing an i ni ti al single 

light wavefront into two coherent wavefronts. 

The first method uses a' wavefront splitting' 

techni clue as in Young's experiment where the secondary 

waves interfere wi th each other according to the 

principle of superposition (Fig 6.3) 
. 

This pr i principle was 

used to produce interferences by Fresnel by means of a 

bi pr i sm and a double mirror and by Lloyd using a single 
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FIGURE 6.3 
OPTICAL ARRANGEMENTS TO PRODUCE YOUNG'S 
WAVEFRONT SPLITTING' INTERFERENCE 
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mi rror at grazing incidence which could be coup l ed to a 

grating or a prism to improve the separation and the 

vi si bi Ii ty of the fringes. This principle does not apply 

to the system used in our work and wi II not be discussed 

further. 

The second method uses an ' amp Ii Lude sp Ii tt i nq' 

technique as is the case in Newton's original 

observations (Fig6.6). It: is that principle which 

applies to the production of reflected and transmitted 

interference fringes in parallel sided plates in very 

thin fi I ms and in narrow wedge fi I ms. Thi s type of 

interference is the basis for the development of anti- 

reflection coatings and many types of measuring 

interferometers following such as those designed by 

Michelson, Twyman and Green, Jami n. and Nach-Zehnder. 

ii) 5pertral Lli dCh 

A complete coherence is obtained only when 

using laser Ii ght emitted within an extremely narrow band 

width. In all other cases only partial condition of 

coherence is present because when the light source is 

spread over a wi de or continuous spectral band e X. a 

progressive disappearance of the fringes wi II occur with 

increasing path difference. 

This will occur when the order of interference 

reaches the following value 

P= Phase difference 6 
Wavelength X 

P==x [13 
>1 e>1 

P= order of interference 
6= phase difference 
X= mai n wave) ength of Ii ght 

AX = spectral band 
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When Pis known, the spectral wi dth of the source 

can be calculated. A narrow spectral width, however, is 

favoured as it ensures a stronger coherence and sharper 

definition of the interference fringes. 

6.2.2 FFDM TRT A' CDNAI TI DNS 

i) I nra Ii cý i Qn of Fri Hers i is i ne a Pni nt- c; n ur 

If a point source is used, interferences wi I 

be present wherever the two interfering beams meet in 

space and the fringes will not be localised. This is the 

case in Young's experiment (Fig 6.3). where the fringes 

are present inaI arge area of space and thei r form wi II 

depend on the relative position of the coherent sources 

and the screen (Fig 6.10. Fringes of this type are 

cal I ed non- I oca lj sed. The interference field is formed 

by a system of hyperbo Ioj ds of revolution whose foci are 

at the point source 51 and Si--.. Different sections 

through the hyperbol of ds may be observed by moving the 

screen in the interference field illustrated in Figure 

6. 't. 

jj)1naIi cal i on of Fri n®es uc i ng a bI id Sn it . 

If a wide source is used, the interference 

fringes produced by different points of the source must 

coi nci de. 

That is the case in a thin parallel film and ina 

thin wedge where thi ckness and related phase di fferences 

are relatively constant. 

When the interfering rays are obtained by 

splitting an original single source, this source can be 
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FIGURE 6.4 
EFFECT OF THE POSITION OF THE SCREEN ON THE 
SHAPE OF THE INTERFERENCE PATTERN 
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In the case of a thi nfiIm and a wi de source 

(Fig S. 10). the fringes wi II be formed in the ref I acted 

image space where the rays intersect. The fringes are 

said to be 'localised' on the fiIm. 

In our present experimental techni que, the 

I ocal i sad col oured fri nges observed are a spec i al case 

relying on the divisi on of amplitude to produce 

interference of two beams. 

6.2.3 APP' T [ATT ON5 flF QT UT ST nN OF AMPI TT HOF T HNT Qi 

The visible interference phenomena result from the 

recombination of the two parts of a beam of light after a 

partial reflection and refraction. These i nterference 

phenomena are of two main types. those seen in parallel 

sided plates and those seen in very thin films of varying 

thickness. 

j) Tn rf rnP in Parai Iei Siri d Piabe 

To explain the phenomena we will consider 

first the case of a si ngl ei ncj dent ray on a parat I ei 

sided plate and the reflected rays paths at the front and 

back surface and their recombination (Fig 6-5). 

The ray from a monochromatic source 5 is partly 

reflected and partly refracted at A. At each point, A. 

0, C, 0. E etc a sma II proport i on of the i nc j dent Ii ght 

is refracted and the rest is reflected. When we consider 

the first couple of rays emerging from A and C, their 

i ntens i ty wilI be very simiI ar and they wilI recombi ne at 

P after refraction by I ens L. At that poi nt P they wi II 

be out of phase by an amount determined by their opt i ca 

path difference (Fig 6.6). 
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S 

AIR =n=1 
S= SOURCE 
SA = INCIDENT RAY 
AL = PARTIAL REFLECTION 
AB = PARTIAL REFRACTION 
BC = PARTIAL REFLECTION 
CL = PARTIAL REFRACTION 

AL AND CL will produce 
interference fringes on 
after recombination by 

plate P 
lens L 

At A: there is a change of phase 
due to reflection at a denser 

medium 

(n) plate refractive index 
(d) plate thickness 

FIGURE 6.5 
INTERFERENCE FRINGE FORMATION BY A PARALLEL 
SIDED PLATE IN AIR 
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=2nd 
- AC sini 

cos r 
sini =n sin r 
AC=2dtanr 2 
OPD= 2do 

- 
2dosinr 

cos r cos r 

At A: phase change of it 
due to reflection at a 
denser medium 
MAXIMUM = constructive interference 2 nd cos r= (p + 1/2) 
MINIMUM - destructive interference 2 nd cos r= p% 

FIGURE 6.6 
MEASUREMENT OF PATH DIFFERENCE IN A PARALLEL 
SIDED PLATE 
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OPD =( AOB )-( AH ) C23 

From the cal cul ati on we can see that constructi ve 

interference will be present in the following condition 

2 nd cos r=(p+/)X C33 

and destructive interference when 

2 nd cos r=pX C43 

where n= plate refractive index 

r= angle of refraction 

X=ilI umi nati ng wavelength 

p= integer = order of interference 

In the experimental set up shown in Figures 6.5 

and 6.6, a monochromatic Ii ght will create a succession 

of bright and dark circles corresponding to the 

constructive and destructive areas in the fields of 

observation. A white light source for the same 

arrangement wi II produce instead a succession of coloured 

circles. 

it) T nl: -erf mrence in Uerw Thin Film! -- 

When d is very sma II, the variation induced 

by cos r can be disregarded in the calculations because 

(1 - cos r) isI ess than 2 percent for up to 10 degrees 

of incidence and the distance AC so smalI that we can 

consider that the interference is issued from a single 

point of reflection whose intensity will be the 

superposition of the internally and externally reflected 

rays. Constructive interference wi II be present in the 

following condition: 

2 nd =( P+% a [5] 

and destructive interference when: 

2 nd = pX C63 
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When d varies across the film, the OPD wi II depend 

on the thi ckness of the fiIm at the poi nt of ref I ecti on 

and wi I1 be independent of the point: of emergence. 

The resulting interferences wi II be a 

characteri sti c of the I ocal thi ckness of the fi I m. They 

can be observed using awi de source with aI ow powered 

mi croscope. These I ocal i sed i nterference fri nges occur 

for thin films whose thickness undergoes abrupt changes 

as if it: consisted of a number of adjacent- parallel sided 

fiI ms. Such film may cons i st of the air gap between an 

optical flat and the surface of a sheet of mica which 

exhibits abrupt changes of I evel . 
It is also the case, 

as we witI see I aber, in the superf ici al Ii pi dI aver. 

When using whi to Ii ght iII umi nati on the i nterference 

pattern produced is seen as bright coloured fringes, 

whereas when using monochromatic Ii ght it appears as a 

succession of dark and bright fringes. 

iii) interference in a his-doe Fi Im 

The fringes can also be observed in a wedge 

shaped fiIm. The fri nges of equa I th i ckness WiII be 

equal Iy spaced in straight Ii nes parallel to the edge c 3f 

the wedge and will represent the increase in wedge. 

thickness. Using these fringes one can measure the angle 

of very thin wedge-shaped sheets of any transparent 

material (Fig 6.7). 

When the wedge angle is vanishingly Oma II"a 

maxi mum occupi es a re l at i vet yI arge area and var i at i ons 

in col our appearance wilI al I ow measurab le obser vat i on5 

When using aI arge source, a number of i nterna 11g 

reflected rays are associated with it. Ms the 
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disturbance undergoes repeated internal reflections 

between the surfaces, they move across the wedge towards 

the thicker si de (Fig 6.7). Thus the phase diff erence 

between the beams undergoing a successive number of 

ref I ecti ons is not constant. This causes the hi gh order 

beams to begin to interfere destructively with those of 

low order thereby reduci ng the sharpness of the fringes. 

Si nce the beams wi II get out of phase more rapidly with 

thicker wedges, this effect places an upper Ii mi t on the 

value which can be used when a given number of mu ltiple 

reflected beams are to be superposed. 

The higher the reflectivity of the surfaces, the 

less rapidly does the intensity of the beam decrease and 

the larger is the number of reflections before the 

intensity is reduced to anegligible value. 

As we wiII see I ater the dry i ng of the tear film 

on a corneal lens surface reproduces approximately the 

conditions just described. 

6.3 THT KN Sc; M Ac+l IRFMFNT BY TNT RFFROMFTRY 

The information given by an i nterferometri c 

thickness measuring system is coma i ned wi th in the 

interference effects produced by the element measured. 

Both position and shape of the fringes are determined by 

the path-difference introduced between two or more 

interference beams by the element measured and the 

information relating to its thickness can be extracted by 

measuring this path-difference. 
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6.3.1 NFI JTfN' S FXPFRTMFNT 

In his on gi nal experiment, Newton produced 

i nterference fri nges of equal thi ckness in the ai r fi Im 

situated between afI at surface and a piano-convex lens 

of large radius (Fig 6.8) . 

The fringes of equal thickness have the form of 

concentric circles with the centre lying at the point of 

contact of the lens and the plate. The central spot, 

when viewed by reflection is dark, because a phase change 

of X, associated with the reflection at a denser 
2 

medium is present for all wavelengths. 

Table 6.1 shows the Newton's 'Scale of Colour' and 

their order of interference and their corresponding path 

difference in air. The associated interference colours 

and their thicknesses have also been calculated from a 

medium of refractive index n=I. S (I i pi d layer) and 

n=1.337 (aqueous phase). 

The order of interference increases from the 

centre of the pattern outward. The direct visual 

observation of those 'Newton's rings' using white Ii ght 

is only possible for the first 5 or 6 orders of 

interference. This sets to about 3 microns the maximum 

thickness of air measurable in these conditions. 

B. 3.2 I NTFRFFRFNf'F TN IAHT TIT , HT 

When aI arge number of wave I engths are present in 

the illuminating source; each wavelength produces its own 

fringe system. The fringes produced by the shorter 

wavelengths wiII occur at a shorter distance from the 

centre than those produced by the longer wavelengths. 177 
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FIGURE 6.8 
OPTICAL LAYOUT OF NEWTON'S RING IN AIR 
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REFLECTED INTERFERENCE IN WHITE LIGHT IN A LIPID LAYER 

Order of Phase Difference lipid layer Interference 
Interference In Air Thickness Colour 

(in microns) (in microns) 

0 n=1 n=1.5 

0.0't0 0.013 Iron Grey 
0.097 Grey 0.032 Lavender Grey 

1A 0.158 0.053 Grey Blue 
0.218 0.073 Lighter Grey 
0.23't Whi to 0.078 White, Greenish-White 
0.259 0.086 Wh i to 
0.267 0.089 Yellowish White 
0.27S, 0.092 Pale Straw Yellow 

Ye II ow 

0.281 0.094 Yellow, Straw-Yellow 
' 0.306 0.102 Light Yellow 

0.332 0.111 Strong Yellow 
0.930 Brown 0.143 Brown, Brownish-Yellow 
0.505 0.168 Reddish Orange 
0.536 0.179 Hot Red 
0.551 0.183 Oark Red 

0.565 Purple 0.188 Purple 
0.575 0.192. Violet 
0.589 0.196 Indigo 
0.66't 0.221 Blue Sky Blue 
0.728 Blue 0.213 Greenish Blue 
0.747 0.249 Green 
0.826 Green 0.279 Green, Lighter-Green 

0.643 Green 0.281 Yellowish Green 
0.866 0.286 Greenish Yel I ow 
0.910 Yellow 0.303 Pure Yellow 
0.918 0.316 Orange 
0.998 Orange 0.333 Orange Red 
1.101 Violet 0.367 Violet Oark Red 

1.128 Blue 0.376 Light Blueish-Violet: 
1.151 0.384 Indigo 
1.258 Green 0.419 Blue Green Tint 
1.334 0.445 Sea Green 
1.376 Green 0.459 Bright Green 

2% 1.428 0.476 Greenish Yellow 
1.497 Pink 0.499 Flesh Colour 
1.534 0.511 Carmine 
1.652 Grey 0.550 Violet Grey 
1.682 0.560 Greyish Blue 
1.711 Green 0.570 Dull Sea Green 

3 1.744 0.581 Blueish Green 

TABLE 6.1A 
NEWTON'S SCALE OF COLOURS AND A550CIATEO PHASE DIFFERENCES 
AND CORRESPONDING LAYER THICKNESSES 
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REFLECTED INTERFERENCE IN WHITE LIGHT IN AN AQUEOUS LAYER 

Order of Phase Difference Aqueous Layer Interference 
Interference In Air Thickness Colour 

(in sicrons) (in eicrons) 

0 n=1 n=1.337 

0.0't0 0.015 Iron Grey 
0.097 Grey 0.036 Lavender Grey 

44 0.158 0.0't't Grey Blue 
0.218 0.081 Lighter Grey 
0.23't White 0.087 White, Greenish-White 
0.259 0.097 White 
0.267 0.100 Yellowish White 
0.275 0.206 Pale Straw Yellow 

Ye II ow 

0.281 0.105 Yet I ow, Straw-Yel I ow 
% 0.306 0.114 Light Yellow 

0.332 0.12't Strong Yellow 
0.430 Brown 0.161 Brown, Browni sh-Yel I ow 

i 0.505 0.189 Reddish Orange 
0.536 0.200 Hot Red 
0.551 0.206 Dark Red 

0.565 Purple 0.211 Purple 
0.575 0.215 Violet 
0.589 0.220 Indigo 
0.664 0.248 Blue Sky Blue 
0.726 Blue 0.272 Greenish Blue 
0.747 0.280 Green 
0.826 Green 0.309 Green, Lighter-Green 

0.131t3 Green 0.315 Yellowish Green 
0.866 0.324 Greenish Yet I ow 

1'a 0.910 Yellow 0.340 Pure Yellow 
0.9`tß 0.354 Orange 
0.998 Orange 0.373 Orange Red 
1.101 Violet 0.412 Vi oI et Oark Red 

1.128 Blue 0.422 Light Blueish-Violet 
1.151 0.430 Indigo 
1.25B Green 0.470 Blue Green Tint 
1.334 0.500 Sea Green 
1.376 Green 0.515 Bright Green 

2 1.428 0.533 Greenish Yet I ow 
1.497 Pink 0.560 FI esh Col our 
1.534 0.574 Carmine 
1.652 Grey 0.618 Violet Grey 
1.682 0.629 Greyish 81 ue 
1.711 Green 0.640 Dull Sea Green 

3 1.744 0.652 Blueish Green 

TABLE B. 1B 
NEWTON'S SCALE OF COLOURS AND A550CIATED PHASE DIFFERENCES 
AND CORRESPONDING LAYER THICKNESSES 
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Thus the first order of interference wi II be seen as a 

thin sharp ring with coloured edges. 

The folI ow i ng orders of i nterf erence wilI spread 

over a greater width and wi II appear drawn out into 

spectra. Eventual I y, the maxi ma for vari ous orders and 

different wavelengths will overlap and produce a 

sensation of white continuum where no fringes are 

observable wi th the naked eye (Fig6.9). This wh it e 

continuum has a spectral composition different from that 

of whi to Ii ght but thi s can onl y be detected by a 

spectrometric measurement. 

6.3.3 5PFCTRAi CQMPQST Ti Q1 QF T NTFRFFREN 
.F 

PATTERN 

It is possible to show graphically the spectral 

composition of the reflected Ii ght obtained along the 

series of visible col ourec fringes and the ensuing white 

continuum produced in a given experimental' si tuat i on 

(Fig 6.10). The x-axis represents the thickness in 

mi crons of the fi Im under observation. The y-axi s 

represents the wavelength of the visible spectrum, from 

't00 nm to 700 nm. 

As seen, the condition of destructive interference 

or extinction is satisfied when: 

2 nd = PX C67 

where: n= refractive index of the layer 

d= thickness of the layer 

X= wavelength 

P= order of interference 
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It becomes possi ble to cal cut ate the th i ckness of 

layer d at which this situation occurs for a given 

wavelength X and a given order of interference P. 

d=PX C73 
min 2n 

d has been calculated in aqueous tears 

mi n 

for n=1,337 

for X= 't00 nm (Table 6.2) colour purple 

for X= 550 nm (Table 6.3) colour yellow 

for X= 700 nm (Table 6.1t) col our red 

From these values we can determi ne the range of 

I ayer thickness over which each order of destruct i ve 

interference wi 1I be spread (Table 6.5) . 

Hence for P=0, d =0 for all wavelengths, this 

explains the dark spot at the centre of the pi cture of 

Newton's experiment. 

The condition of constructive interference or 

maximum is satisfied when: 

2 nd =(P+ %) X C53 

The I ayer thickness d at which this si tuat i on 

occurs for a given wavelength X and a given order of 

interference P is: 

d= (P + lk )X 
Max 2n 

d has been calculated in aqueous tears 
max 

for n=1.337 

for A= 900 nm (Table 6.6) 

for A= 550 nm (Table 6.7) 

for A= 700 nm (Table 6.8) 

C8] 
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AQUEOUS TEARS 

Index n=1.337 

Wavelength X= 400nm = 0.4 pm 

Destruct i ve Interference 

Minimal Visible 

When 2nd = PX 

d= 2& = 400 P= POO P 
2n 2x1.337 1.337 

P= Order of Interference 

d= Thickness of Film 

P= 0 d0 = 0 
P= 1 dl = 0.1413 µm 
p= 2 d2 = 0.299 µm 
p= 3 d3 = 0.449 µm 
p= 4 d4 = 0.598 µm 
p= 5 d5 = 0.748 µm 
p= 6 d6 = 0.898 µm 
P= 7 d7 = 1.047 µm 
p= 8 d8 = 1.197 µm 
P= 9 d9 = 1.346 µm 
P = 10 d10 = 1. 't96 Mm 
P = 11 d11 = 1.645 µm 
P = 12 d12 = 1.795 µm 
P = 13 d13 = 1.9't5 µm 
P = 1't d14 = 2.094 µm 
P = 15 d15 = 2.244 µm 
P = 16 d16 = 2.393 pm 
P = 17 d17 = 2.5't3 µm 
P = 16 d18 = 2.963 }im 
P = 19 d19 = 2.842 µm 
P = 20 d20 = 2.991 µm 
P = 21 d21 = 3.1't1 µm 
P = 22 d22 = 3.291 µm 

P= 23 d23 = 3.441 pm 
P= 24 d24 = 3.590 µm 
P= 25 d25 = 3.740 pm 
P= 26 d26 = 3.889 pm 
P= 27 d27 = 4.039 pm 
P= 28 d28 = 4.188 µm 
P = 29 d29 = 4.336 µm 
P = 30 d30 = 4.487 µm 
P = 31 d31 = 4.637 µm 
P = 32 d32 = 4.787 µm 
P = 33 d33 = 4.936 pm 
P = 31t d34 = 5.086 pm 
P = 35 d35 = 5.237 pm 
P = 36 d36 = 5.385 pm 
P = 37 d37 = 5.535 mm 
P = 38 d38 = 5.684 pm 
P = 39 d35 = 5.834 µm 
P = 40 d40 = 5.984 µm 
P = 41 d41 = 6.133 pm 
P = 42 d42 = 6.283 µm 
P = 't3 d43 = 6.432 µm 
P = 44 d44 = 6.582 µm 

TABLE 6.2 
DESTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE IN AQUEOUS TEARS: CALCULATED 
LAYER THICKNESS FOR SUCCESSIVE ORDERS OF DESTRUCTIVE 
INTERFERENCE IN THE 't00nm REGION OF THE SPECTRUM 
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AQUEOUS TEARS 

Index n=1.337 

Colour Yellow = 555 nm = 0.555 µm 

Destructive Interference 

Minimal Visible 

When d= Eý, = O. ASS P 
2n 2x1.337 

P= Order of Interference 

d= Thi ckness of Fi Im 

P= 0 d0 = 0 
P= 1 dl = 0.207 µm 
p= 2 d2 = 0. 't15 µm 
p= 3 d3 = 0.623 µm 
p= 't d4 = 0.630 µm 
P= 5 d5 = 1.036 µm 
p= 6 d6 = 1.2't5 µm 
p= 7 d7 = 1.1t52 µm 
p= 8 d8 = 1.660 µm 
p= 5 d9 = 1.668 µm 
P= 10 d10 = 2.075 µm 
P = 11 dll = 2.263 µm 
p = 12 d12 = 2.1t90 µm 
p = 13 d13 = 2.696 µm 
P = 1`t d1`t = 2.905 Nm 
P = 15 d15 = 3.113 Nm 
P = 16 d16 = 3.320 µm 

P= 17 d17 = 3.528 µm 
P= 18 d18 = 3.736 µm 
P= 19 d19 = 3.9'+'t µm 
P= 20 d20 = 4.151 µm 
P= 21 d21 = 't . 359 µm 
P= 22 d22 = 't . 566 µm 
P= 23 d23 = 't. 77't µm 
P= 2't d2't = lt. 981 µm 
P= 25 d25 = 5.166 µm 
P= 26 d26 = 5.396 µm 
P= 27 d27 = 5.60, t µm 
P= 28 d20 = 5.812 µm 
P = 29 d29 = 6.019 µm 
P = 30 d30 = 6.227 µm 
P = 31 d31 = 6. t3, t }gym 
P = 32 d32 = 6.642 µm 

TABLE 6.3 
DESTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE IN FiOUEDUS TEARS 

'FOR X= 550 nm (YELLOW) 
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AQUEOUS TEARS 

Index n=1.337 

Colour Red = 700 nm = 0.7 µm 

Destructive Interference 

Minimal Visible 

When 2n d= PX 

d=E -L = 700 P 
2n 2x1.3 7 

P= Order of Interference 

d= Thi ckness of Fi Im 

P= 0 d0 = 0 
P= 1 dl = 0.262 µm 
p= 2 d2 = 0.526 pm 
p= 3 d3 = 0.785 µm 
p= 4 d`t = 1.047 µm 
p= 5 d5 = 1.309 µm 
P= 6 d6 = 1.571 j. im 
p =7 d7 = 1.832 µm 
p =8 d8 = 2.094 µm 
p =9 d9 = 2.356 µm 
P = 10 d10 = 2.616 µm 
P = 11 d 11 = 2.880 µm 
P = 12 d12 = 3.141 µm 
P = 13 d13 = 3.403 µm 

P= 1't dl't = 3.665 µm 
P= 15 d15 = 3.927 µm 
P= 16 d16 = 4.188 im 
P= 17 d17 = 't. 450 µm 
P= 18 d1ß = 't. 712 µm 
P= 19 d19 = 4.97L. µm 
P= 20 d20 = 5.236 µm 
P= 21 d21 = 5.1t97 µm 
P = 22 d22 = 5.759 µm 
P = 23 d23 = 6.021 µm 
P = 21t d2't = 6.263 im 
P = 25 d25 = 6.5't5 µm 

TABLE 6. -t 
DESTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE IN AQUEOUS TEARS 
FOR X= 700 nm (RED) 
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ADUEOUS TEARS 

RO = Range for P=0 

RO : From d0 = 0 
R1 : d1 = 0.1't9 µm 
R2 d2 = 0.299 µm 
R3 : d3 = 0. 't't9 µm 
RLt : d't = 0.598 µm 
RS : d5 = 0.748 µm 
R6 : d6 = 0.698 um 
R7 : d7 = 1.047 µm 
RS : d8 = 1.197 µm 
RS : d9 = 1.346 µm 
R10: d10 = 1. 't96 µm 
R11: d11 = 1.61t5 µm 
R12. d12 = 1.795 yam 
R13: d13 = 1.9't5 µm 
R1`t: d1't = 2.09't µm 

To 0 µm 
0.262 µm 
0.526 µm 
0.785 µm 
1. Olt 7 µm 
1.303 pm 
1.571 µm 
1.832 µm 
2.09t pm 
2.356 µm 
2.616 pm 
2.660 µm 
3.1'tl pm 
3. 't03 µm 
3.665 µm 

TABLE 6.5 
RANGE OF SUCCE55IVE ORDERS OF DESTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE 
FOR A SOURCE DISTRIBUTION LX ('tOO to 700 nm) 
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AQUEOUS TEARS 

Index n=1.337 

Wave I ength X= 400 nm = 0. It µm 

Constructive Interference 

Maximum Visible 

When d=(P+l_(P+ 'A Z 400 
2n 2x1.337 

d=(P+/) POO 
1.337 

P= Order of Interference 

d= Thickness of Fi lm 

dO = OO = 7t. B=0.07't µm 
2.67't 

P= 0 d0 = 0.074 µm 
p= 1 dl = 0.224 µm 
P= 2 d2 = 0.378 Mm 
P= 3 d3 = 0.524 µm 
p d't = 0.673 µm 
P d5 = 0.823 µm 
P= 6 d6 = 0.967 . tm 
P= 7 d7 = 1.122 µm 
P= 9 dB = 1.272 µm 
P= 9 d9 = 1.421 µm 
P= 10 d10 = 1.571 µm 
P= 11 d11 = 1.720 µm 
P= 12 d12 = 1.670 µm 
P = 13 d13 = 2.019 µm 
P = 14 d14 = 2.169 µm 
P = 15 d15 = 2.319 µm 
P = 16 d16 = 2.466 µm 
P = 17 d17 = 2.616 µm 
P = 16 die = 2.767 µm 
P = 19 d19 = 2.917 µm 
P = 20 d20 = 3.067 µm 
P = 21 d21 = 3.216 um 
P = 22 d22 = 3.366 pm 

P= 23 d23 = 3.515 )am 
P= 24 d24 = 3.665 µm 
P= 25 d25 = 3.815 µm 
P= 26 d26 = 3.964 µm 
P= 27 d27 = 4.114 µm 
P= 26 d28 = 4.263 µm 
P= 29 d29 = 4.413 µm 
P= 30 d30 = 4.562 µm 
P= 31 d31 = 4.712 µm 
P= 32 d32 = 4.862 µm 
P= 33 d33 = 5.011 µm 
P= 34 d34 = 5.161 µm 
P = 35 d35 = 5.310 µm 
P = 36 d36 = 5.460 µm 
P = 37 d37 = 5.610 dim 
P = 38 d36 = 5.759 µm 
P = 39 d39 = 5.909 µm 
P = 40 d40 = 6.058 µm 
P = 41 dtt 1 = 6.208 µm 
P = 42 dt2 = 6.358 µm 
P = 43 d43 = 6.507 µm 
P = 4't d44 = 6.656 µm 

TABLE 6.6 
CONSTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE IN AQUEOUS TEARS 
FOR X= 'tOO nm 
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AQUEOUS TEARS 

Index n=1.337 

Colour Yellow = 555 nm = 0.555 µm 

Constructive Interference 

Maximum Vi si bl e 

When dP+h>, P+Z O- 555 
Zn 2x1.337 

P= Order of Interference 

d= Thickness of Film 

P= 0 d0 = 0.104 µm 
P= 1 dl = 0.311 µm 
P= 2 d2 = 0.519 µm 
P= 3 d3 = 0.726 µm 
P= 4 d4 = 0.934 pm 
P= 5 d5 = 1.141 µm 
p= 6 d6 = 1.349 µm 
P =7 d7 = 1.556 ; Im 
P =8 d8 = 1.764 µm 
P =9 d9 = 1.971 µm 
P = 10 d10 = 2.179 um 
P = 11 d11 = 2.367 µm 
P = 12 d12 = 2.594 µm 
P = 13 d13 = 2.802 pm 
P = 14 d14 = 3.009 pm 
P = 15 d15 = 3.217 pm 
P = 16 d16 = 3.424 mm 

P= 17 d17 = 3.632 µm 
P= 16 d18 = 3.840 }. im 
P= 19 d19 = 4.047 }gym 
P= 20 d20 = 4.255 µm 
P= 21 d21 = 4.462 µm 
P= 22 d22 = 4.670 }gym 
P= 23 d23 = 4.678 Nm 
P= 24 d24 = 5.065 µm 
P= 25 d25 = 5.293 µm 
P = 26 d26 = 5.500 Nm 
P = 27 d27 = 5.707 Nm 
P = 26 d28 = 5.915 µm 
P = 29 d29 = 6.123 µm 
P = 30 d30 = 6.330 µm 
P = 31 d31 = 6.538 µm 

TABLE 6.7 
CONSTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE IN AQUEOUS TEARS 
FOR X= SSS nm (YELLOW) 
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AQUEOUS TEARS 

Index n=1.337 

Co! our Red = 700 nm = 0.7 µm 

Constructive Interference 

Maximum Visible 

When d=(P +%I-X. 
2n 

=(p+ 14 ) O. 7 
2x1.337 

P= Order of Interference 

d= Thi ckness of Fi Im 

P= 0 d0 = 0.131 }im 
P= 1 dl = 0.393 µm 
p= 2 d2 = 0.654 µm 
p= 3 d3 = 0.916 µm 
p= 4 d4 = 1.178 }im 
p =5 d5 = 1. 't40 µm 
P =6 d6 = 1.702 µm 
p =7 d7 = 1.963 µm 
P =6 d8 = 2.225 µm 
p =9 d9 = 2.467 µm 
P = 10 d10 = 2.7't9 µm 
P = 11 d11 = 3.010 µm 
P = 12 d12 = 3.273 }. gym 
P = 13 d13 = 3.53't µm 

P= 14 d1't = 3.796 µm 
P= 15 d1S = Lt. OSS µm 
P= 16 d16 = 't. 319 µm 
P = 17 d17 = Lt. 561 µm 
P = 18 d le = lt. 8't 3 pm 
P = 19 d19 = 5.105 µm 
P = 20 d20 = 5.366 µm 
P = 21 d21 = 5.626 . im 
P = 22 d22 = 5.690 pm 
P = 23 d23 = 6.152 µm 
P = 2't d2`t = 6.414 µm 
P = 25 d25 = 6.675 µm 

TABLE 6.8 
CONSTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE IN AQUEOUS TEARS 
FOR X= 700 nm (RED) 
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i) nrdPrc 
of Tn rf erinnre Qver I act for Li dP 

5perF-ral Di -stri b ti nn 5ni urge-, 

From these va I ues we can determine the range 

of I aver thi ckness over whi ch each order of constructi ve 

i nterference wiII be spread ( Tab Ie6.9). Figure 6.10 

shows the pos iti on of the successive construct i ve 

interference ranges with increasing I ayer thickness for 

an illuminating Ii ght source covering the whole visible 

spectrum ('t00 nm to 700 nm). 

From Figure 6.11 it: can be seen that the minima 

and maxi ma occur at: shorter intervals for the blue end of 

the spectrum than they do for the red end of the 

spectrum. 

For the first orders of interference, the 

resulting interference colours wi II have a hi gh contrast 

and high i ntens i by; sharp delimitation between colours 

can be noted. As the Iayer thickness and order of 

interference increase, two or more maxi ma corresponding 

to different wavelengths, occur at the same point. The 

resulting interference colours produce fringes of 

increasingly blurred edges, I ower contrast and pur i by. 

The total disappearance of the fringes and a change to a 

continuous white field occur after 5 or 6 fringes. St iI1 

the spectral composition of this white continuum does not 

correspond to that of white light. It only appears so to 

the naked eye, which compensates as it becomes unable to 

discern individual colours and intensity changes. 

To be ab Ie to measure accurate Iy greater I aver 

thickness with an i nterferometri c technique, the spectral 

domain of the Ii ght source must be limited. 
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RO = Range for P=0 

RO : From d0 = 0.074 µm 
R1 d1 = 0.224 }im 
R2 : d2 = 0.378 µm 
R3 : d3 = 0.524 µm 
R4 d4 = 0.673 µm 
R5 : d5 = 0.823 µm 
R6 : d6 = 0.987 µm 
R7 d7 = 1.122 µm 
R8 d8 = 1.272 µm 
RS d9 = 1.421 µm 
R10: d10 = 1.571 µm 
R11: d11 = 1.720 µm 
R12: d12 = 1.870 µm 
R13: d13 = 2.019 µm 
R14: dl't = 2.169 µm 

To 0.131 µm 
0.393 µm 
0.654 µm 
0.916 µm 
1.178 µm 
1.440 µm 
1.702 µm 
1.963 µm 
2.225 µm 
2.487 µm 
2.749 µm 
3.010 µm 
3.273 µm 
3.534 µm 
3.796 µm 

TABLE 6.9 
RANGE OF SUCCESSIVE ORDERS OF CONSTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE 
FOR A SOURCE DISTRIBUTION a). (400 to 700 nm) 
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i i) T of In of 1-he Ii Bhf c+n irr C; pRr-rn I 

We have seen (6.3.2) that When the source is 

not perfectly monochromatic, the resulting interference 

pattern will be composed of the individual patterns 

produced by each wavelength. The composition of that 

pattern will depend on the length of coherence of the 

main spectral line of emission and that of the remaining 

part of the emitted spectrum. 

a) Wi dh Qf hP cQ rai tin 

The wi dth of the ma in spectral Ii ne Xo 

of the Ii ght source is characteri sed by i is hat f wi dth: 

the length of the interval AXo measured at the half 

height of the spectral line (Fig 6.12). In practice, the 

i11 umi nati ng source is composed of a great number of 

different wave ! engths lying in the interval: 

( Xo t%eX) CsJ 

Let's cons i der two sIi ght Iydiff erent wave I engths 

XI and XE. Each wavelength has its own fringe system 

that coincide at the centre of the interference pattern 

(Y = 0). But since the width of the band is proportional 

to the wavelength, as the distance Y from the centre 

increases, the fringes corresponding to the shorter 

wavelength wi III ag behi nd the fringes corresponding to 

the longer wavelength (Fig 6.13). It can be seen that 

at a given order of interference, the delay will be equal 

to the half ui dth of the band, the maxi mum of the first 

wavefront wi II then correspond to the minimum of the 

second wave and the fringes brightness will be minimal at 

that point (point A). Further away from the centre, the 
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two maxima wi 1I coincide and the observed phenomena wi II 

be of maximal brightness (point B). 

b) I Pna h of coherence 

If we cal 

k=P, - Pý C103 

the difference between the orders of interference, the 

path di fference 6 wi II be: 

6=P, X, =( Pý -k)x C117 

and P, =k ýý" C 12D 

For k values = 0, 1.2, in [123, the equation 

gives the values P, of the order of interference for 

which the maxima of th e two systems overlap. 

For k values = 0.5, 1.5,2.5. etc. equation [12D 

wi II give the val ues for whi ch the minima of the two 

systems ov erlap. 

The Superpos iti on of maxi ma wiII repeat of ter a 

certain number of maxima denoted N cal cuI aced from [127. 

NL k+ 1) i. _" _kx. 
1133 

-iXj: -XI 

N= a- 
ýý - Xi 

C 11t] 

Interference fringes disappear for the first time 

for N/2. 

The correspondent path difference is: 

6=( N/2 ) X7 CIS] 

As we assumed that the two wavelengths were very 

Si mi l ar. we can write: 

> -i X= Xo2 and X: -X, =A Xo 

By substitution in C 1'tJ and [153, we get the 

relation for the first disappearance of the interference 

fringes: 
199 
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Thi s path difference C16] iscalled the I ength of 

coherence. As soon as the path difference is equal to 

the length of coherence of the source used, the 

interference pattern disappears. 

After exceeding the length of coherence, the 

fringes reappear but with I ower contrast and VI sibiIi ty. 

c) Cnh rnP of . ihi bii 8tjj-- 

In the case of a white Ii ght source 

between 't00 nm and 700 nm. 

A Xo = 300 nm 

with Xo = SSO nm at the centre of the range. 

Thus the I ength of coherence of vi sibleIi ght is 

equal to: 

6t': = S. 10-- 4mm = 0.5 nm C 17D 

But wi th a continuous di str i but i on of wave l ength, 

the fringes never become in step again, so that a 

continued increase in layer thickness causes a steady 

decrease of visibility of the fringes. 

6.3.4 UT cT RI I TTY OF FR T NS P-5 INA THT N FT LM IN AT R 

If we consi der a thin soap film or a thin gl ass 

PI ate in the air, the illuminating Ii ght fal 1s on the 

film with an intensity I'. The reflected i ntensity I" is 

proporti onal to I'. 

The constant of proport i ona 1i ty R is ca II ed the 

Reflectivity of the giv en film. 

R=Ir X. 100% 1187 
I' 
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5i miI ar I y, the transmitted intensity IV is 

proportional to N. . And the constant T or Transm i ss ivi ty 

is given by 

T=T t- X. 100% C193 
Ii 

The ref I ect ivi ty R and the transm i ss i Li vi ty T 

depend ma i nn Iy upon the refract i ve i nd i ces of the film 

(n1) and the surrounding media (n0) and the angle of 

incidence of Ii ght. 

At normal incidence the ref I ect ivi ty is given by 

the rel ati on R= ni - nO C20] 
n1 + nO 

The i ntensi ty of rays ref I ected from the fiIm 

i ncreases with the ref I ect i vi ty of the fiIm. The higher 

the reflectivity of the surfaces. the less rapidly does 

the intensity of the beam decrease and the larger the 

number of reflections before the intensity is reduced to 

anegligible value. It can be shown that the maxi mum 

intensity of the interference fringes observed in the 

focal plane of a photographic system is given by 

max =4RX. I1 [21] 
I+R 

The coefficient of vi si bi Ii ty of the fringes is 

determi ned by the rel ati on: 

V=I max -I min C223 
I max +I min 

The absolute values of I max and I min depend upon 

the reflection at each surface: 

Imme =1+ 1233 
I min 1-R 

And the vi si bi Ii ty of the fri nges is given by- 

V=R C2't] 
I+R: 2- 
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6.3.5. R Fl Ff'TF1I T NTFNST TY TNA fT FI FrTRT C' THTN FT lN 

In the case of a di el ectr ic th infilm where the 

i nci dent Ii ght encounters an i ncrease of refracti ve i ndex 

n1, n2, n3, wi th the consequent change of phase at both 

surfaces the reflection factor is given as follows: 

Air 

n1 

n2 

n3 

n1 < n2 < n3 

R= (r i+r , r--" . nom &+ r-' C 25] 
(1 + 2rir:: cos 6+r, rd: -') 

with: reflectivity at the 1st interface; 

rl= n1 - nz [26] 
n1 + n2 

reflectivity at the 2nd interface; 

r2 = n2 - nR C273 
n2 + n3 

For 6= mX where a mi ni mum of fri nge vi si bi Ii ty 

occurs the relative reflected intensity for a normal 

incident light is: 

Re i at i ve I ntens i ty =rr C283 
1-r, r2 

Relative Intensity C 297 
ný: ý + n, n:. 

6.3.6 T NTERFFRENCF FRT NßFc QF F1)I IAI THT ["KNFc; S FnRMF7 AY 

A WFO , SHAP n FILM 

Let us cons i der a monochromat icIi ght (X) faIIi ng 

on to a surface of a wedge-shaped film (Fig 6.7) 
. 
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The angle j3 formed by the side of the wedge is 

very small. 

For a normal illumination, the path difference of 

the reflected interfering rays when a bright band is 

present is given by- 

S=2n, d, ± X/2 C32J 

For two adjacent bright bands Al and A2, the path 

di fference S1 and S2 wi II be: 

S, =2n, d, ± X/2 =p >' C 33D 

Ste: =2n, df: ± X/2 =(p+1)>C 34J 

The path difference between two bright bands is 

equal to X: 

d. =Sz: - Si =2ni( dam: - d, ) =XC 353 

From the diagram, the linear distance between the 

bands or i nterfri nge dy is approximately: 

dy = d-:. - d-- 1367 
J3 

From C353: d2: - d, = C373 
2n 

Inclu ded above, we obtain: 

dy = E 3B3 
2nß 

When the i nterfri nge distance dy is known, the 

. wedge angle j3 can be calculated: 

J3 = >1 C393 
dy 2n 

When given a number of fringes (P) are present 

over a known distance X=P. dy. C407 

The precision of the measurement of the 

i nterf ri nge dy can be increased as it is the ratio of: 

dy = C't 13 
P 
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6. '} APPI T rATT IlN To THE EXPERT NFNTAL_ TFrHNT Ql IF 

The photographic techn i ques previously described 

make use of a comb i nat i on of the bas ic opt ic pr i nc i pi es 

presented above. 

In the experimental photographic techn i que, the 

interference colours are localised in the different 

layers of the pre-corneal and pre-contact lens tear films 

and can be anal ysed very precisely by assessing the 

fol I owi ng: 

- the spectral distribution of the Ii ght source. 

- the effect on the light source of the polarising 

filters in crossed position. 

- the structure of the thin films where the 

interference fringes are localised. 

- the spectral sens it iv it y of the photograph is 

fitm. 

6. Lt. 1 SPFCTRAi flT STRT R ITT (lN lF TH LIGHT sft IRf F 

Figure 6.14 shows the schematic spectral 

di str i but i on of the strobe Ii ght source over the visible 

spectrum with its corresponding luminous efficiency 

val ues EX expressed in percentage. 

It presents 1) afI at area between 500 and 730 nm 

at 20% efficency; 2) a peak appears in the blue region 

centred around 465 nm; 3) another peak in the red regi on 

centred around 755 nm. 

The spectral width of the two peaks can be 

calculated from Fig 6.15. The width of the blue peak is 

shown to be of AX = 480 nm - `t't5 nm = 35 nm. The 

difference between the luminous efficiency level of the 
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main peak at 45 percent and the rest of the Iight source 

at 20 percent is quite large. 

6.4.2 rnHFRFNrF OF THE T , HT cQ iRf'F 

The light source can be divided for calculation 

purposes into two parts: 

1. The favoured peak of emission of high luminous 

efficiency 

ex = lt4S nm to 't80 nm 

maxi >= 465 nm 

2. The rest of the spectral distribution of low 

luminous efficiency, mainly from 480 nm to 700 nm. 

To find out the spectral composition of the 

interference pattern photographed and the length of 

coherence of the light source, the maxi ma of interference 

have been calculated for the following vai ues: 

V, = 't't5 nm ( Table S. 10) 

X! = 't6S nm (Tab IeS. 11) 

xa, = 't80 nm ( Tab Ie6.12). 

From this we can deduct the ranges of layer 

thickness over which each individual order spreads 

(Table 6.13 & Fig 6.16). 

It can be seen that for the values of the peak of 

emission of the light that the range start overlapping at 

the 15th to 17th orders of i nterference. Thus Ii mi ti ng 

the visibility of the fringes to an aqueous I ayer 

thi ckness of 2.5 pm to 2.8 µm. 

The ranges overlap by more than 50 percent for the 

21tth and 25th orders of interference where the fringes 
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AQUEOUS TEARS 

Index n=1.337 

Colour E31 ue X= 0.445 µm 

Constructive Interference 

Maximum Visible 

When dP+ O. 5) X P +) O. 445 
2n 2.671t 

P= Order of Inte rference 

d= Thi ckness of Fi lm 

p= 0 dO = 0.083 µm 
P= 1 dl = 0.21t9 .m 

p =2 d2 = 0.416 µm 

p= 3 d3 = 0.582 }gym P =4 d4 = 0.749 µm 
p= 5 d5 = 0.915 µm p =6 d6 = 1. OB2 µm 
p= 7 d7 = 1.248 pm p =8 d8 = 1.415 pm 
p= 9 d9 = 1.561 µm p = 10 d10 = 1.747 µm 
P= 11 d11 = 1.914 µm p = 12 d12 = 2.060 µm 
P= 13 d13 = 2.247 µm p = 14 d14 = 2.413 µm 
P= 15 d15 = 2.579 j. m p = 16 d16 = 2.746 µm 
P= 17 d17 = 2.912 µm p = 18 d1B = 3.079 µm 
p= 19 d 19 = 3.245 µm p = 20 d20 =3. 't 12 µm 
P = 21 d21 = 3.576 µm p = 22 d22 = 3.744 µm 
p = 23 d23 = 3.911 µm p = 24 d24 = 4.077 .m 
p = 25 d25 = 4.244 µm p = 26 d26 = 4. It10 µm 

TABLE 6.10 
CONSTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE IN AQUEOUS TEARS 

FOR ý" _' Lt5 nm 
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AQUEOUS TEARS 

Index n=1.337 

Co I our Blue X=0.465 )am 

Constructive Interference 

Maximum Visible 

When d=P+O. 5)XP+VO. 46S 
2n 2.671-t 

P= Order of Interference 

d= Thi ckness of Fi Im 

P= 0 d0 = 0.0E36 µm 
P= 1 dl = 0.261 µm 
P= 3 d3 = 0.609 µm 
p= 5 d5 = 0.956 µm 
P= 7 d7 = 1.30't pm 
P= 9 d9 = 1.652 pm 
P= 11 d11 = 2.000 }im 
P= 13 d13 = 2.398 µm 
P= 15 d15 = 2.696 µm 
P= 17 d17 = 3.0'tt µm 
P= 19 d19 = 3.392 µm 
P= 21 d21 = 3.7't0 µm 
P= 23 d23 = 't. 088 pm 
P = 25 d25 = lt. 1t36 µm 
P = 27 d27 = Lt. 764 pm 
P = 23 d29 = 5.132 µm 
P = 31 d31 = 5. `t80 µm 
P = 33 d33 = 5.828 pm 

P= 2 d2 = 0.435 pm 
p= 4 d4 = 0.783 µm 
P= 6 d6 = 1.130 µm 
P= 8 d6 = 1.478 µm 
P= 10 d10 = 1.826 Nm 
P= 12 d12 = 2.171-t µm 
P= 14 d lt = 2.522 µm 
P= 16 d16 = 2.670 µm 
P= 18 d18 = 3.218 µm 
P= 20 d20 = 3.566 µm 
P= 22 d22 = 3.91't µm 
P= 24 d24 = 4.262 µm 
P= 26 d26 = 4.610 mm 
P= 28 d20 = lt. 958 µm 
P = 30 d30 = 5.306 pm 
P = 32 d32 = 5.654 µm 
P = 34 d34 = 6.000 µm 

TABLE 6.11 
CONSTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE IN AQUEOUS TEARS 
FOR )= 465 nm 
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AQUEOUS TEARS 

Index n=1.337 

Colour Blue-Green X=0. Lt80 µm 

Constructive Interference 

Maximum Visible 

When dP+xP+O. 'tR0 
2n 2.67't 

P= Order of Interference 

d= Thi ckness of Fi Im 

P= 0 dO = 0.090 µm 
P= 1 dl = 0.269 µm 
P= 3 d3 = 0.626 µm 
P= 5 d5 = 0.987 µm 
P= 7 d7 = 1.396 pm 
P= 9 d9 = 1.705 µm 
P= 11 d11 = 2.064 µm 
P= 13 d13 = 2. 't23 µm 
P = 15 d15 = 2.782 µm 
P = 17 d17 = 3.1'$1 µm 
P = 19 d19 = 3.500 µm 
P = 21 d21 = 3.860 µm 
P = 23 d23 = 4.218 µm 
P = 25 d25 = 9.577 µm 

P= 2 d2 = 0.449 µm 
p= 4 d't = 0. BOB µm 
p= 6 d6 = 1.167 µm 
P= 8 d6 = 1.526 µm 
P= 10 d10 = 1.885 µm 
P= 12 d12 = 2.249 µm 
P= 14 d14 = 2.603 µm 
P= 16 d16 = 2.962 µm 
P= 16 d18 = 3.321 um 
P= 20 d20 = 3.660 µm 
P = 22 d22 = 4.039 µm 
P = 2t d24 = 4.398 µm 
P = 26 d26 = 4.757 µm 

TABLE 6.12 
CONSTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE IN AQUEOUS TEARS 
FOR X= 'tBO nm 
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RD = Range for Order of Interference P=0 

RO = From 0.083 To 0.090 µm 
R1 = 0.2't9 0.269 pm 
Rz = 0. `t 16 0.4't9 pm 
R3 = 0.582 0.628 pm 
R4 = 0.71t9 0.808 µm 
R5 = 0.915 0.987 pm 
R6 = 1.082 1.167 pm 
R7 = 1.2't6 1.3`t6 pm 
R8 = 1.415 1.526 pm 
R9 = 1.581 1.705 pm 
R10 = 1.7't7 1.885 pm 
R11 = 1.91't 2.06't pm 
R12 = 2.080 2.2't9 pm 
R13 = 2.2't7 2. `t23 pm 
R 1't = 2. 't12 2.603 pm 
R15 = 2.579 2.782 pm 
R16 = 2.7`t6 2.962 pm 
R17 = 2.912 3.1'tl pm 
R18 = 3.079 3.321 pm 
R19 = 3.245 3.500 Am 
R20 = 3. `t 12 3.660 µm 
R21 = 3.576 3.860 pm 
R22 = 3.7`t`t 't. 039 µm 
R23 = 3.911 4.218 pm 
R2t = 4.077 't . 398 pm 
R25 = Lt. 2`+'t I- t. 577 pm 
R26 = Lt. 't10 `t. 757 pm 

TABLE 6.13 
RANGE OF 5000ES5IVE ORDERS OF CONSTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE 

FOR A SOURCE DISTRIBUTION "x (`ß`H5 to 460 nm) 
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are not visible any more and a white continuum is 

present. 

The cal cu l al ti ons shown inFig6.16 for aI aver of 

refractive index 1.337 correspoWdi ng to that of the 

aqueous phase of the tears wi II al Iow us to measure a 

ayer th i ckness of approx i mate ly4 µm by counting the 

visible blue fri nges in our photographs. 

The values of the maxima for the main band have 

been calculated for its extremities: 

x= 480 nm and >= 700 nm. 

The range over which the successive orders of 

interference spreads demonstrate that for the third order 

of interference an overlap is present, thus inducing the 

production of a white continuum (Table 6.14) (Fig 6.17). 

i) 1 mng h of nh rn of r-h 5E-rnbP i ghý- 

5o r 

The knowledge of the spectral distribution of 

the strobe light source allows us to analyse its effect 

on the interference colours and fri nges photographed in 

the superficial Ii pi dI ayer of the pre-corneal tear fi Im 

and in the aqueous layer of the pre-contact lens tear 

fi Im. 

The Iength of coherence of a light source 

determines the number of interference fringes which can 

be produced in an experimental set up. It does so by 

governing the visibility of the fringes. 

The longer the length of coherence, the higher the 

number of fringes visible and the sharper their 

definition. The shorter the I ength of coherence the 

lower the number of fringes, the poorer their definition. 
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RO = Range for Order of Interference P=0 

RO : From d0 = 0.090 µm To 0.131 µm 
R1 dl = 0.269 µm 0.393 pm 
R2 d2 = 0. 't99 µm 0.65't µm 
R3 d3 = 0.626 um 0.916 µm 
R't d't = 0.606 pm 1.178 µm 
RS d5 = 0.987 Nm 1.440 mm 
R6 d6 = 1.167 µm 1.702 µm 
R7 d7 = 1.3't6 um 1.963 µm 
R8 : dB = 1.526 pm 2.225 pm 
RS : d9 = 1.705 µm 2.487 µm 
R10: d10 = 1. B85 µm 2.749 µm 

TABLE 6.14 
RANGE OF 5000E5SIVE ORDERS OF CONSTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE 
FOR A SOURCE DISTRIBUTION AX 080 to 700 nm) 
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As seen previously, the main factor regulating the length 

of coherence of the Ii ght source is the 'half width' of 

peak or emission. 

a) I s*ngl-h of nh r nc - of Fh peak of 

gmiýýion 

For the experimental set up the Iength 

of coherence of the peak of em i emission itissi tuated 

between 1t45 nm and `t80 nm with its maximum at 465 nm. 

The Iength of coherence of that Iight source is 

given by: 

Sk = 1163 
2. X0 2&X 

5k = (44S) (4BO) = 3, O51 nm = 3.051 pm 
2 (35) 

5k = 3.051 microns C'12D 

When the path difference between two interfering 

rays is equa i to this 'I ength of coherence' (6 = Sk) the 

interference pattern will be at its minimum of i ntens i ty. 

The phase difference at that point is: 

6=2nd C't3J 

n= index of film 

d=film layer thickness 

6= phase difference 

The I ayer thickness at whi ch this happens is: 

d=6 CIt43 
2n 

d=3. O51 = 1.141 microns C453 
2x1.337 

It can be concluded that for an aqueous layer of 

index n=1.337, when the thickness of the film reaches 

1.1't 1 microns the interference fringe due to the main 
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peak of em i ssi on wiII, in our case, be at its mini mum of 

vi si bi Ii ty. 

As it will be seen I ater, this minimum of 

vi si bi Ii ty depends on the ref I ect i on coef fici ents of the 

I ayer surfaces. From Figure 6.16 it can be seen that 

this happens for the sixth order of interference P=6. 

The fringe system due to the main peak of emission 

will reappear further away but with aI ower contrast and 

vi si bi Ii ty. 

b) Lengl-h of roheren p of h main b nrt 

of emi ssi nn 

The ma in band of em i ssi on situated 

between 460 mm and 700 mm has aI ow I evel of I umi nous 

efficiency (20 percent) and a large spread 220 nm. 

When ca I cu I abed in the same manner, the I engt=h of 

coherence due to that part of the spectrum emitted and 

recorded is found to be: 

Sk = 700 - 4FIO =3 '_6Q C 46] 
2 (220) 't40 

= 766.63 nm 

5k = 0.763 microns 

The layer of thickness at which this happens is: 

d=6=O. 7F- = 0.285 pm C47] 
2n 2(1.337) 

For such a Iayer thickness the system of 

interference fringes produced by that part of the 

spectrum starts losing some vi si bi Ii ty. 

From Fi gure S. 17 i It can be seen that thi s occurs 

for an order of i nterference P=1inaI ayer of i ndex n 

= 1.337. 
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The fri nges due to that part of the spectrum wi 

reappear for an increased layer thickness but the 

emission being at such aI ow luminous efficiency, it will 

soon coal esce in a white continuum and will only be 

recorded on the photographic film as a whitish 

background, against which the fringes produced by the 

main peak of emission wi II be discernible. 

ii) UI i hi II F-y of Tn rf rn Fri nlapý_ 

As we have seen previously, 6.3. S, the 

vi si bi Ii ty of interference fri nges depends also on the 

structure and thickness of the thin film where the 

fringes are localised. 

We have just seen that the thickness of the layer 

and the coherence of the light source are important 

factors of fringe vi si bi Ii ty. 

The other important factor is the reflectivity of 

the film under observation which depends on its 

refractive index and that of the surrounding medi a. 

For the observation of the tear fiIm two cases 

will be considered: 

1) The case of aIi pi dI ayer (index n: =1. 'te2) 

(Ti ffany. 1506) found on the aqueous phase of the tear 

film (index n::. = 1.337) and bounded by air (n, = 1) on 

one side. This corresponds to the accepted structure of 

the pre-corneal tear film (Fig 2.10). 

2) The case of the di el ectr i ca Ifilm formed by 

the aqueous phase (index ný = 1.337) bounded by air on 

one side (n, = 1) and spread over PMMA (n* = 1. 't9) 
. 
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It wiII be seen in Chapter 7 that it corresponds 

to our proposed structure of the tear film situated in 

front of a corneal PMMA contact I ens. 

a) rFic; F QNE; Ui %-, i hi IiW of F-he ii Qi dI aWPr 

Qf bhP pr-e-ocu i ar Cear fiIm norms i 

ii pi d ;; Wsor 

n1 1 (1) AIR 

n2 1. 'tE32 LIPID 

n3 1.337 (2) AQUEOUS 

R=(r, :+2r, r-: " cnsö +r) 127] 

(1+2ri rw: cos& + 

R 2fl i vi a Fir sL Interface 

r-, = n2- n, C BB] 

n2: + n, 

= 1_4R -1 
1.482 +1 

_0 4RP 
2. `t82 

r, = 0.19`t2 C't8] 

R fl i vi h-w a rand Interface 

r": = n<-" - n": - C 293 
n::: + na 

rä: =1- 4R2 - 1- 71717 
1. 't82 + 1.337 

= 0- 
_1'5 2. BIS 

r2 = 0.0511t C Lt97 

Maxi m im R Pf I inn Fart-nr 

The maxi mum ref I acted i ntens i ty is reached for a 

path difference =pX when cos 6=1. 
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R,,. W>": r, + r- - CS03 
+ rir<) 

r, = 0.19't2 

r::: = 0. OS1't 

1.0100 

For Cos 6=1 

R,,... >, = 0.0591 

R,,. ý.,.. = S. 91 % C513 

rli ni m im R fI Prti on Factor 

The mi ni mum of reff ected i ntensi ty is reached when 

the path difference =pX and cos 6= -1. 

R,. i, -, = 
(_r1 

- r-1 1 CS2] 
`1 ri rte:: J 

R, � ý� ý1 28 
0.99 

Rn, ý� = 0.0208 

R,,, 2.08% E S33 

For Cos 6= -1 

The above results are compiled in Fi qure B. 18. 

b) f'A F TWQ: Ui Gi hi Ii rW of f-hpan ion, ýc 

phase on riQi ri nn aI enc 

Ag Pn cI suer 

n1 1 

n2 1.337 

n3 1. `ts 

( 1) AIR 

AQUEOUS LAYER 

(2) PMMA SURFACE 

ri= n-: - - n, 0283 
nr.: + ni 

r, = 0.1't42 C 543 
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rs:: = on - n--" C 29] 
nti, +n 

r::: = 0.05't1 C55] 

Max i mi mum Ref I Prt i on Factor 

The maxi mum reflected intensity is reached for a 

path difference =pX when cos 6=1. 

r, + rý. " - C503 (1 
+ r, rý 

R, �->,: 0.19R-1) i (1.0078 

R, �M>< = 0.0387 

Rrni, = 3.1517% C563 

Minimum RfI inn Far-tor 

The minimum of reflected intensity is reached when 

the path difference 6=pX and cos 6= -1. 

Rr, i, -, =rr, - r_. j C52] 
I- ri rte: ) 

R.,, ý , -, O. 0901 C 
0.9922 

= 0.0083 

= 0.83% C533 

The above resul is are comp iI ed inFl gure S. 19. These 

results will be used in the qualitative evaluation of the 

photographs in Chapter 7. 

In the case of the normal pre-ocul ar tear film 

where aIi pi di aver is al ways present and the aqueous 

phase nears 7µm on average, only the fri nges of the Ii pi d 

ayer will be visible because the aqueous phase thickness 

is much greater than the length of coherence of our light 

source and the presence of a thick mucous phase of 

decreased reflectivity will not produce any visible 

fringes. 225 
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In the case of the pre-soft contact Iens tear 

film. the visibility of the aqueous fringes will be 

decreased with increased aqueous phase thickness and with 

increased thickness of the mucous layer adsorbed at the 

ens surface. 

These aqueous fringes may be completely hidden 

when a th i ck Ii pi dI aver is present and the i ntens i ty of 

its colour fringes too high. 

When the mucous 1 ayer is thin or sparse, the 

aqueous phase thin, the Ii pi dI ayer minimal, the fri nges 

of the aqueous phase will have high visibility. 

In the case of the pre-rigid contact lens tear 

film the vi si bi Ii by of the aqueous fringes is governed by 

the same rules but a higher reflectivity level is 

expected from the wel I polished surface of the I ens, 

increasing their vi si bi Ii ty. 

As it wi II be shown in Chapter 7, the absence or 

Iimi Led thickness of the Iipid layer in front of rigid 

contact I enses wi II1i mit the ref f ecti on occurri ng at 

that level. The increased transmission will enhance the 

intensity of the interference fringes in the aqueous 

phase. 

In the rigidI ens tear fitm, where the lipidI ayer 

is not vi si bl e, and the mucous I ayer is thin or sparse 

the interference fringes formed within the aqueous phase 

will have the highest visibility of ail the tear film 

structures studied. 
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6, 't. 3 FFFFr T f1F THE Pa ARTS RS (lN THE IT RHT 5flh lR .F 

The main effect of the pot ar i sers is to cut down 

the incident light level by 50 percent. When used in 

conjunction with an analyser at a 90 degree angle, it 

should produce extinction of all wavelength of the Ii ght 

source. But the po l ar i secs used are not neutral 

po l ar i sers as they selectively transmit the blue end of 

the spectrum even in crossed polarised position. It can 

be read iIy seen when he Idin front of the Ii ght source. 

The fiI ament is seen possess i ng abl ue col ourat i on and 

all other extraneous light is cancelled. 

This selective blue bias decreases further the 

width of the principal peak of emission. It: also cuts 

down the secondary peak in the red end of the spectrum 

(Fig 6.14). 

In Chapter 7 we will show that up to 31 

interference fringes can be seen in the aqueous phase 

formed over a rigid contact I ens. This corresponds to a 

layer thickness d=5.4B pm (Figs 7.41 and 7.1-t2). This 

thickness allows us to assess the lengths of coherence 

and the width of the spectral band created by our cross- 

polarised system at the photographic plane. 

The length of coherence is given by: 

Sk =_ Q" C16] 
26Xo 

Sk =I ength of coherence 

Xo = main peak of emission 

AXo = width of spectral line 
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This occurs for a phase difference: 

6=2nd C3] 

6= phase difference 

n= index of film 

d= thi ckness of the film 

For a loss of fringe visibility occurring at the 

31st fri nge. It corresponds to aI ayer thi ckness: 

d=5.48 pm =6 
2n 

The path difference at that point is equal to: 

6=2nd=2x1.337 x 5.48 = 14.65 µm C 54J 

This is the I ength of coherence Sk of the system 

produced in our experiment: 

From C 163 5k = 14.65 µm = Xn_ C 553 
2AXo 

We can deduce the width of the spectral band 

created in our system: 

26Xo = >, n :: i: 
1't. 65 

e>, o = ), o` 
2x 14.65 

=n 46r, = 0.1E = 0.00737 µm 
2x 14.65 29.31 

= 7. 't nm. 

The wi dth of the spectral Ii ne created by the use 

of the po! ari si ng fi I ter in near crossed posi Lion is 

AXo = 7. 'tnm. This is a large improvement over the amount 

(35nm) calculated from Figure 6.12. 

6.4 
. 

L} rnNri 1151 ON 

It can be concluded that our system does not make 

equal use of the whole spectrum of col ours, but it 

favours the selection of a broad band of high luminous 
223 



efficiency in the blue end of the spectrum against the 

remainder of the spectrum present at a low luminous 

efficiency. For our purpose, it combines the benefit of 

having all the spectral colours present and at the same 

time or posessing a narrower reference peak. 

The reduction from 35nm to 7. 'tnm creates a 

photographic system superior to those using other means 

to decrease the i ntens i ty of the Ii ght specu 1 ar Iy 

ref i ected (Josephson, 1983; Ki I p, 1965; Knoll & Walters 

198S). 

The system used in our experiment permits a 

greater image sharpness, and renders vi sibleaI arger 

number of interference fringes and st iII keeps the 

appearance of white lightt interference fringes. It is an 

improvement on the use of monochromatic sources as it 

al I ows the th i nner parts of the tear fiIm to produce 

co I our interferences which differentiate much more 

precisely the layer thicknesses. 
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CHAPTER7 

RESULT SRN0ANALYSIS 

7.1 EXPERIMENTAL ATt 1)Y 1: PR -Q _ 
AR TEAR FT LM 

LIPID AYFR 

7.1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Both photographic and observation techniques 

described in Chapter 5 are used in this study to 

i nvest i gate the nature and thi ckness of the II pi dI aver 

of the pre-ocular tear film (POTF). The high 

magnification technique gives precise information on 

localised lipid patterns whereas the I ow magnification 

method depicts the overall pattern. whi ch usually is a 

combination of two or more individual patterns. 

7.1.2 MATFRTAt AND METHOD 

i) Ma arial 

The observations made in this section were 

carried out on normal patients free of any ocular 

abnormal i ty wi th the excepti on of I ow ref racti ve errors. 

None were contact lens wearers, however, some were 

subsequently fitted with lenses. 

ii) £1R hod 

The nature of the Ii pi dI aver of the pre- 

ocular tear film was analysed as described in Chapter 6, 

In each case. photographs were taken two seconds 

after eye opening following a normal blink. At that time 

all tear film movements are completed and the patients' 
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normal tear fiImis present (Brown and Dervi chi an, 1969; 

Holly, 1973a; Benedetto et at, 1984). 

Several aspects of the pre-ocul ar Ii pi dI aver are 

reported depicting both normal and abnormal conditions- 

- descri pt :i on of the di ff erent Ii pi d patterns 

normally encountered in a normal asymptomatic population. 

- descri pt i on of the Ii pi dI aver appearance in 

cases of Mel bom i an gland over secretion. 

- sequential analysis of lipid spreading following 

Meibomian gland expression. 

- study of the lipidI ayer structural changes with 

reduced pal pebral aperture. 

- analysis of the disruptive effect on the Iipid 

ayer of a single eye drop i nst iiI at i on. 

ii i) Phnf-neraphi r and Qbcprvari on £andi f-i rin= 

a) Phn ngr- aph i rann i inns 

The hi gh magn ifi cation photographs were 

taken with the pol ar i sers in near crossed position (80 to 

90 degrees) and concentrated on the specu I ar ref I ect i on 

produced by the Ii pi dI ayer. Ektachrome 64 

transparencies were used, with a Nikon Endothelial camera 

at maxi ma IfI ash output (500 watt/sec) .AI so, in two 

instances, where higher final magnification was required, 

a black and white 25 ASA Kodak film was utilised. 

The low magnification photographs were taken using 

the attachment described in Chapter 5. Section 3. 

Photographs were also taken with Ektachrome ASA 5't 

transparency film. 
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b) 0 is Iiaiv ana I uc is 

Analysis of the different patterns were 

made directly from the projected slides in a dark room 

usi ng a Kodak carousel slide projector. Further, for 

this thesis A't size prints were produced for illustration 

purposes only. 

7.1.3 

j) Tn rnd irF- i nn 

The resul is reported With regard to the pre- 

ocular lipidI ayer are solely examples of the most 

commonly encountered patterns present in a normal 

population and some of their variations. 

i i) Cmmmnn Lipid Pa ornc 

Each i nd ivi dua I pattern is first descr i bed 

from high magnification photographs. Whereas, the usual 

pattern combinations are observed using the low 

magnification method that covers the whole cornea at 

once. 

a) Nnrmmi i nHi vi dpaI na me 

A) Normal marmoreal pal-t-arn 

The normal marmoreal pattern 

(Fig 7.1) as its name indicates, resembles marble veining 

with darker grey (Area A) -Ii nes over a lighter slightly 

indistinct: grey background (Area B). The blueish tint of 

the photograph is mainly due to the effect of the 

polarising filter Ei nt . The superficial darker lipids 

appear linked together to form a meshwork. The more 

intricate the meshwork, the darker the layer. Some 

minute particles are seen floating at the surface. A 
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FIGURE 7.1 
PRE-OCULAR TEAR FILM MARMOREAL LIPID PATTERN 

ORIGINAL MAGNIFICATION (X9.6) 
PHOTOGRAPH MAGNIFICATION (APPROX 95) 
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FIGURE 7.2 
PRE-OCULAR TEAR FILM MARMOREAL LIPID PATTERN 

ORIGINAL MAGNIFICATION (X3,1-,,, 
PF l, f lJ C)fRAPF-I MA CNIFICATION (AP 'RCS}: 2 
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higher magn ifi cat i on photograph (Fig 7.2) shows the 

marble-like pattern in greater detail. 

The i ntr i cac i es of the superficial meshwork can 

readily be seen. The darker patches are not isolated but 

Ii nked by stretched connect i ng Ii nes gi vi ng it the 

fragile appearance of a very thin Ii pi dI ayer. 

B) rnný-am i Hated marmorn aI pattern 

The contaminated marmoreal pattern 

(Fig 7.3) has an appearance simiI ar to the norma I pattern 

descri bed above, wi th darker grey Ii nes over aIi ghter 

background. The much tighter meshwork appearance is 

produced by a thicker lipidI ayer whi ch achieved coverage 

wi thout stretch i ng. In add i ti on, a number of part i cl es 

are seen in focus and are fI oati ng wi thi n the Ii pi d 

layer. These particles are of various origins: 

atmospheric debris (Arrow A), ep i the li al cells (Arrow B) 

and most commonly mucous dots or strands (Arrow C) that 

are migrating from the basal muc in layers towards the 

canth i. At the bottom of the picture a small depression 

of the tear fi Im is vi si bl e. 

Contam i nat i on of the lipidI ayer by mucous strands 

is commonly observed after localised disruption of the 

mucous I ayer and interruption of the normal secretion 

process following contact I ens removal or eye rubbing. 

C) F1 ow Ralr-t-ern 

The flow pattern (Fig 7.4) has an 

al most smooth streak- li ke structure of br i ght appearance. 

Here the wavy pattern described is continuously migrating 

even several seconds after a blink. Onl y in a smal I 

area, at the right of the picture. is a meshwork-I i ke 
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FIGURE 7.4 
PRE-OCULAR TEAR FILM FLOW LIPID PATTERN 
ORIGINAL MAGNIFICATION (X9.6) 
PHOTOGRAPH MAGNIFICATION (APPROX c 

4, J 



appearance present: (M). The i nt: ri cafe . convol ut i ons 

represent: a flow occurring freely at the surface as 

opposed to the linked structure of the marbled pattern. 

0) Amnrphoic pattern 

The amorphous pattern (Fig 7.5) has a 

grey-bluish appearance with no discernible structure 

whatsoever. As the vol ume of Ii pi d avai I abl ei ncreases 

it produces afuII and even coverage of the tear surface 

and looses its meshwork appearance. This occurs at: a 

greater layer thickness than in the marmoreal and wave 

pattern but: as no i nterf ace col ours are present, it must 

be below 0.086pm. 

On the ri ght of the picture the mi nute depress i on 

is the start of a dry formation. 

E) Cm i ni irori fr i n®e rya garn 

The coloured fringe pattern (Fig 7.6) 

is visible with tear film thicknesses between 0.08µm and 

0.37µm. The coloured appearance is produced by 

destructive interference. 

When this coloured fringe pattern is present, the 

eye being fully opened, it: denotes the presence of large 

amounts of Ii pi cis. The whi ti sh even background 

corresponds to a thickness of around 0.08}ßm (Table 6.1A). 

The Ii ght brown haze is for a thi ckness between 0.09µm 

and 0.1'tµm. It coal esces with the purple at 0.19µm and 

the sky blue at 0.22µm at the top of the picture. The 

yeI I ow and purpI e are i nterference coI ours of the second 

order with thicknesses of 0.30µm and 0.37µm respectively. 

It is necessary to differentiate between the case of a 
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normal , very stab ie thick and rouble free Ii pi dI ayer 

and an abnorma I. unstab Ie and prob I emat icI aver resu Iti ng 

from Mai bomi an gland over-secretion and present in cases 

of chronic bl ephari ti s. 

In the former case (Fig 7.6) the interference 

colours are spread evenly over large areas and are 

confined mainly to the first few colours; yellow. brown 

and blue. 

In the latter case the appearance is characterised 

by a multitude of clumps of Ii pi ds. unevenly distributed 

with aI arge Ii pi d thickness variation occurring around 

each clump - where interference colours of 2nd and 3rd 

order (up to 0.6µm) may be visible within an extremely 

small area. 

b) Qv ra It rar - nrr iTipi rI týaF-F-orn 

Very often more than one Ii pi d pattern is 

observable over the whole cornea when the low 

magnification system is used. In theory, any two or more 

individual patterns could be found to cover the cornea. 

However, clinically two combinations are mainly found, 

the tendency being for layers of similar thickness to 

combine. 

A) C omh i nah i nn 1 (Figure 7.7) 

Quite commonly patients are seen with 

a main marmoreal pattern, (here the upper part of the 

photograph Area A) in combination with a flow pattern 

(main part of the photograph Area 8). The lipid layer is 

seen in detail against the even white background produced 

by the illuminated hemi spheric cup. The black area at 
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FIGURE 7.7 
PRE-OCULAR TEAR FILM LIPID PATTERN COMBINAT 1()', j 
ORIGINAL MAGNIFICATION (X2) 
PHOTOGRAPH MAGNIFICATION (APPROX 20) 
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the centre represents the observat i on hol e where Ii pi d 

coverage cannot be visualised. 

8) rnmhi na(-i nn 2 (Figure 7.8) 

The second combination often found is 

an amorphous pattern (Area A) and a coloured fringe 

pattern (Area B). Here the interference colours are of 

the first order yellow and brown and occasionally blue 

which corresponds to Ii pi dI ayer thicknesses of 0.09µm, 

0.1`tµm and 0.22µm. The col oured areas are scattered and 

isolated and most of the layer has a thickness just below 

0.09j. tm (whi te). 

iii) Ahnnrmai Li pi d Pattern 

Two abnormal lipidI ayers are described and 

were photographed wi th 25 ASA bl ack and whi to fiIm to 

obtain a higher magnification by photographic enlargement 

without I oss of detai I s. 

a) Li pi ri ciE Jmp i ns (Figure 7.9) 

In some i nstances new ly secreted Ii pi ds 

fail to spread after blink, and mix with the underlying 

lipid film but take the form of numerous clumps that 

migrate towards the upper part of the cornea. The clumps 

appear as discrete dark spots (Area A) over a lighter 

background. The Ii pi d clumping effect occurs in areas 

where the meshwork appearance is absent and is never 

present over the whole of the surface. When the lipid 

layer is stretched with increased palpebral aperture, the 

cl umps move independently from the lighter grey 

background. 

This abnormal Ii pi d pattern is often i ni ti all y 

encountered after the instillation of benza l chrom i um 
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FIGURE 7.8 
PRE-OCULAR ý_r+rý FILM LIPID PATTERN COMBINATION 2. 

. 1! it, iNIFICATION (X2) 
rrý. . -, t"H MAGNIFICATION (APPROX 20) 
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FIGURE 7.9 
PRE-OCULAR TEAR FILM ABNORMAL LIPID CLUMPING 
ORIGINAL MAGNIFICATION (X9.6) 
PHOTOGRAPH MAGNIFICATION (APPROX 200 
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chloride containing eyedrops. But with eyedrops the 

si tuati on returns to normal after a few bI i nks. At the 

oppos i te, in the case of the una I tered pre-ocu I ar tear 

film mixing does not take place with time. 

b) I nr-val i cod ii pi dI aver hrPak-up 

In the norma I case the tear film break 

up i nvo I ves both the Iipid and aqueous I ayer fo1I ow i ng 

the instability created at the I ower mud in layer. in the 

case illustrated here (Fig 7.10) the break-up is 

initiated at the level of the lipidI ayer and is 

localised (Areas A and B). 

i v) Dyer Pa torn wi i-h RoAt or-Lori 

Aperture (Figures 7.11,7.12 and 7.13) 

The photographs show the changes inIi pi d 

I aver appearance when the eye Ii ds are sI owl y shut ina 

controlled manner. 

The pi cture in Fig 7.11 was taken with the eyes 

half closed. The mainly brownish background indicates a 

thi ckness of 0.1`tµm at the centre. The nature of the 

numerous dark spots floating at the surface is diffi cu It 

to ascertain but their number increased with eye closure. 

The lower tear meniscus is visible at the bottom of the 

pi cture. 

The picture in Fig 7.12 conta l ns the upper and 

I older tear men i scus With a pal pebral aperture reduced to 

around 3mm. A ful III pi d coverage is present even over 

the area of the ' bl eck Ii ne' at the base of the meni scus. 

Near the top of the photograph the compression of the 
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FIGURE 7.10 
PRE-OCULAR TEAR FILM LOCALISED LIPID BREAK-UP 

ORIGINAL MAGNIFICATION (X96) 
PHOTOGRAPH ir' 2% O 
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FIGURE 7.11 
PRE-OCULAR TEAR FILM LIPID PATTERN CHANGE 
WITH REDUCED LID APERTURE: OPEN EYE 

ORIGINAL MAGNIFICATION (X9.6) 
PHOTOGRAPH MAGNIFICATION (APPROX 95) 
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FIGURE 7.12 
PRE-OCULAR TEAR FILM LIPID PATTERN CHANGE. 
WITH REDUCED LID APERTURE 

PARTIAL LID CLOSURE PHASE 1 
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PRE--OCULAR TEAR FILM LIPID PATTERN CHANGE 
Wil H REDUCED LID APERTURE 

FART IAL LID CLOSURE PHASE 2 
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Ii pi dI ayer produces interference col ours of the 2nd 

order of interference (green - 0.42µm) and 3rd order 

(pink - 0.5Nn). 

The order of interference increases as the I ids 

are shutting. Wi th the pal pebra l aperture down to around 

1.5mm the increase inIi pi dI ayer thi ckness is seen as 

blueish background. Th is th i ckeni ng cont i nues unt iI the 

lids are closed. The group of photographs showed the 

presence of aIipidfilmwi th a constant Iyi ncreas i ng 

thickness and its corresponding interference colours. 

v) 5equenl-i al Anai ycýi of i pi d Spreadi nQ 

A seri es of three photographs depi cts the 

spreading sequence following normal Mel bom i an gland 

secretion from a single gland orifice. The photographs 

were taken immediately after secretion (Fig 7.14) after 

one (Fig7.15) and two blinks(Fig7.16). The main lipid 

layer thickness is around 0.09µm. The secretion is 

restricted to the blue area (near the lid margin) but 

this colour corresponds to the combined thickness of the 

background Ii pi d and the new secretion. The extra 

thickness is approximately 0.19µm and is limited to a 

very small area. The consecutive blink produces a 

thinning of that zone and disappearance of the interface 

col ours. 

vi) ti pi d nreadi n0 frI I nia i rig For f il P'i i Komi =n 

Gland Fxprsmm=i nn 

The Mel bomi an gland is often forceful Iy 

expressed by clinicians when they suspect its non- 

functionality. The gentl eIid massagi ng by contact I ens 
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FIGURE 7.14 
PRE-OCULAR TEAR FILM LIPID SPREADING SEQUENCE 
IMMEDIATELY AFTER SECRETION 

ORIGINAL MAGNIFICATION (X9.6) 
PHOTOGRAPH MAGNIFICATION (APPROX 95) 
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FIGURE 7.15 
PRE-OCULAR TEAR FILM LIPID SPREADING SF Q' IFNCF 
1 BLINK AFTER SECRETION 

ORIGINAL MAGNIFICATION (X9.6) 
PHOTOGRAPH MAGNIFICATION (APPROX 95, 
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FIGURE 7.16 
PRE-OCULAR TEAR FILM LIPID SPREADIN1< 
2 BLINKS AFTER SECRETION 

ORIGINAL MAGNIFICATION (X9.6) 
PHOTOGRAPH MAGNIFICATION (APPROX Or, 
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wearers or the act :i on of the eye rubbi ng wiII al so 

express certain amount of Me i bom i an secret=! on. 

In such a case, a phenomenon similar to the normal 

tear spreading takes place. However, the pattern 

observed (Fig 7.17) differs on several points. The 

volume expressed is greater then with a normal secretion, 

hence the expressed Ii pi dI ayer is thi cker; here the 

I ower Iid was pressed three times produci ng the three 

di sti ncti ve waves of Ii pi d vi si bl e on the photograph. 

Col our densi ty thicknesses of up to 0.4pm and numerous 

bi ack spots are present in the area where the secreti on 

is spreading. Few blinks will be necessary to di str i bute 

th is new quant i ty of Ii pi d over the who le of the POTF as 

itmi xes wi th the rema i oder of the Ii pi dI ayer. its 

di sti ncti ve i nterface col ours wi II di ssi pate and 'merge 

with the background Ii pi d. 

vi i) Fjje frnp Tnc ii is ion 

Artificial tears have been used extens i ve ly 

to relieve dry eye symptoms, whatever the origin of the 

underlying cond iti ons. 

However, 1n al I cases i ni ti al Iy the Ii pi dI ayer 

breaks up (Fig 7.18 grey area) and it takes 2 to 3 blinks 

for that I ayer to reform. The metal Iic grey at the top 

of the photograph represents the area where the lipid 

I ayer is absent and where the Ii ght reaching the aqueous 

surface is not reflected but undergoes a phase change of 

X/2. It is only when the artificial tears have mi xed to 

the normal tear film that the beneficial effects of these 

eye drops take place. 
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FIGURE 7 17 
PRE-OCULAR TEAR FILM LIPID SPREADING FOLLOWING 
FORCEFUL MEIBOMIAN GLAND EXPRESSION 

ORIGINAL MAGNIFICATION (X9.6) 
MAf; NIFIC'ATI(-)N (APPROX 95) 
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7.2 FXP RT M NTA c; T IOY PRF-FC]FT FNc T FAR FTI 

7.2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The techniques used to study the pre-ocular tear 

film are also employed to study the pre-soft lens tear 

fi I m. However, under certai n condi ti ons both the ii pi d 

and aqueous layers are sometimes visible. 

7.2.2 MATFRTA; A1.1 MFTHf[1 

AII reported observat i ons of the pre-soft I ens 

tear film have been carri ed out on established, 

asymptomatic soft contact lens patients. In some cases. 

photographs were taken while in others the observations 

were just recorded duri ng a routine contact lens 

aftercare. These observations were a part of our 

evaluation of the application of the techniques described 

to the normal clinic environment. 

As for the pre-ocular tear film, the photographs 

and observations were made approximately two seconds 

after eye opening, following a normal blink. 

The photographic conditions for both high and low 

magnifications were described in Section 7.1.2. iii), for 

the pre-ocular tear fiIm. 

Several aspects were considered and are reported 

as follows: - 

- descri pt i on of the Ii pi d patterns normal Iy 

present at the front surface of soft lens. 

- spreading sequence of the pre-soft I ens Ii pi d 

layer and its influence on the visibiIi ty of the aqueous 

layer. 259 



7.2.3 RES uTS 

j) Nnrmn I Pre-qnf 1, - 1 nc ipid and AniiPni is I ai-prý 

A thi nIj pi dI ayer is usual Iy present at the 

front of soft I enses. Si mi I arl y to the pre-ocul ar tear 

fjIm, the I ow magn ifj cat i on photographic method revea Isa 

combination of patterns. The individual patterns most 

commonly encountered are a thin marmoreal or flow pattern 

(Fig 7.19). In Fig 7.19 the edge of the we II centred 

soft contact lens is noted by its translucent appearance. 

The pre-lens tear film is seen against the black 

background of the pupil. When the iris is present in the 

background, it becomes difficult to view the tear fiIm. 

The lashes at: the top of the pupil are a virtual 

image created by the tear surface acting as a spherical 

mi rror - they appear to be directed downward and inward 

in opposite direction to the real lashes which are not in 

the picture. 

This pre-lens tear film possesses a superficial 

lipid I ayer similar to that described in 7.1.3 ii) 

(Fig 7.7). a combination of marmoreal and wave 

appearance. The lack of interference colour signifies a 

ii pj dI ayer thickness in the regi on of 0.02pm to 0.09µm 

and that no visible interference coloured fringes are 

produced within the underlying aqueous phase. 

These fringes only appear when the lipid layer is 

very thi n. 

A typ i ca I case isiII ustrated (Fig 7.20) and under 

high magni fi cati on; a marmoreal main lipid pattern 

(Arrow A). near ly invisible under I ow magn ifi cation, and 

beneath it a succession of blue and red coloured waves of 
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FIGURE 7.19 
Pof-SOFT LENS FEAR FILM LOW MAGNIFICATION 
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FIGURE 7.20 
PRE-SOFT LENS TEAR FILM 
ORIGINAL MAGNIFICATION (X32) 
PHOTOGRAPH MAGNIFICATION (APPROX 300) 
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weak intensity. The ref I ect i vi ty of that lipidI ayer is 

minimal and occurs when the layer itself is very thin, in 

the I ower end of the range; 0.01µm to 0.02µm. These 

interference colours are produced by the aqueous phase, 

they show no precise organisation and their spread is 

produced by the evenness of the layer. This makes the 

measurement of the aqueous phase thickness difficult as 

it is not possible to ascertain their order of 

interference. 

- black dots (Arrow C). which are tear film 

contaminants or minute surface deposits visible through 

the abnormally thin pre-lens tear film or mucous lumps 

loosely attached to the surface. AI arge presence of 

such dots is always associated with soft contact lens 

front surface deposit probl ems. 

ii) I nra ii cod QrW Spnl Fnrmai- inn 

The photograph in Fig 7.21A and its diagram- 

matic outline (Fig 7.21B) depicts most of the features of 

a pre-sofb I ens tear fi 1m that can be analysed. 

- the shiny narrow zone at the centre (Area A of 

Fig 7.216) represents the surface of the contact lens and 

the centre of the dry spot. 

- this is surrounded by an obi ong bi ack area (Area 

8 of Fig 7.218) With curved edge not covered by the tear 

fi Im interference. This area represents the basal mucous 

coati ng of the contact I ens from wh i ch the tear fiIm has 

receded. 

- Area C (of Fig 7.218) covers the succession of 

interference fringes produced within the aqueous phase 

increasing in thickness away from the dry spot. 
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FIGURE 7.21A 
PRE-SOFT LENS TEAR FILM LOCALISED DRY SPOT FORMATIOL; 
ORIGINAL MAGNIFICATION (X32) 
PHOTOGRAPH MAGNIFICATION (APPROX 300) 
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FIGURE 7.21 B 
DIAGRAMMATIC OUTLINE OF PRE-SOFT LENS TEAR FILM 
LOCALISED DRY SPOT FORMATION 
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Si x orders of i nterference have been outl i ned, 

this corresponds to an aqueous phase range of up to 1µm 

in thickness. In Table 6.11, p=5 corresponds to 

d5 = 0.96j. m. and p=6 gives d6 = 1.13µm. 

The intensity of the fringes is much weaker than 

those found in the lipidI ayer of the pre-ocular tear 

film (Fig 7.6.7.12 and 7.17) and their visibility 

decreases very rapidly. At the bottom and right side of 

the picture, a thin marmoreal superfi ci a: Ii pi dI ayer is 

vi si bl e. Its presence diminished further the vi si bi Ii ty 

of the underlying aqueous interference fringes. 

The presence of dark particles is confined to the 

thinner part of the tear fi I m; second order fringe 

= 0.26µm and third order fringe = 0. 't't µm. If when they 

are linked to the surface their diameter must be inferior 

Co 0.5µm. Their presence in large numbers as in Fig 7.20 

where they protrude at the surface suggest an aqueous 

phase thickness of that order. In thicker films they 

will be ful lg covered by the tear fiIm. 

7.3 EXPERIMENTAL c; TLIfY R. PRF-RT ,In . 
[INTACT t FNR 

TEAR FILM 

7.3.1 

The hi gh magni fi cati on photographic techni clue 

described in Chapter Sis app Ii ed in this study to 

i nvesti gate the nature and drying characteristics of the 

tear fiIm formed at the front of a rigid contact I ens of 

an establ i shed PMMA Wearer. This tear fiIm is referred 
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to. in the rest of thi s chapter as pre-I ens tear fiIm 

abbreviated to PLTF. 

7.3.2 MATERIAL P. METHOD 

i) Ma riai 

The study was carried out on well adapted long 

term PMMA and gas permeable lens wearers free of any 

contact lens induced symptoms. 

i i) M F-hod 

The nature of the pre-contact lens tear film 

was analysed as descri bed ful Iy in Chapter S. For that 

purpose a photographic record was made two seconds after 

eye opening following a normat' bi i nk. 

An analysis was undertaken for three different 

ci i ni cal si tuati ons: 

-a PMf1A contact lens after several hours 

(approx i mat i ey It hours) of wear to depict the normal lens 

i n-vi vo wett :i ng character i st i cs. 

- the same PMMA contact lens immediately upon lens 

insertion and after soaking in a conventional wetting 

solution to assess the short term in-vivo influence of a 

conventional (P. V. P. 0.5 percent) wetting agent. 

- an identical contact lens made from a low 

wetting angle material to investigate whether or not a 

material with improved in-vitro wetting characteristics 

demonstrates an improved in-eye wetting properties. 

In addition. in this study a series of photographs 

was taken at four second intervals to study the PLTF 

drying characteristics while the patient kept her eyes 
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open. Twenty seconds follow up was considered sufficient 

as it represents aI onger Li me sca Ie than the norma 

i nterb Ii nk period for contact I ens wearers ( Brown at aI, 

1973; Bi er & Lowther. 1977; Hi II& Carney, 1961t). 

iii) Phn npr=phi c and Qhservahi nn Condi hi one 

The technique used to photograph the pre- 

rigid lens tear film is described fully in Chapter S. 

The technique used to ana; yse and measure the 

photographs is also described in Chapter 6. 

7.3.3 RES, 11 IS 

I) PMMA Cnrneai Pre--ens Tear Fi im Qry, ii noo 

C4=Q1 1nr 

The sequence of five photographs (Figures 

7.22.7.27,7.30 7.32 and 7.3t) illustrates the tear fiIm 

drying sequence on PMMA corneal lenses. The first 

photograph was t=aken two seconds after a blink, and the 

series spans the following 16 seconds. In order to 

facilitate interpretation and measurement of these 

photographs, a diagram representing the different orders 

of interference was traced from each photograph as 

described in Section Chapter S. 

The foll ow i ng is a description of the successive 

photographs. 

a) Qrwi n® Simgtitonr-to Ph=c--P-- T 

The PMMA lens tear film drying pattern, 2 

seconds post blink, is illustrated on Figure 7.22 and on 

the fringes observed outlined in Figure 7.23. 
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FIUUKE 1.22 

PRE-PMMA LENS TEAR FILM DRYING SEQUENCE PHASE 1: 
2 SECOND POST BLINK 
ORIGINAL MAGNIFICATION (X9.6) 
PHOTOGRAPH MAGNIFICATION (APPROX 95) 
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A) PI TF I; iia ii t-at i ve eva i LI inn 

The edge of the contact I ens visible 

to the right as a thin reflection from the tear prism 

surroundi ng it. 

The iII um i nated ova I area approx i mate Iy1.5mm x 

2.6mm, at the centre represents the interference pattern 

produced by the PLTF. 

This area can be divided in the different zones 

from the appearances observed (Fig 7.26) : 

Zone 1-a dry area (Area 1) 

Zone 2- an area of varyi ng interference col ours 

corresponding to a tear I ayer of 

increasing thickness (Area 2) 

Zone 3- an area presenting a succession of b; ue 

interference fringes where the tear I aver 

shape approximate that of a wedge 

(Area 3). 

Inn. 1 ilrW Area (Area 1) 

The dryi ng grey area is vi si bi e at the top, 

As seen previously, for aI aver thickness d=0, a phase 

change X/2 is present, creating a situation of total 

destructive interference and an ensuing black coi our if 

the light source is monochromatic. However in our case, 

because of the extended range of emission of the light 

source, a portion of the output is reflected by the 

contact lens surface which takes this grey appearance. 

7nnp 2 rni nurPo Fringed Tear Law r- of 

T ncreac i nQ Th i ricnrPC4ý ( Area 2) 

From a Iayer thickness d=0 to 

approx i mate lyd=0.7µm, the various visible colours are 
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produced by interferences originating from the whole of 

the spectrum of the light source. 

This range of thickness corresponds to the first 

two or three orders of interference, after that due to 

the I oss of contrast, a whitish continuous background 

appears. The col ours observed follow approximately the 

Newton's scale for white Ii ght illumination (Table 6.1) 
. 

Zone 2 can be used as an area of reference 

recognisable on all the photographs by the colour 

sequence of green, red, green-red preceding the first of 

the blue fringes. that correspond to the 5th order of 

interference (p = LO. 

7nn 71 Reu Fri need Wedge chapP Tear 

i a611*r (Area 3) 

From the 5th order of interference (p = Lt) 

the reflections produced by interference are becoming 

very faint and only bi ue fringes are vi si bi e. They 

correspond to the wavelength of peak emission for the 

flash used ( ), = `t65nm). Each blue fringe corresponds to 

one order of interference and is produced by the PLTF due 

to its thickness. These increasing orders of 

interference are easily traceable and can be counted 

until the blue fringes are no longer discernible from the 

background. 

Each interference fringe is represented by a line 

on Figure 7.23 which is an isobar representing a region 

of equal tear fi Im thickness. The distance between 

successive fringes indicates the rate at which the tear 

film thickness changes in any meridian. By calculations 
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the nature of thi sfiIm can be establ i shed. This fi Im 

most commonly appears as a thinning wedge. 

From theory. itis known that the vi si bi Ii ty of 

the fringes decreases regularly with increased tear I ayer 

thickness. The whitish background over which these bi ue 

fringes are seen is formed by a mixture of colours 

em it ted at low luminous efficiency and on c: ose 

exami nati on, it can be seen that this background is not 

white. Faint colours with poorly defined edges can be 

identified. 

B) QLan i a- i va aya ii on 

a) P' TF rhi rýcneGý 

Inne 1 

11= corresponds to an area of dry 

appearance, where the PLTF is absent or extreme ly hin 

and beyond the range of the measuring techniques and 

possibly formed by dehydrated remnants of a very thin 

adsorbed mucous layer. 

7nnD 2 

In zone 2, the local thickness is 

ca: cui aced wi I=h regard to the wave 1 ength corresponding 

to bright colour fringe for the green interference and 

for the red interference. 

Two reference points have been chosen as examples: 

Green G1: 3rd Fringe order P=2 

Thickness 0.500µm 

Green 62: 4th Fringe order P=3 

Thickness 0.652µm 

In that zone some col ours descri bed by Newton are 

mi ssi ng from the photographs. This is possi bl y due to 
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the sli ght Iy irregular nature of the contact I ens 

surface. 

lone 3 

Corresponds to zones with interference 

fri nges. The thickness of the tear fiIm at poi nrs where 

brightness is maximal is deducted from the following 

formula already described in Chapter 6. 

d= C_ p+ C8: 
2n 

d= layer thickness in mi crons 

X= wavelength in microns 

P= successive order of interference 

n= refracti ve index of the fiIm (1.5 for the 

lipid layer). 

Zone 3 starts when the first blue fringes for 5th 

order (P = `t) has been recognised and extends up to the 

14th order. The relative position of those fringes is 

recorded on Tab; e 7.1 for the two pr i nc i pal axes of the 

configuration: short axis CE and long axis BD 

(Fig 7.23). Fringe P= 12 was taken as the origin for 

all measurements and for each fringe the corresponding 

tear film thickness was calculated using the above 

formula C87. For these calculations, X was taken as 

'tBSnm corresponding to the instrument peak emission and 

the value for n=1.337. 

For illustration purposes the dryi ng profile in 

that region of the contact lens is produced on Figure 

7.2't. From this diagram it is obvious that the change in 

tear film thicknesses along each principal meridian is 

ii near. For this particular case the best fitting least-- 

square regressi on have the following values. 
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Order of P value Tear File 
Interference Thickness (ps) 

C 13 12 2.17't 
12 11 2.070 
11 10 1.826 
10 9 1.652 

9 B 1. 't78 
8 7 1.30't 
7 ,6 

1.130 
6 S 0.956 

E5 4 0.783 

B 13 12 2.17t 
12 11 2.600 
11 10 1.826 
10 9 1.652 

9 8 1.478 
8 7 1.304 
7 6 1.130 
6 5 0.956 

D5 4 0.783 

Position Dryiný Angie 
on slide (ea) (ered. 

0.00 1.58 
0. `t37 1. BO 
0.701 2.12 
0.896 1.78 
1.192 2.11 
1.398 2.09 
1.567 2.03 
1.736 2.11 
1.90S 

average = 1.93mracÖ 

0.00 
1.013 
1.9't8 
2.766 
3.697 
Lt. 't91 
S. 284 
6.107 
6.887 

average 

3.56 
5.13 
6.24 

11.22 
7.85 
9.35 

10.13 
12.76 

7. O'tmrad 

TABLE 7.1 
PRE-LENS TEAR FILM DRYING SEQUENCE PHASE 1: 
RELATIVE POSITION OF FRINGES ALONG CE AND 60 
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long axis: t, = 2.0 x 10` I`` x+2.4 

r=-0.999 

5/E = 0.0195 

t= tear film 1--h i ckness inmi crons 

X= distance from origin in mm 

I. tth fri nge) 

ß) Pi TF drWI np ;; n9 ie 

As seen previ ousi y, the dryi ng 

tear film in front of a rigid contact I ens is a 

dielectric I ayer whose shape resembles that of a wedge. 

When the i nterfri nge (the linear distance between maxima) 

is known, the wedge angle can be calculated. 

From the knowledge of the fringe positions and 

corresponding film thicknesses the drying ang :e was 

calculated using the following formula: 

dt 
d 

0=d hi rime=s (i n µm) 
d di stance ( in µm) 

dt = tear film th i ckness diff erence for any 

pair of fringes. 

d= distance between corresponding pair of 

fringes. 

The results are also recorded on Tabi e 7.1 and 

illustrated in Figures 7.2S and 7.26. The recorded 

drying angle confirms the qualitative impression of a 

difference in drying angle along these meri di ans. The 

short axis dries approximately 4 times faster than the 

long axis. This difference along the vertical and 

horizontal meridian may be accentuated by the drainage 

effect from the lens meniscus which is very close. 
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DRY 
AREA 

TEAR LAYER 
THICKNESS 
d= ONm to d= 0.79 pm 

0 

v 
FIGURE 7.26 
PRE-PMMA LENS TEAR FILM DRYING SEQUENCE PHASE 1: 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
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b) nriji nQ sj? gtien Phac TT 

The drying pattern, six seconds past 

blink, is recorded in Figures 7.27 and 7.28. The second 

photograph in the sequence is al ways taken 't seconds 

after the first due to time necessary to recharge the 

strobe Ii ght. 

A) 13, isI iaiv vmI ua i on 

The PLTF qua Ii tat i ve eva I uat i on, 6 

seconds after bIi nk, demonstrates cI ear Iy the diff erence 

between the appearance and the nature of the pre-corneal 

tear film and the pre-lens tear film. On the right, the 

grey area is due to the reflection from superficial Ii pi d 

ayer of the pre-corneal tear film. Its regular 

appearance denotes its amorphous nature. From our 

previous calculation (Chapter 7.1.3 ii B d) we know that 

its thickness is around 90nm (0.09µm) and it is 

associ aced wi th a stab) e tear fiIm. As we move to the 

left, the increased reflection from the curved tear prism 

at the edge of the I ens can be seen wi th a thinning at 

its base. Next to i t, the dark area is produced by the 

periphery of the 1 ens whose refl ecti on at a wi der angl e 

is not contained within the entrance window of the 

observation system. 

The main part of the photograph (measuring 1.3mm 

hor i zonta lIy and 2. 'tmm vert i cal 1 y) shows very sharply the 

succession of interference colours produced within the 

aqueous phase of the pre-lens tear film. 

In this area a superficial lipid layer cannot be 

detected and the intensity of the aqueous phase fringes 

is at its maximum. 
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FIGURE 7.27 
PRE-PMMA LENS TEAR FILM DRYING SEQUENCE PHASE 2 
ORIGINAL MAGNIFICATION (X9.6) 

8 
PHOTOGRAPH MAGNIFICATION (APPROX 95) 



PRE-LENS TEAR FILM 
LAYER THICKNESS 

0783 Nm 

0.500 pm 

0.340 pm 
0.124 pm 
0.211 pm 
0.280 pm 
0.430 pm 
0.500 pm 
0.560pm 

0.652pm 

O. 7ß3pm 
0.956pm 
1.130 pm 

FIGURE 7.28 

SCALE 
0.1 mm 

PRE- 
CORNEAL 
TEAR 
FILM 
LIPID 
LAYER 

ENS 
DGE 

PRE-PMMA LENS TEAR FILM DRYING SEQUENCE PHASE 2: 
OUTLINE OF FRINGES 0 TO 6 AND ASSOCIATED AQUEOUS 
THICKNESSES 
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B) Qipant- i Fah-i vo E? vaI 1Iahi Mn 

(X) PI TF hi rkn cc 

The aqueous phase thickness 

increases from 0.12'tpm at the centre to 0.783µm at the 

top and 1.130µm at the bottom (Fig7.26). All the 

intermediate values are also presented on the 

accompanying di agram. The sequence green-red-green-red 

has at so been noted at ong wi with the next three visible 

blue fringes (p = `t�5.6 equivalent to Sth, 6th and 7th 

order). The position of the 5th and 6th fringes in the 

ower part of the slides were easily measurable and are 

illustrated on Fig 7.29. They revea Ia drying ang Ie of 

8.72 mrad in that region. 

The thickness of the scratch at the centre of the 

picture can be determined with the help of the tables. 

The light blue streak across the yellow background 

denoted a layer thickness and thus a scratch depth of 

approximately 0.21t microns. 

In the same way the si ze of the dust: part i cl e 

arrowed in the diagram has been cat cut aced to be 0.78 

mi crons as it cut mi nated at the I eve l of the first bl ue 

fringe (P = 't). 

AI arge number of particles are seen at the top of 

the photograph. They are situated in the area covered by 

an aqueous phase of 0.5µm thickness. 

C) Qrwi n® cp n Ph== III 

Pre-lens tear film drying sequence Phase 

III, corresponding to approximately 10 seconds post 

blink, is recorded on Figures 7.30 and 7.31. 
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ORIGINAL MAGNIFICATION (X9.6) 
PHOTOGRAPH MAGNIFICATION (APPROX 95) 
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FIGURE 7.30 
PRE-PMMA LENS TEAR FILM DRYING SEQUENCE PHASE 3: 



PRE LENS TEAR FILM 
LAYER THICKNESS 

0.560 pm 

0.044 pm 
0.124 pm 
0.211 pm 
0.242 pm 
0.280 pm 

0.340 pm 
0.430 pm 

0.500 pm 

0.560 pm 

0.652 pm 

0.783 pm 
0.956 pm 
1.130 pm 

LENS 
E DGE 

SCALE 
D. 1 mm 

FIGURE 7.31 
PRE-PMMA LENS TEAR FILM DRYING SEQUENCE PHASE 3: 
OUTLINE OF FRINGES 0 TO 6 
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Its anal ysi s has been Iimi Led to a qua li tat i ve 

evaluation only. 

At 10 seconds post blink. a dry grey area has 

appeared at the top of the picture. The grey drying 

surface and the adjacent thi n tear fiIm are cl ustered by 

parti cl es whose origin is not cl ear. Their numbers 

i ncrease at the thinner end of the film and only very few 

appear in the layers about 0.50pm in thickness. 

d) 1]rWi n8c qI Jn Phac TU 

Pre- lens tear fiIm dryi ng sequence Phase 

IV is recorded on Figures 7.32 and 7.33. 

Thi s corresponds to 1t seconds post bl i nk in an 

area situated below the central drying to analyse the 

difference in the appearance of the fringes produced in 

areas of the tear film characterised by two different 

drying angles. 

PLTF Qualitative evaluation. From the top to the 

bottom, three quarters of the photograph consist of a 

very thi n tear fiIm where the 1st mi cron of the col our 

sequence is well spread between A and B. 

On the ri ght hand si de the tear film appears as 

narrow fringes in a reduced area between 0 and C and A 

and C. It progresses from 0.78µm to 1.30µm. 

Quantitative evaluation shows two distinct areas. 

The first is an area of well defined col ours going from A 

corresponding to the 5th order of interference (p = 4; 

thickness = 0.78µm) to B corresponding to the dry border 

(p = 0; thickness = 0). These two points are separated 

by 1.96mm gi giving a dry i ng angle in that reg i on of 0.396 

mrad. 
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FIGURE 7.32 
PRE-PMMA LENS TEAR FILM DRYING SEQUENCE PHASE 4 
ORIGINAL MAGNIFICATION (X9.6) 
PHOTOGRAPH MAGNIFICATION (APPROX 95) 
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FIGURE 7.33 
PRE-PMMA LENS TEAR FILM DRYING SEQUENCE PHASE 4: 
OUTLINE OF FRINGES 0 TO 7 
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In the second regi on, correspondi ng to an area of 

closely packed fringes, between point C of the 8th order 

of interference (p = 7; thickness = 1.30)1m) and 0 of the 

Sth order of interference (p = 4; thickness = 0.78µm) 
, 

separated by 0.72mm, thus a greater drying angle of 

0.72 mrad. 

This again shows that the variable appearance of 

the fringes at the surface of the contact lens, their 

proximity and visibility is a good representation of pre- 

lens tear film topography at any point. 

e) 0r i ri cP Lance Phmc 
_1 

The PLTF drying sequence Phase 5 is 

recorded on Figures 7.3'f and 7.35. These illustrations 

correspond to 18 seconds post blink. 

Qualitative evaluation reveals a thinner part of 

the PLTF that has dried up due to the effect of 

evaporation. The dry area at the centre is sti I1 

clustered by the remnants of the 'particles' noted 

previously (Figs 7.30 and 7.32). They appear much 

smaller and may have undergone a partial and slower 

process of drying which would be consistent with an 

hydrated mucous-lipid complex. 

The remaining PLTF in the lower part of the 

photograph has thinned down from 1.30pm to 0.78µm. This 

area will subsequently evaporate and the PLTF drying 

sequence wi II be complete. 

Quantitative evaluation is concerned with three 

points A, B and C. A corresponds to the area with the 

thickest tear thickness of the 5th order of interference 
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FIGURE 7.34 
PRE-PMMA LENS TEAR FILM DRYING SEQUENCE PHASE 5 
ORIGINAL MAGNIFICATION (X9.6) 
PHOTOGRAPH MAGNIFICATION (APPROX 95) 
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DRY AREA C 
DRYING ANGLE 
AB1, o83mrad 
AC 0.473 mrad 

B 

0.500 pm 
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0.78 pm 

LENS 
EDGE 

SCALE 
0.1 mm 

FIGURE 7.35 
PRE-PMMA LENS TEAR FILM DRYING SEQUENCE PHASE 5 
OUTLINE OF FRINGES 0 TO 4 
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(p = 't; thickness = 0.78µm) with B and C to the edge of 

the dry area in two different directions. 

They are separated from A respectively, by 0.72mm 

and 1.65mm. These correspond to drying angles of 1.083 

mrad and 0.473 mrad. 

f) l Icp of to i ng so i ut i on 

Figures 7.36,7.37 and 7.38 represent the 

PLTF after the instillation of a wetting solution. For 

that the lens was removed, a wetting solution, 

Pol yvi nyl pyrrol i done 0.5 percent (PVP 0.5 percent), 

applied to its surface and the lens reinserted and the 

photograph (Fig 7.36) was taken immediately after re- 

i nsert i on to show the effect of the wetting solution on 

pre-lens tear fi Im thickness and on the dryi ng angle. 

The illuminated area (approx. 1.8 mm horizontally 

by 2.5mm vertically) has now taken a very different 

appearance. A dry area is vi si bi ein the I ower part, a 

sharp border present, and the sequence green-red-green- 

red is easily visible allowing us to detect the blue 

fringe corresponding to the 5th (p = 't) and the higher 

orders of interference. Only a few particles are 

floating at the surface of the film-ai of more are 

present on the dry surface and in the thinner parts of 

the film there is no obvi ous evi dence of a vi si bi e 

superficial lipid film. 

The quanta tali ve eval uati on of the PLTF was 

carried out for seven points (A, 8, C. 0, E. F and 6). 

These calculations are summarised on Table 7.2 and Figure 

7.38 and give a topographical representation of the 

variations in the PLTF thickness and drying angle. 
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FIGURE 7.36 
PRE-PMMA LENS TEAR FILM USE OF WETT! Nfl =')! '' ýN 
ORIGINAL MAGNIFICATION (X9.6) 
PHOTOGRAPH MAGNIFICATION (APPRfX Öýý 
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FIGURE 7.37 
PRE-PMMA LENS TEAR FILM USE OF WETTING SOLUTION: 
OUTLINE OF FRINGES 0 TO 19 
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FIGURE 7.38 
PRE-PMMA LENS TEAR FILM USE OF WETTING SOLUTION: 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS: THICKNESS AND DRYING ANGLE 
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Reference on slide and Tear File Drying Direction Drying Angle 
Nature of Interfere nce Thickness (ps) (Distance a. ) (arid) 

A Dry border 0.000 
B (p = 9) 1.652 AB = 0.163 10.135 
C (p = 10) 1.826 BC = 0.619 0.382 
D (p = 10) 1.826 - 
E (p = 19) 3.390 DE = 0.6't 1 02. It't0 
F Dry border 0.000 
6 (p = 19) 3.390 FG = 1.913 01.772 

TABLE 7.2 
USE OF WETTING SOLUTION: FILM THICKNESS AND DRYING ANGLE 
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i i) I r". 1 Matti ng Ano i P. M= -or i =1 PrF±-l Pm= Taar 

Fi Im Qrwi nQ 5 g" n- 

To study the i of I uence of the contact I ens 

material on the thickness and the structure of the pre- 

contact I ens tear film. A series of photographs was 

taken on subjects wearing Iow wetting angle material 

corneal lenses (Paragon 18). They have taken part in a 

study conducted by Oon Lydon at tloorf i el ds Eye Hospital. 

When the photographs were taken the patient was 

fuIIy adapted to the ir contact I enses. aII day wearers 

with at least: 6 months wear after the issue of lenses. 

The series of photographs chosen was taken in 

succession on the same contact lens area, although 

bIi nk i ng was aII owed between photographs resu Iti ng in 

lens movement; it is nevertheless possible in this series 

of pictures to match closely enough the contact lens area 

under observation. 

This series of photographs is presented as an 

example of improved wetting conditions on a rigid corneal 

ens. 

a) lrW i ng Sep, P_nr_P Phas I 

This photograph (Fig 7.39) and its 

diagrammatic tracing (Fig 7. 't0) shows a comb i nat i on of 

the features of the pre-lens tear film commonly found 

when a corneal lens made of low wetting material is used. 

From right to left, the grey superficial li pi d 

I aver of the pre-corneal tear film outs i de the I ens is 

visible on the right. A slight brownish colour is 

apparent in traces correspond i ng to Ii pi dI aver of the 

comb i nat i on type II (Chapter 7.1.3). its th i ckness 
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reaches 0.1t pm and itis vary favourabI e to tear film 

formation on contact I enses. 

A dry area is present on the lens near the edge. 

Closely packed interference fringes near the dry 

border reveal a steep dryi ng angi ein aqueous phase of 

the pre-lens tear fiIm. Thi s va i ue is of the same order 

as the PMMA lens and wetting solution: 9.60 mrad. 

Further on the left. the main feature of the 

photograph is the presence of the vi sibleIi pi dI ayer, a 

large grey regular area whose borders are drawn on 

Figure 7. 'tO. 

A thicker part of the lipidI ayer is al so visible 

and its interference colours denotes a thickness of 

0.22µm. Our observati ons have shown that thi sIi pi d 

layer moves over the I ens in a similar fashion as it does 

as part of the pre-corneal tear film. 

A rapi d movement fol I owi ng the iid edge, fol I owed 

by a slower vertical progress i on, the same area of the 

ayer f requent Iy bei ng repos iti oned in the same pl ace and 

thus visible in our narrow specu l ar area even after a few 

blinks. 

The thickness and amorphous nature of the 

superficial lipid layer present on the right of the 

photograph prevent the aqueous phase from being visible 

underneath. It indicates a thick aqueous phase. 

PLTF Quantitative Evaluation. The drying angle 

between A and 8 has been calculated (Table 7.3) 
. 

A: Dry border -d=0. mi crons 

8: 7th fringe -d=1.30't microns 

AB: Projected distance : 13mm 
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Reference on Slide and 
Nature 

A Dry border 
B (p = 7) 

Superior Region 
(p = `t) 
(p = 5) 
(p = 6) 
(p = 7) 

Inferior Region 
p= 't 

p=5 
p 

Tear File Drying Direction Dryinq Angle 
Thickness (pe) (Distance so) (arid) 

0.000 -- 
1.30't AB = 141 8.61 

0.783 
0.956 Sup 1t-5 = 163 1.061 
1.130 Sup 5-6 = 177 0.963 
1.30't Sup 6-7 = 273 0.637 

0.783 - - 
0.956 I of `t-S = 2Lt 1 0.716 
1.130 Inf 5-6 = 201 0.866 

TABLE 7.3 
LOW WETTING ANGLE MATERIAL PHASE 1: TEAR FILM THICKNE5S 
AND DRYING ANGLES 
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Real distance: 0.1't1mm =7i nterfri nges 

Interfri nge : 0.02mm 

Drying angle 

ß=O. 4F = 8.61 mrad 

0.02 x2x1.337 

b) t rim wi nog ang ie maker ia1 

Bryi ng pre- I nc L-Rmr film Phac TT 

Because a Iarge area was photographed 

(Fig 7. 't1) (2.7mm vertically x 3. `tmm horizontally), two 

diagrams were traced representing adjoining areas 

( Fi gs 7.42 and 7.13) . 
On Fi gure 7. 't3, two smaI I er areas were chosen for 

observation at higher magnification (x900) in view of 

determi ni ng the possi bi Ii ty of ref i ni ng the techni que of 

fringe tracing and fringe counting in the case of rapidly 

thickening tear layer. The two areas are noted on Figures 

7. 't't and 7. 't5. 

The { ens edge is si tuated on the right. bordered 

by a dry area and a thick aqueous phase area with its 

visible interference colours and the sequence green-red- 

green-red enabling us to determine the position of the 

1st blue fringe (p = It). 

The next few fringes are so packed that, at this 

magnification. the 10th fringe is barely visible. 

This is the sign of increasing layer thickness at 

the centre of the photograph. 

In this area a thin lipid layer of the marmoreal 

type is visible at the bottom and two 'Ii pi di sl ands' of 

hi gh reflectance are present further up. 
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FIGURE 7.42 3A 
PRE-LENS TEAR FILM LOW WETTING ANGLE MATERIAL DRYING 
SEQUENCE PHASE 2: OUTLINE OF FRINGES 1 TO 31 AND LIPID 
OUTLINE LEFT SIDE OF PHOTOGRAPH 
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PRE-LENS TEAR FILM LOW WETTING ANGLE MATERIAL DRYING 
SEQUENCE PHASE 2: AREA D OF FIG 7.43: OUTLINE OF FRINGES 
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Fi piJre 7.42 

Next to the 'lipidisI ands' the fri nges reappear 

in the aqueous phase of the pre-lens tear film. 

Interference colours of the first order (noted I on the 

figure) are seen. 

Fringe tracing in this area shows an aqueous phase 

thi ckness i ncreasi ng to 2.67). ºm at the top and to 5. 'tBpm 

at the bottom. Where the aqueous wedge angle was 

respect i ve ly3.35 mrad between A and B and 3.60 mrad 

between C and 0 (Table 7. t) . 

This photograph (Fig7. 't 1) demonstrates very well 

different aspects of the photographic technique and its 

use for the analysis of the structures and measurements 

of tear layer thicknesses on rigid contact I enses. 

1) The precision of the technique renders the 

31st fringe of interference visible; this is due to the 

use of the polarising filters used in near crossed 

po I ar i sat i on which effectively narrows the peak of 

emission of the strobe light and increases the length of 

coherence of the system (Section 6.4 3). From the centre 

to the left of the picture, it can be seen that the 

vi si bi Ii ty of the aqueous fringes reduces wi th i ncreasi ng 

layer thickness before merging as a white continuum. 

2) The effect of the Ii pi dI aver on the 

visibility of the fringes can be seen: 

- at the bottom of the picture a thin marmoreal 

layer isvisible because the underlying aqueous phase is 

too thick to produce interference fringes of sufficient 

intensity. The steep aqueous wedge angle in that area 

narrows the separation of the fringes; over a very short 
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Reference on Slide and Tear File Drying Direction Dryin Angle 
Nature Thickness (pa) (Distance am) farad) 

A p =9 1.652 - - 
B p = 31 5.4BO AB = 1.141 3.350 
C p = 10 1.826 - - 
D p = 30 5.306 CD = 0.956 3.640 

p= 7 1.304 - - 
p= 8 1.478 7-B 0.398 0.437 
p= 9 1.652 8-9 0.363 0.479 
p= 10 1.826 9-10 0.305 0.570 
p= 11 2.000 10-11 0.314 0.55't 
p= 12 2.174 11-12 0.286 0.604 
p= 13 2.348 12-13 0.291t 0.582 
p= 11t 2.522 13-14 0.251 0.693 
p= 15 2.696 1't-15 0.328 0.530 
p= 16 2.870 15-16 0.313 0.556 
p= 17 3.0't4 16-17 0.325 0.535 
p= 18 3.218 17-16 0.413 0.421 
p= 19 3.392 18-19 0.440 0.395 
p= 20 3.566 19-20 0. It It It 0.392 
p= 21 3.7t0 20-21 0.487 0.357 
p= 22 3.914 21-22 0.518 0.336 
p= 23 4.088 22-23 0.458 0.380 
p= 2't 4.262 23-24 0.437 0.398 
p= 25 4.436 24-25 0.471 0.369 
p= 26 4.610 25-26 0.490 0.355 
p= 27 4.784 26-27 0.401 0.434 

TABLE 7. 't 
LOW WETTING ANGLE MATERIAL PHASE 2: TEAR FILM THICKNESS 
AND DRYING ANGLES 
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distance they cannot be discerned individually and this 

eads to the appearance of the whi ti sh conti nuum. 

- on the Ieft of that area, the decreased aqueous 

phase thickness and the flatter aquous phase wedge angle 

produces interference fringes of wider separation, hiqher 

i ntensi ty and i ncreased vi si bi Ii ty. Thi s makes them 

vi si bl e bel ow a thin Ii pi dI ayer (of probably `tOnm in 

thi ckness). 

- when that Ii pi dI aver thi ckness i ncreases as 

seen on the big patch on the left of photograph, Figure 

7. 'tl (1-1); its intensity overcomes that of the fringes 

produced by the layer of increased aqueous thickness (3µm 

to 5.5µm) . 

- wi th further i ncrease of Ii pi d thi ckness (BO to 

90nm) seen on the floating patches marked L2 and L3 the 

increase reflectivity can even overcome aqueous fringes 

of hi gh intensity produced in the th in end of the wedge 

(1µm to 1,83µm) . 

A large 'Ii pi d island' is noticeable on the l eft 

of the pi cture by its increased reff ecti vi ty. 

This corresponds to area C of Figure 7. 't3. This 

smaII area has been projected to obtain a x900 

magnification to enable us to discern the fringes which 

fie very close to one another. It: was Possible to 

outline fringes 7 to 17 correspondi ng to a layer increase 

from 1.30`tpm to 3.0'0tµm. 

The points A, B. C and 0 were chosen for angle 

calculation in that area (Table 7.1t)(Fi g 7. 't6). 
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The 1 arge va 1 ue of the wedge ang Iein the area C 

and 0 chosen expl ai ns the qui ck di sappearance of the 

fringes over a very short di stance. This area 

corresponds to the junction zone of the contact lens 

between the front optic zone and the fI atteni ng I ens 

edge. The change of curvature at that point produces 

I ocal depressi on filled wi th the tear fi 1m which depth is 

measured by the aqueous wedge measurement. 

c) I mi., I-Ip i nm ang; e mater imi 

i 1rd i nöp rP- I an-- ar film Phan TTT 

Figure 7.47 and Figure 7.48 correspond to 

4 seconds after Figure 7.41. 

PLTF Qual i tat i ve Assessment. The junction Ii ne is 

now visible following overall thinning of the PLTF. 

- on the right of the 
, 
junction a dry zone is 

present. 

- as on the previous picture, the junction zone is 

covered by aI ayer of tear film where fringes are not 

visible. 

- two small areas of wetting encroaches on the 

neighbouring dry i ng zone. These small areas (arrowed on 

Figure 7.48) correspond to those previously covered 

superfi ci at Iy by the two Ii pi di si ands. 

- the central drying area is covered by parti cl es 

of greater size than those present when the covering PLTF 

is thinner (Figs 7.30.7.32 and 7.34) they may be 

remnants of a thick basal mucin layer necessary to 

support a thicker and more stable PLTF. 

- the aqueous phase on the I eft of the photograph 

has undergone further thi nni ng, down to 4.4pm. since the 
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previous photograph but the same remarks still hold true 

for the vi si bi Ii ty of the aqueous fringe. in fact, some 

are now fai ntl y vi si bl e bel ow the I arge superfI ci al Ii pi d 

patch. Wi th further dryi ng the PLTF wi II conti nue to 

th in by the effect of evaporat i on and ifbii nk i ng is 

prevented the whole of the lens surface will dry. 

A bl i nk wi II reform a new PLTF whi ch wi II undergo 

again the same process of drying previously presented. 

PLTF Quant i tat i ve Eva l uat i on. The poi nts A. B, C 

and 0 have been chosen for calculation of drying angles 

(Table 7.5 and Fig 7. 't9) . 

7, ý} FXPFRI MFNTAI sT IOY +- fii rot IS LAY FR PHCI TQ ßRAPH-+Y 

ON TH CORNEA- AND QN 
-ONTA .T LENS 51 uREACE5 

7. 't. 1 INTRODUCTION 

The hi gh and I ow magn ifi cat i on photography of the 

superficial I ayers have shown that the tear fi Im di spl ays 

a variety of structures according to the surface on which 

it spreads. 

Only a brief glimpse of the basal mucous layer has 

been possible in the course of dry spot formation on the 

cornea and on contact lenses (7.2.3 and 7.3) 
. 

The present experimental study was set up to 

devise a technique to make this layer visible and 

investigate its appearance, structure and measure its 

thickness. 
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Reference on Slide and Tear File Drying Direction Dryin Angle 
Nature Thickness (pa) (Distance ee) (arid) 

A p= It 0.783 - - 
8 p= 23 't. 088 AB = 0.815 4.055 
C p=4 0.783 - - 
0 p= 22 3.91t CO = 0.772 4.056 

p =7 1.304 6-7 0.404 0.431 
p =B 1.478 7-8 0.335 0.515 
p =9 1.652 8-9 0.316 0.551 
p = 10 1.626 9-10 0.353 0.479 
p = 11 2.000 10-11 0.324 0.537 
p = 12 2.174 11-12 0.3't7 0.501 
p = 13 2.348 12-13 0.350 0.497 
p = 14 2.522 13-14 0.311 0.559 
p = 15 2.696 14-1S 0.297 0.586 
p = 16 2.670 15-16 0.332 0.524 
p = 17 3.044 16-17 0.363 0.479 

TABLE 7.5 
PRE-LENS TEAR FILM LOW WETTING ANGLE MATERIAL DRYING 
SEQUENCE PHASE 3 
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7. 't 
.2 NATFRT Al K METHOD 

The techn i que descr i bed in Chapter 5. has been 

applied to the study of the corneal surface of two normal 

subjects and one subject presenting dry eye symptoms. 

The observations were repeated on the two normal subjects 

after fitting with contact lenses of different materials. 

i) Qbs rvatinn on the Cornea 

The two subjects had a norms! tear film. The 

pre-ocular tear film had been examined by the non- 

invasive techniques described previously and presented 

both a marmoreal pattern with Ii mi ted amounts of surface 

part icI es. Their tear meniscus had a normal morphology 

and height and the break-up time measured by the non- 

invasive technique (NI BUT) was above 20 seconds. No 

corneal staining was present after fluorescein 

i nst iII at j on. 

The pre-ocular tear film was first examined and 

photographed with the Nikon biodifferential microscope 

and the routine for observation of the mucous ; aver was 

carried out as described in Chapter 5.5. 

The observations were repeated on 3 different days 

and the best photographs taken at different stages of 

drying were analysed. one example is shown. 

The same rout i ne was app ii ad to the cornea of one 

subject presenting dry eye symptoms. The subject had a 

history of subject i ve complaints of ocular dryness and 

gri tti ness, repeated faiI ure wi th soft and ri 9i d contact 

I enses di rect lyIi nked to dry i ng prob i ems and aI ow NI BUT 

(right eye -B seconds: left eye -7 seconds) but no 
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corneal stai ni ng was present following fluorescein 

instillation. 

i i) nb. -°rvaI i nn, -, nn inn a nc c 

At subsequent sessions, the subjects With 

normal tear fiI ms were fi tied wi th contact I enses of the 

folI ow i mg materials and water contents. 

Lenses Water Content 

Hydron Z6 38 percent 

Permalens 75 percent 

Collagen 90 percent 

Saturn Hybrid I ens`t 

The best photographs taken at different stages of 

drying obtained were analysed and one example presented 

here. The discussion and conclusion will also be drawn 

from all the observations on all I enses. 

7. 't. 3 RF'3[ii T5 

i) Nnrma i Tear Film 

The photograph (Fig 7.50) is representative of 

the dry spot formation on the normal cornea as explained 

in Chapter 5. t. 2. The tear film enciosed within a 

containing meni scus takes longer to break up and the 

surface of the ocul ar tear fi Im was scanned until such a 

break occurred. 

a) POTF dru i np cgai pence 

A small area of th i nn i ng of the film is 

first noted. It took either the shape of an elongated 

depressi on or more commonly a circular shape. Throughout 
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FIGURE 7.50 
IN-VIVO PHOTOGRAPHY'. r IE ", 1ULUI JI AYER ON THE C 
NORMAL EYE 
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the dry i ng process the Ii pi dI alter was al ways vi sib! e but 

no interference fringes produced within the aqueous phase 

were ever seen. Even when that layer was very thin 

immediately before the appearance of the mucous coated 

corneal surface. 

The intensity of interference fringes formed in 

very thin films is very high (Chapter 6). it was 

expected to be able to photograph some of the fringes in 

those conditions especially when the superficial Iipid 

phase was marmoreal in appearance ('t0 to 70nm thick). 

b) Oil^i ii vLZ ana" gc_i -- 

Figure 7.50 shows one photographic example 

and Fi gure 7.51 its di agrammat ic out Ii ne. 

The tear film is visible in the periphery of the 

photograph. Its Ii pi dI aver i nterference col ours reveal 

a thickness between 90nm (0.09}ß. m) (wh iti sh) to 220nm 

(blue). The edge of the film is curved effecting the in- 

vivo shape of the real receding contact angle of the tear 

film on the cornea I surf ace in natural cond iti ons. 

The central drying area represents the cornea' 

surface. Its coating has high reflectivity and possibly 

th isis due to remnants of the Eh i ck Ii pi dI aver whi ch 

has deposited on the underlying mucous phase. 

The surface is not smooth but shows discrete 

i rregu l ar i ty approx i mate ly the size of surf ace ep i the ii al 

ce Its (10 to 20 mi trans). 

Continuous observation of the dry spot area showed 

an increase of the surface irregularity. This is 

possible if the mucous layer has a finite thickness and 

is hydrated. The micrometre latex spheres in aqueous 
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FIGURE 7.51 
DIAGRAMMATIC OUTLINE OF IN-VIVO PHOTOGRAPHY OF THE 
MUCOUS LAYER ON THE CORNEA: NORMAL EYE 
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solution had been i nsti II ed for some observations, they 

floated at the surface of the film or rested at the 

surface of the dry spot and did not imbed themselves in 

the mucous layer. It was then not possible to assess the 

layer thickness by this method. 

On removal of the scleral contact lens and 

following fluorescein instillation, no staining was noted 

in the central area that was under observation. This is 

only possible if the integrity of the ep i the iial surface 

and its mucous coating is respected. It is a good guide 

to the safety of the technique of in-vivo epithelial 

surface examination but also enhances the protective role 

provided by an integral mucous coating. 

ii) frW F gwmpý-nms Suh jPrt- 

Fi gure 7.52 and 7.53 is a representative 

example of dry spot formation in a subject with dry eye 

symptoms, that can be classified as marginal dry eye and 

did not exhibit the gross epithelial signs present in dry 

eye syndromes. 

The dry spot formation followed the same sequence 

as that seen in norms I subjects. The receding tear film 

is seen at the periphery of the photograph (Fig 7.52). R 

Ii pi dI aver is present and its i nterference col ours 

reveals a thickness between 90nm (Whitish) and 220nm 

(blue) . Interference fringes from the aqueous phase 

cannot be seen. The central drying area representing the 

corneal surface coating appears duller than in the normal 

case and the surface irregularities present are limited 

in number and more widely spaced apart. 
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FIGURE 7.52 
IN-VIVO PHOTOGRAPHY OF THE MUCOUS LAYER ON THE CORNS 
DRY EYE SYMPTOMS 
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FIGURE 7.53 
DIAGRAMMATIC OUTLINE OF IN-VIVO PHOTOGRAPHY OF THE 
MUCOUS LAYER ON THE CORNEA: DRY EYE SYMPTOMS 
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The cont i nuous observat i on of the dry spot reveal s 

onI ya smal I increase in the depth of those 

irregularities. This would be the case for a thin layer 

wi th reduced hydrat i on where evaporat i on wilI have on iya 

Ii mi ted effect. 

ii i) Mucous Coati no on Coat-art I Ans Surf Rr_-P 

The process of dry spot formation was 

studied with the same technique on a variety of contact 

ens surfaces. The photograph in Figure 7.5't and its 

diagrammatic representation (Fig 7.55) is representative 

of the situation in a low water content soft lens (eq. 

Hydron Z6; 38 percent water content). 

a) PL TF drui ag c_equence 

A thin marmoreal lipid pattern was 

visible at the surface of the pre-lens tear film. As the 

localised thinning occurred the interference fringes 

formed within the aqueous phase could be faintly seen. 

Their intensity is much lower than those seen in front of 

rigid corneal I enses. The Ii pi d layer receded faster 

than the aqueous phase and was not seen near the aqueous 

border. The receding aqueous phase revealed a smooth 

dul I surface. 

b) Qua Ii hab i ve ana; Wei 

The I ower right part of the photograph 

denotes the interference fringes of the receding aqueous 

phase. This is part of a series of photographs showing 

the aqueous movement. 

The smooth surface structure at the centre of the 

dry spot represents the mucous coating of the contact 

lens. This coating is not as compi ete as in the case of 
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FIGURE 7.54 
PHOTOGRAPHY OF THE MUCOUS LAYER ON SOFT CONTACT 
LENSES 
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FIGURE 7.55 
DIAGRAMMATIC OUTLINE OF PHOTOGRAPHY OF THE MUCOUS 
LAYER ON SOFT CONTACT LENSES 
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the corneal surface, the gentle slope delimits the area 

where the coati ng is thi nnest. The appearance of ridges 

is a common feature in the area of dry spot formation on 

hydrophilic lenses and thi s may have induced the 

localised break-up. 

The black dots resting at the surface of the 

mucous layer are the micrometre latex spheres that had 

been i nsti II ed in an effort to measure the thickness of 

the layer. The spheres floated at the surface of the 

lipid layer at first and when it receded stayed on top of 

the surface. 

The continuous observation of the dry spot 

produced an i ncrease and a deepening of the ridge 

format i on whi Ie the rest of the smooth area remai ned 

unaffected. 
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CHAPTER8 

OI SCUSSI ON 

8.1 FXP RT M NTA 5T IOY It PR -Q . 
AR TFAR FT IMT PT n 

IAA 

8.1.1 COMMON IT PT Q PATTFRNS 

j) Nnrmal MarmnrPal PaILern 

Such a pattern was first observed by McDonald 

( 1969) but only descri bed, in deta iI. by Hamano et al 

(1979a), and can be considered as the normal lipid layer. 

It is encountered in approximately 89 percent of patients 

(Hamano et al. 1979b). 

Funct i onal Iy the marmoreal pattern is usually 

assoc i aced With a stab ie POTF. If contact lens fitting 

is attempted with either hard or soft contact I enses 

these patients are usually free of tear related probl ems. 

ij) fontaminabed Marmoreal Paý-iern 

This is a particular problem with contact 

ens wear. The increased instability occurs as fol I ows: 

- excessive atmospheric or epithelial debris 

and/or mucous I umps deposit to the I ens front surface. 

- the I ens front surface is no I onger smooth and 

the normal tear film spreading and surface wetting 

becomes more d if fi cu It: and dry areas appear at the zones 

of di sconti nuj ty. 

- when mucous strands are found the matter is even 

worse, not only increased deposits are observed, but the 
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mucous strands affect the Ii pi dI ayer and do not al I ow 

even lipid spreading. 

One clinical implication is that of caution when 

fitting contact lenses to patients with contaminated 

marmoreal lipid pattern. A material known for its low 

deposit attraction should be selected and the patient 

informed of the possible problems. Cleaning procedures 

strictly adhered to and regular protein deposit removal 

is strongly advocated. 

The presence of a contaminated marmoreal Iipid 

pattern renders the tear film unstab I e. This is a 

part i cu l ar prob i em wi th contact I ens wear. 

iii) FI oij PaH_Prn 

This wavy pattern is probably due to the 

flow of lipids of different classes with poor mixing 

properties. However, one must not confuse this pattern 

with the phenomenon that normally occurs immediately 

after a blink. when the muci n and aqueous films first 

spread. followed a few tenths of a second later by the 

spreading of lipids (Brown & Dervi chi an, 1969; Holly, 

1973a). 

Hamano et al (1979a), were responsible for naming 

that type of pattern a Flow Pattern. 

Patients exhibiting a flow pattern have usually a 

stable tear film and if fitted with contact lenses they 

are free of tear film related problems. 

i v) Amnr-phn uc Pa r-n 

The amorphous pattern was first described by 

Koby (192't) and I ater i ncorporated in the fi rst Ii pi d 

layer cl ass ifi cat l on by Hamano et al (1979a) . 
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The amorphous pattern is always assoc i aced wi th a 

very stable tear fiIm, as this even and re l at i ve Iy thick 

lipid layer is very efficient at maintaining aI ow 

evaporation rate. Patients wi th an amorphous I ayer are 

good candi dates for contact I ens wear, with the exception 

of a smal Imi nor i ty who exhi bi tI ens greasi ng prob i ems 

due to the I arge vol ume of Ii pi ds present. In such 

cases, hard gas permeable lenses may be the best option, 

with routine use of in-eye lens surface cleaners such as 

Blink N Clean or Cl erz eye drops. 

v) £n In fired Fri ng Pa 
-rn 

These coloured interference fringes produced 

by the Ii pi dI ayer were fi rst descri bed in debai I by 

McDonald (1969). 

Those pati ends are poor contact I ens candidates in 

particular with regard to soft contact lenses, where 

arge deposits rapidly form at the I ens front surface. 

As an unst=able pre-lens tear film (PLTF) will be 

present, accompanied with a very short anterior surface 

drying time (ASOT) and symptoms of dryness, treatment of 

the underlying cause is necessary and visible improvement 

in the stability of the lipid layer will accompany the 

disappearance of symptoms. 

E3.1.2 nUERA1 L PRE-CORNEA, 1T PT Q PATTERN 

The figures 7.7 and 7.8 show well the potential of 

the I ow magnification method for routine clinical use. 

The area of observation covered by the instrument is 

dependent on its promi xi ty to the eye surface. This in 

turn varies with the morphology of the patients face and 
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the presence of the nose i mpedi ng on the reflection cup 

positioning. Usually a 7.8mm circular area is covered. 

i) f'nmbi nati Qn 1 (Figure 7.7) 

The property of such aI ayer isa comb i nat i on 

of the properties of its two components. 

i i) f'nmb i nat i on P (Figure 7. B) 

Because of the presence of I arge vo 1 umes of 

i pi ds a stable fi Im tends to form on the I ens front 

surface but following its break-up, increased surface 

contaminants may occur and the patients complain of 

greasy lenses. 

8.1.3 ARNfRMA T PT Q PATTERNS 

i) t pi d Cl uimpinot (Figure 7.9) 

These pat i ents usua IIy have aI ow break-up 

time and are poor contact lens candidates. 

ii) In al iced Iiid Lay r Rr ak- lo 

The photograph 7.10 shows only I ocal i sed 

Ii pi d break-up. In cases of severe tear film 

contamination produced by cosmetic products or of 1s 

migrating to the ocular surface, the break-up becomes 

total . 
The lipid gathers in isolated islands at the 

surface of the aqueous phase - the ensuing instability of 

the tear film induces reflex tearing action and the 

contaminated lipid must be removed by blinking before the 

reformation of a new and adequate tear coverage. When 

the contamination is present at the lid margin and has 

reached the Me i bom i an gland orifices, the process of 

break-up and renewal is repeated every few blinks. This 

contamination by cosmetic products is a common problem 
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for contact lens wearers as it induces accelerated drying 

and increased I ens surface contamination, areas of non- 

wetting, and surface deposition. The use of water 

so l ub Ie products and the avoidance of oily (or petrol eum 

based) creams and make-up removers is advocated. 

B. 1. It IT PT Q AY FR PATT RN SIT TH RQin PAL- PFRRA 

APFRTURE (Figures 7.11,7.12 and 7.13) 

Norn (1979) has described a semi quantitative 

method of assessing the lipid layer thickness with 

cooperative patients using that method. He asks the 

patient to slowly close his/her eyes and notes the 

pa I pebra I aperture corresponding to the appearance of the 

first interference fringes. A simple calculation allows 

us to estimate the normal tear IipidI ayer thickness. 

Because of the uneven lipid layer thickening during eye 

closure demonstrated in the pictures, this estimation is 

of limited value. 

Contrary to the aqueous, the lipids are not washed 

away in large quantities at the punct ifollowing each 

blink, but are squashed and respread at eye opening. 

8.1.5 SEEN I NTT A ANA YST R QF T PT Q SPR A(]T Nf, 

These photographs demonstrate that there is no 

i mmedi ate spreadi ng and mi xi ng of the secreted Ii pi cis, 

but that the process takes several blinks to be complete. 

The spreading of the lipids is, in fact, complex 

and can be explained as follows: 

- the tear fI ow per mi nute is of the order of 20 

to 30 percent (Mi shi me et al , 1966) of the basal tear 
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Vol ume. At each bli nk the ma in outf I ow channel is vi a 

the puncti and the aqueous forms the near totality of the 

tear eI i mi nated that way. 

- the Ii pi dI aver that is present at the front of 

the aqueous is compressed and thickens during eye closure 

as shown in Section 7.1.3 i v) , then spreads again at the 

eye open i ng wi th as1I ght I ag compared to the aqueous 

spreading as already described (Brown & Oerv i ch i an, 1969; 

Ho IIy, 1973a; Benedetto at aI. 1984). Only a very small 

portion of lipids is lost through the lacrimal passage at 

each blink, due to the I ong retenti on ti me ( Benedetto et 

al, 1975). 

- Mei bomi an 91 and secreti on, contrary to aqueous 

secretion does not take place at every blink but more 

i of requent I y, approx i mate 1y once every few bIi nks. When 

secretion occurs, the spreading process and mixing with 

the established Iipidfilm takes time and foi lows the 

sequence described previously. 

The following sequence is postulated with regard 

to the control of Meibomian gland secretion: when the 

Ii pi dI aver decreases in thickness and I oses its 

stabiIity. aqueous evaporation increases and a dry spot 

appears. thi s triggers aqueous secretion by the lacrimal 

gland. 

The Meibomian secretion described does not occur 

si mu l taneous Iywi th the aqueous secretion, but wi th a 

small del ay of a few seconds or a few bIi nks in the case 

of ref I ex tear product i on, tr i ggered by i rr i tat i on. 

It is postulated that the delay is due either to a 

deI eyed secrets on foII owl ng the on gi naI ref i ex response 
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of the I acri mal gl and, or to asl over secret i on mechani sm 

poss ibIy due to a secret i on rather sI ower than that of 

the lacrimal gland. Following eye irritation and profuse 

ref I ex I acri mati on, I arge amounts of Ii pi ds are secreted 

but only after elimination of the excess volume of 

aqueous tears by the overflow or through the naso- 

acr i ma l duct. 

In these cases, a new Ii pi dI aver of i ncreased 

thickness visible by its interference colours is seen 

spreading in a single blink but after a delay of a few 

seconds. 

Excessive I acri mati on results in a newly created 

tear film consisting of thicker than average aqueous and 

lipid phases to temporarily increase stability and 

subsequently induces recovery of the mucous coating on 

the epithelial surface. 

6.1.6 EYE QROP T NSTT LRTT nN 

In general' preservatives tend to reduce the eye 

drop i n-vi vo stabi Ii ty whi Ie wetti ng agents such as PVA 

increase the contact time. 

The examination of the POTF and the i of I uence of 

eye drops and their components on the tear film stability 

can be efficiently carried out by the use of the low 

magnification instrument described in Chapter S. 

The measurement of non-invasive break-up time 

combined with the observation of the superficial lipid 

aver give in those cases a complete and precise 

representation of the stability and structure of the 

POTF. 
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8.2 'T PT n THT riKNFcc AND cTRI Ir TI IRF FUAI IATT ON 

The thickness of the marmoreal pattern is 

difficult to evaluate by reflection photography as it 

lies in the range where no interference col ours are 

produced. But wi thi n that range the Iid edge forms a 

frame of varyi ng surface wi Ehi n whi ch the Ii pi dI ayer is 

contained and regularly stretched and compressed during 

the blinking action. 

The thi ckness of the I ayer is dependent on the 

pal pebra l aperture but as seen on Fig 7.11. Fig 7.12 and 

Fig 7.13. the increase is not linear but rather 

I oca Ii sed, the greater i ncrease occurr i ng in the vicini ty 

of the lid margi n. 

The Ii pi dI ayer thi ckness changes with the amount 

of Ii pi d available. When a very smal I quanti ty is 

present itis stretched from Iid to Iid and probabI y 

decreases to the thickness (20 to 40 nanometers = 0.02 to 

0.0m) measured by Olsen (1985) . Its visibility at low 

magn ifi cat i on ismini mal and it may be only recogni sable 

by its post blink movement at high magn ifi cat i on - this 

leads to the meshlike appearance commonly observed. 

In the thickness range below 0.09µm the density of 

the meshwork pattern reflects the amount of Ii pi d 

present. The more dense the meshwork the greater the 

vol ume and thi ckness of Ii pi d. 

With increased thickness, the meshwork appearance 

changes first to a wave type of pattern and then to an 

amorphous pattern affecting an even lipid coverage 

approaching 0.09µm in thickness. For greater thickness 

increase. interference colours are produced and a precise 
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thickness eval uati on is possible up to 0.6µm by referri ng 

to Table 6.1A. A1I the co I ours descr i bed in Newton' s 

range of interference colours are not visible. This is 

because some are restricted to a very small band range 

and will coalesce with neighbouring colours. 

In the Ii pi dI ayer, the fi rst col our seen isa 

brown which is the combination occurring normally at a 

thickness of 0.143pm but in fact it: encapsulates the 

range of yellow occurring between 0.09µm and 0.11µm. 

Only the col ours that cover a wide enough range wi II be 

seen, the other wi I1 mix in the background. 

In cases of Me i bom i an gland oversecret i on. a 

globular formation as seen in Fig 7.17 is produced across 

the area of observation. The illuminating rays are 

reflected away from the observation axis and the specular 

reflection areas appear solely as a shiny black surface. 

The layer thickness assessment is not possible in this 

case. 

In conc l us i on, the Ii pi dI aver appearance is very 

much Ii nked to its th i ckness and it can be cl ass ifi ed 

accordi ng to the fol I owing gradi ng: 

Grade 1 Open meshwork =0.02µm 

Grade 2 Tight meshwork to 

Grade 3 Coloured wave and marmoreal 0: 0.04pm 

Grade 't Amorphous =0.09µm 

Grade 5 Combined amorphous and colour > 0.09µm 
to 

Grade 6 Colour fringe appearance >E 0.59pm 

Grade 7 61 obul ar appearance >0.6µm 
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FIGURE 8.1 
DIAGRAMMIC STRUCTURE OF LIPID LAYER 
THICKNESS RANGE 
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These results ar 

In al 

produced within 

the lipid layer 

produced within 

film. 

"e shown graphically in Figure 8.1. 

cases, all interference colours are 

the superficial lipid layer. Even when 

was missing no interference phenomena was 

the aqueous phase of the pre-ocular tear 

6.3 FXPFRTMFNTA ST If1Y P_ PRF-St7FT l FNS TFAR ET IM 

B. 3.1 NDRMAI PRF-SOFT tENS IT PT Q AND AI ILIFC11 1q I. AYFRS 

As descri bed the superf ici al Ii pi dI aver present 

at the surface of the pre-soft I ens tear film is 

marmoreal in nature. When it is very thin it may be very 

difficult to see even at high magnification. 

Occasionally an amorphous pattern is observed; in 

such a case the pre-lens tear film is very stable and the 

conditions are favourable for a successful soft contact 

ens wear. Exceptionally the Ii pi dI ayer produces a 

coloured fringe pattern, this is always associated with 

tear I ens greasing problem. 

The vi si bi Ii ty of the coloured interference 

fringes produced by the aqueous is regulated by the 

relative intensity of the light reflected at the 

interfaces of that layer. This intensity is influenced 

by a combination of factors, mainly the lens surface 

refractive index, the thickness of the aqueous phase, the 

presence and thickness of a superficial lipid layer. The 

observations indicate that the visibility of coloured 

interference fringes produced by the aqueous phase, is at 

its I owest in the following cases: 
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- when a thi ck, hi ghl y ref I ecti ve Ii pi d layer is 

present (as in the pre-ocul ar tear fiI m) thus Ii mi ti ng 

the amount of transmitted light available for 

interference fringe formation in the aqueous layer and 

enhanci ng the intensity of its own interference col ours. 

- when a thick aqueous layer is present it= induces 

a further decrease in the visibility of its fringes by 

spatial narrowing and by intensity loss through 

successive reflection and by destructive recombination of 

successive orders of interference. 

- when the surface refractive index of the contact 

lens material is low as in high water content contact 

enses and when surface quality is poor. 

At the opposite the vi si bi Ii ty of the Coloured 

interference fringes produced by the aqueous phase is at 

its maxi mum when the contact I ens surface quality is good 

as in sp i ncast lenses and with low water content material 

such as Hems; both factors increase the contact lens 

surface reflectivity. 

The description of the exact: optical conditions 

and laws governing the visibility of the aqueous phase 

between the overlying lipid layer and the front surface 

of a soft contact lens is complex and detailed in 

Chapter 6. However, clinically four different situations 

were recorded with regard to Ii pi d and aqueous film 

thickness and aqueous I ayer vi si bi Ii ty. 

- The aqueous film Is not visible when the lipid 

layer is thi ck. 0.09}ßm and above. 
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- The aqueous Iayer is easiest to see when both 

the lipidI ayer (usually marmoreal) and aqueous layer (up 

to 1.5µm) are thi n. 

- The aqueous layer is moderately difficult to see 

in the following two conditions; either when the lipid 

layer has average thickness (, just below 0.09µm) and the 

aqueous layer is thin (below 1.5)im) or when the opposite 

prevails, a thin lipid layer (marmoreal) with a thick 

aqueous I ayer (above 3µm) 
. 

The results are graphically 

shown on Figure 6.2. 

B. 3.2 i TPTD LAYER THINNING 

The thinning process that takes place at the 

surface of the cornea or of a wel I fitting, wettable soft 

contact I ens is very si mi I ar. Cl i ni cal I y, I mmedi atel y 

after a blink we observe a thin marmoreal pattern. The 

pattern then stretches and becomes very difficult to see 

due to further thinning of the lipid layer and 

di sappearance of 1 is vi si bl e detai Is even under hi gh 

magni fi cat i on observat i on. Increased evaporation I eads 

to thinning of the aqueous phase even Iy over I arge areas 

of the lens surface. This is seen as a rapid succession 

of interference colours in decreasing order of 

interference but Increasing visibility specially for the 

lost 2 or 3 orders. Areas of drying devel op usually as a 

fI at drying wedge along an horizontal median band across 

the lens surface, or from the edge of the lens with 

inward progression. This is seen by the disappearance of 

the interference fringe replaced by a greyish area due to 
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a phase change by specular reflection at the surface of 

denser medium than air. 

Our observations have been that in general the 

pre-soft lens lipid film and its underlying aqueous phase 

are thinner than their pre-ocular tear film equivalent 

for the same patient regardless of lens material and 

design. Hence the drying sequence is usually shorter 

than the i nterb li nk period which may be aclini ca l 

problem in some cases. 

0.3.3 i Or-Al T SEO DRY SPOT FORMATION 

When the three Iayers are present in adequate 

amounts in the PLTF, their interaction ensure its 

stabi Ii ty which can be measured as the non-invasive 

anterior surface drying time (ASOT) but contrary to the 

case of the POTF whose mucous layer is actively anchored 

to the epithelial cell surface (Chapter 4) the stability 

of that layer in the PLTF relies solely on the spreading 

mechani sm during the blink phase to set on the I ens 

surface. This more limited attachment wi 1I render it 

less efficient to perform its function and this will be 

reflected in a shorter break-up time. 

In the cases of thick pre-soft lens tear film, 

structurally more similar to the pre-ocular tear fi I m, 

the evaporation is limited by the thi ck even Ii pi d layer 

formed over the thicker than average aqueous phase. 

In this case the Increased stability of the whole 

pre-1 ens tear film structure and its I arger volume leads 

to a longer tear film coverage. The drying sequence 

occurs mainly from localised minute dry spot formation 
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with a very steep aqueous drying wedge around the spot 

(Fig 7.21). The dry spot increases in size and coalesces 

with other neighbouring dry spots to form larger drying 

areas. This basal layer is only visible with our 

technique in those situations of localised drying of a 

PLTF possessing a thick aqueous phase with a thick 

superficial Ii pi d layer. 

B. 3. It FFFFET QF NS MAT RT F AL. A; N ANl FT T 

Important differences have been noted during 

routine clinical observations with regard to the pre-soft 

I ens tear fiIm formation with various soft I ens 

materials. Po l yHema which is the most common soft 

contact lens material and has a water content of 36 

percent has the most stable PLTF and is very similar in 

structure to the POTF. The film in front of Permal ens 

lenses is slightly thinner. while the film in front of 

' Ouragel 75'. 'Hydron 65' and 'Sauf 1 on 70' is definitely 

thinner and somewhat unstable. 

The lens geometry also affects the PLTF. For llama 

lenses, standard thickness (centre thickness 0.12mm) and 

ultra thin lenses (centre thickness 0.06mm) such as 'Z6' 

(Hydron). 'U3' (8&L) have a thicker more stable film than 

hyperthi n lenses such as 'Z4' (Hydron) and '03-04' (8&L) 

Where the lipid layer is at times absent. When a very 

thin soft I ens (centre thickness 0. O'tmm) does not support 

a stable tear film. an unprotected surface is present 

during most: of the i nterb li nk period, evaporation of the 

tears from within the lens matrix may occur leading to 

1 ens surface drying and destabi 1i sati on at the I evel of 
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the corneal ep i the li um. resulting in super f superficial ci punctate 

stai ni ng. The fit and movement of the I ens on the eye 

al so I of i uence the PLTF formati on. An increase inI ens 

movement wi II di srupt the formati on of a stab) e PLTF: a 

more stab IaI ens wilI favour i t. Lens edge thickness is 

another factor; the thinner edges ui th a cl ose 

conformation to the scl eral shape favours the spreading 

across the lens border and the thicker edges of high 

minus I enses will be detrimental. 

8.4 FXPFRT M NTA cTL1fY 3_ PR -RT ,TQ CONTACT I FNS TFAR 

STUflY 

8. `t 
.1 

ANAL YRT c f1F T NTFRFERENCE FRI NRF 

The technique of specul ar ref I ecti on photography 

of interference fringes using crossed pol ar i sat i on is an 

effective means of measurement of the tear layer 

thickness of the pre-rigid contact lens film. 

When the tear film is very thin or at the end of a 

drying sequence, the thickness is assessed by comparison 

with the Newton's scale of colours adapted for the 

ref racti ve index of the aqueous phase (Table 6.16) 
. 

Some colours described by Newton's are missing 

from the photographs. This is possi bi y due to the 

sl i ghtl yi rregui ar nature of the contact I ens surface. 

It must be remembered that Newton fringes were produced 

between two highly polished glass surfaces free of 

irregularities. In our case, some col ours present in 

Newton's experiment over only a few nanometers may be 

mixed With the stronger colours spread over a greater 
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distance and not influenced by the topographic 

irregularities. Further the difference in the spectral 

composition of the light used in the two experiments wi I1 

influence the final composition of the wavelengths of 

light available for interference purposes. Their 

composition wi II vary to the extent that some col ours 

will be entirely missing from some experiments according 

to the experimental conditions. 

- the reflectivity of the surfaces, the refractive 

indices of the bordering media and that of the 

interference producing layer as well as the absorption 

characteristics of any intermediate I ayers all contribute 

to the final appearance and to the sequence of colours 

and their individual intensity. 

- with different Ii ght sources the overlapping of 

interference orders will occur at a different rate thus 

potentially changing totally the final colour 

combinations. 

The sequence of colours green-red-green-red 

starting at a thickness of 0.5µm is a constant feature of 

the dryi ng pre-rigid lens tear film. When these are 

recognised and four extra blue fringes are seen it 

corresponds to a thickness of 1.1µm. Si mi 1 arl y, ten blue 

fringes are seen for a layer thickness of 2.00µm. 

The photographic technique is effective up to 

5.5µm of aqueous thickness where 31 fringes will be 

present. During normal observation, large numbers of 

fringes cannot be counted precisely as their appearance 

is changing during the drying sequence. But the apparent 
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movement of fri nges wiII be a good guide to the speed of 

the drying process. 

For research purposes, fiI mi ng and frame by frame 

analysis should be an improvement on the photographic 

technique. 

When using hard white lightt the fringes disappear 

after It or 5 orders of interference. The use of a 

polarising filter is necessary to achieve greater fringe 

sharpness and vi si bi Ii ty. The use of white lightt source 

allows the easy recognition of the bright colours 

produced within the first three orders of interference 

and permits the easy recognition of the fri nges of higher 

orders. 

B. 't. 2 PR -PMMA L NS T F1212 FT M 

The thin pre-I ens tear film that forms at the 

surface of the PMMA lens undergoes rapid changes after 

eye opening. 

The drying sequence reveals a thin layer (drying 

from 2.5µm) which does not present a visible superficial 

i pi dI ayer. 

An horizontal band of drying forms quite commonly 

near the medi an part of the I ens suggesti ng a thi cker 

PLTF towards the superior and inferior part of the lens, 

near the lid margins. This uneven spreading and 

irregular drying combined with the unstab ilisi ng effect 

of the I ens meni scus 'black Ii ne' , often leads to the 

appearance of 3 and 9 o'clock staining of the cornea and 

conjunctive near the edge of corneal lenses. 
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The 'i n-vi vo' recedi ng contact angl e measurements 

are taken in the thicker part of the wedge which has 

approxi mate Ii neari ty. For thicknesses below 1µm the 

wedge ang Ief1 attens dramat i ca IIy and measurements are 

less accurate, this change is possibly due to surface 

force. 

Thi s di screpancy in the tear I aver spread i ng wi 

lead to differences in the effect of evaporation in the 

first zone. a reduced volume of tears is spread over a 

arge area and the effect of evaporation wi II be greater 

there than in the second zone where a greater volume of 

tears is confined to a more restricted space. 

For thicknesses below 0.5µm a large number of 

part i cl as are visible. As they disappear With drying, 

they are possibly the hydrated parts of the basal mucous 

coverage. It is evi dent ly very th in and sparse, uni i ke 

the one present on the corneal and soft lens surface, 

this could explain the very short Wetting time (approx 

It secs) found at the surface of rigid lenses (Lydon & 

Gu iII on. 1984a). 

When a wetting solution is used, a greater pre- 

lens tear film thickness is achieved (3.32µm) over a 

smal I di stance from the dry border. 

The variation in wedge angle is interesting. A 

steep gradient (10.14 mrad) is present at the edge of the 

dry area. This is 84 percent increase compared to the 

steepest angle (5.52 mrad) measured before the use of the 

Wetting solution. 

Then a pl ateau is reached (0.38 mrad) followed by 

a further thickness increase at a lower rate (2.44 mrad). 
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The initial effect of the wetting solution seems 

to be Ii mi ted to the i ncrease in the thi ckness of the 

aqueous phase, 3.32µm compared to 2.52µm but the I ack of 

superficial Ii pi dI ayer and the presence of aI arge area 

of drying bordered by a steeper contact angle shows that 

the effect of the wetting solution on the limiting layer 

of the PLTF is limited. A wetting solution with 

mucomi meti c properties should be more effective in those 

si tuati ons. 

j) 1ne lm i nm Ana l- Ma riai 

When mater ial with improved weitab iIi ty is 

used or increased tear layer thickness are achieved, a 

superf ici al very th inIi pi dI ayer is usual Iy seen. 

This lipid coverage, not only limits the effect of 

evaporati on but aI so has a stabi Ii si ng effect on the 

underlying tear film thus retarding localised break-up. 

- the central dry i ng area is covered by part :i cl es 

of greater size than those present when the covering PLTF 

is thi nner. These particles are remnants of a thi ck 

basal muc in layer necessary to support a thicker and more 

stable PLTF. 

In aI I cases of cornea I contact I enses, the edge 

of the contact lens acts as a barrier to the spreading of 

an adequate pre-lens tear film. Especially it: limits the 

formation of an adequate superficial Iipid layer. 
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8.5 FXPFRT MFNTAI 5Tt JnY 4_ Mt rnl lr-i I AYFR PHnT(IrRAPHY nN 

THE rnRNFAL ANn QN _nNTACT LENS SURFACE! 

B. 5.1 TH NAT IRF OF THE Mf Irfl c AYFR T NTFRFACF 

In the aqueous phase of the POTF, the Ieck of 

visible interference fringes even at minimal thickness is 

probably due to the nature and morphology of the mucous 

interface which exhibits very low reflective properties. 

The formation and visibility of fringes is regulated by 

the intensity of the incident and reflected lights at 

successive interfaces. This depends on the thickness and 

reflectivity of the limiting layers which is a relative 

function of their refractive index. 

In the pre-ocular tear film, the formation of 

interference fri nges of hi gh visibility in the aqueous 

layer depends on the physical characteristics of the 

underlying mucous layer, its homogone i ty, its refractive 

index. and the nature of its surface. 

At any interface, the light can be reflected, 

refracted or absorbed. The relative percentages will 

depend upon the homogeneity of the medium, the regularity 

of the surface and its definition. 

The low reflective properties of the mucous 

interface is possibly due to the following: 

-a hi gh absorbt i on of 1i ght by the medium . In 

that case the very reduced intensity of the light 

reflected at the mucous-aqueous interface is too low 

compared to the intensity of the Ii ght ref I acted at the 

aqueous-air interface to produce interference fringes. 
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-a Iack of homogeneity of the mucous Iayer. If 

it is made up of various components of different 

reflective indices, this an i sotropi c medi um wi II not 

fulfil the optical requ i rment of interfaces necessary for 

the production of interference fri nges. 

-aI ack of uni formi ty of the mucous I ayer. This 

is possible if the interface is irregular, and the 

reflection will be scattered and not directed back to the 

observation system. This is what would happen in 

parallel sided plates with unpolished or scratched 

surfaces. 

- the absence of a real interface. If the mucous 

layer is highly hydrated (90% Water) its refractive 

index, n=1.34 (J. M. Tiffany personal communication) 

Will be very similar to that of the aqueous phase. 

Such a low difference between the refractive 

indices wi Il prohibit the formation of interference 

fringes. 

B. 5.2 Mi rni ic; AYFR MFASURFMENT 

The lack of interference fringes in the mucous 

layer prevents us from applying our i nterferometri c 

method of thickness measurement. The use of micrometric 

latex spheres did not prove to be a successful toot as 

they stayed in suspension and did not embed themselves in 

the mucous layer, as hoped. The effect of evaporation 

induces a certain amount of dehydration of the uncovered 

mucous layer and creates a more ragged surface. 

The presence of such an hydrated structure will 

i mi t its effectiveness as an interface for interference 
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fri nge format i on but wilIi ncrease its of f ect i veness as a 

wetting interface. 

E3.5.3 MtIC'O is LAYER TN THE ORY EYE SYMPTOMS "ii iRTFrT 

The difference in appearance of the mucous coating 

suggests the presence of a thinner or less hydrated 

coati ng. 

A highly hydrated and thick structure would in the 

experimental condition exhibit rapid changes of surface 

morphol ogy such as furrowing. This is not the case in 

our observation. No other di fference could be noted. 

8.5.4 MUCOUS COATT Nß ON CONTACT L FNS S1 IRFAf F 

The mucous coating on soft contact lenses differs 

from that on the cornea in two aspects: 

-it acts as an opti caI i nterf ace, wet I enough to 

produce interference fringes within the aqueous phase it: 

supports. It is not a perfect interface, the fringe 

intensity is limited and visible only over the very 

limited thickness (6 fringes). If rigid contact lens 

surface is more reflective (31 fringes visible for a 

thickness of 5.5)lm. 

- its morphology is different. Its thickness 

variation does not seem to providea regular surface 

coverage and will induce local variation in tear film 

stability. 

On soft contact lens surfaces it is possible that 

the muco-prole i noun coating is not evenly distributed as 

it relies solely on the spreading effect of the Ii ds 

during blinking. The lack of the anchoring System 
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present on the ocular surface may produce an accumulation 

of material loosely bound to the lens surface as a paste- 

like structure. Both the presence, the thickness, the 

bi ndi ng forces and the contami nati on of thi sI aver wi 

di ctate the i n-v i vo weitab iIi ty of the under Iyi ng sof t 

ens surface. 

On rigid contact I enses, a stab l e, thick mucous 

layer is not apparent. During the drying sequence 

observation only a few isolated globules were seen drying 

at the surface. 

This minimal coating by mucous secretion could 

explain the Ii mi ted wetting time whi ch is a feature of 

rigid lens surfaces. 

The proposed structure of the mucous I ayer on the 

cornea, on soft and rigid lenses in shown in diagrammatic 

form in Fig 8.2. 

The proposed structure of the pre-soft: lens tear 

film is shown diagrammatically in Fig 8.3 and that: of the 

pre-rigid lens tear film in Fig 8.4. 
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CHAPTER EI 

CONCLUSION 

As described previously a series of techniques has 

been des i gned spec ifi cal Iy to al I ow the observat i on and 

photography of all the individual I avers of the tear 

film. The techniques and analysis are an effective means 

of tear fi Im assessment, both for the ci i ni ci an and the 

researcher. 

In the pre-ocul ar tear fi I m. the Ii pi d phase can 

be viewed under high magnification and low magnification. 

As a result of this work the appearance of the normal 

i pi dI aver of the pre-ocu l ar tear fiIm has been 

classified into 7 grades Within a thickness range of 

0.02µm to 0.58µm. 

The observati ons of the Ii pi dI ayer under hi gh 

magnification are very useful but must be considered as 

the localised effect occurring within the frame formed by 

the superior and the inferior lids. It is therefore very 

important to be able to observe the overall behaviour of 

the lipid layer under low magnification over a large area 

of the ocul ar surface. It is easy to observe any 

irregularity or instability of the surface film and the 

formation of localised dry spots which can then be more 

closely examined under high magnification. 
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Use of the novel hand-held instrument al Iows the 

clinical measurement of tear film break-up time (BUT) and 

is particularly suitable for the tear film examination of 

the contact lens patient (Gui lI on & Gui ll on. 1986). 

The mucous coverage of the epi the Ii al surf ace can 

be observed after the tear film has receded following the 

formation of a dry spot. and it appears as a continuous 

undul ated surface. 

In the pre- I ens tear fiI ms the Ii pi d phase, the 

aqueous phase and the inner mucous coating of the surface 

can be individually observed. 

On rigid contact I enses the presence of the 1i pi d 

layer and aqueous phase can be detected separately. 

Their individual thickness can be measured from high 

magni fi cati on photography. The receding in-vivo wetting 

angla formed by the aqueous phase on the contact lens 

surface can aI so be ca I cu I aced. The pre-PMMA rigid 

contact I ens tear film rarely possesses avisible super- 

fi ci al Ii pi dI ayer and its aqueous I ayer measured 1.5}im 

on average. Its basal mucous I ayer has only a sporadic 

occurrence. 

The overal I behavi our of the tear fiIm coveri ng 

the lens surface can be examined under low magnification. 

Its thickness decrease by evaporation and meniscus 

induced thinning can be related to the anterior surface 

drying time or lens surface break-up time. 
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The use of wetting solutions and supplementary eye 

formulation can be directly observed and measured by 

their effect on the pre-l ens tear fi Im thickness and 

stabi Ii ty. The wetting solution acts on the thickness of 

the aqueous phase which increases to 2.5µm and supports a 

minimal lipid layer. 

The use of contact lens materials of better 

weitab iIi ty perm i is the f ormat i on of fiI ms of i ncreased 

thi ckness (up to S. 5µm) wi th a vi si bl a superf i ci at Ii pi d 

layer which was seen to stabilise the film and retard its 

dryi ng. 

The disturbing effect of lens deposits or coating 

and that of cosmetics can be assessed early by the 

abnormal features its creates at the tear surface. 

Adequate measure can be taken by the practitioner to 

improve the clinical picture and any improvement can be 

easily detected. 

In soft contact lenses the same observations can 

be achieved. The pre-soft I ens tear fi Im usually 

possesses a thin superficial lipid laver and an aqueous 

phase of limited dimensions. Its mucous I aver has a 

discontinuous distribution. 

According to the observations the care regimen can 

be adjusted and i nc I ude the use of protein removal 

tabl ets or suppi ementary eye drops if necessary. A more 

informed choice of I ens can be achieved by assessing the 
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need for water content or improved in-vivo surface 

weitab iIi ty. 

On a research basi s the abiIity to observe the 

mucous coating on the corneal surface wi 1I hopefully 

allow the differentiation of various corneal surface 

disturbances and a better understanding of the wetting 

mechanism achieved by looking directly at the 'trouble 

spot' where break-up occurs. In contact lens wear, the 

very high magnification observation of drying surfaces 

wilI al I ow us to assess the muco-prole in coati ng and the 

behavi our of the fI ui d spreading over i t. The study of 

the formation, structure and thickness of this inner 

layer made visible in-vivo for the first time on contact 

lenses should bring valuable information on its 

properties and effectiveness as a support to the aqueous 

phase and Ii pi dI ayer. 
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